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Methanex closure won’t hike rates 
By SARAH A.ZIMMERMAN 
TWENTY-TWO Terrace residents will 
be out of work by March 2006 because of 
Methanex’s decision to close its metha- 
nol plan in Kitimat. 
But natural gas distribution company 
Pacifid Northern Gas will not likely have 
to raise its rates to replace the last income 
from Methanex. , 
After more than two years of trying 
to find a solution to the crippling price 
of natural gas, which is the raw material 
from which methanol is made, the com- 
pany announced last week its shutting 
down this December with mothballing 
and clean up to last until next March. 
The closure affects 139 jobs, 127 of 
which are full time, nine are temporary 
and two are contract maintenance posi- 
tions. 
The Terrace job losses amount to ap- 
proximately one-third of the people who 
either went back to work or will be back 
at work soon stemming from the Aug. 
29 start up of the Terrace Lumber Com- 
PmY * said. 
Methanex officials say .it costs $400 
a tonne to produce methanol, but is only 
getting paid between $260 and $300 a 
tonne for its final product. 
ed because Methanex for some time had 
been saying high natural gas prices meant 
its Kitimat plant was losing money. 
Methanex is the single largest cus- 
tomer of Pacific Northern Gas (PNG) 
which distributes natural gas throughout 
the north. It accounted for a whopping 67 
per cent of the product delivered by PNG 
and accounted for nine per cent of’ the 
company’s revenues. 
Skeena NDP MLA Robin Austin said 
the closure will have a ripple effect on 
Kitimat and on Terrace from the loss of 
jobs and in other areas. 
“It’s not just the jobs. There are fami- 
lies involved and that means there will 
be an impact on the school system,” he 
Losing Methanex means Kitimat and 
the area will have to work hard on pend- 
ing projects, such as a plan by newly- 
formed Kitimat LNG to import gas from 
News of the closure was not unexpect- overseas for distribution throughout 
North America, Austin added. 
The closure means Methanex will 
have to pay $23.3 million to PNG to ter- 
minate its delivery contract early. The 
agreement would have otherwise expired 
Oct. 3 1.2009. 
PNG officials say the pay out should 
help avoid increasing rates to its resi- 
dential and commercial customers in the 
wake of losing its largest customer. 
There were worries gas transmission 
costs would raise to replace the,Meth- 
anex revenue. 
The payment of the termination fee 
by Methanex should serve to cushion the 
residential and commercial customers 
from any increases through to October 
2009 to be combined with the cost sav- 
ings we expect to realize by not having to 
provide any service to Methanex,” says 
PNG’s chief financial officer Elizabeth 
Fletcher. 
“There is a large number of costs we 
don’t have to pay for example we don’t 
have to overhaul our compressors -that’s 
about half a million a year.” 
The utility also won’t have to pay mo- 
tor fuel tax for the compressor an average 
savings of another $500,000, .Fletcher 
said. 
Another option that may save PNG 
money is using the $23.3 million to pay 
down debt, thereby alleviating interest 
charges; she said. 
But with international gas prices soar- 
ing in the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina, 
increased natural gas prices may well go 
up anyway. 
i 
,, PNG has not yet applied to the B.C. 
Utilities Commission (BCUC) for a hike 
in prices, but that’s not out of the ques- 
tion, says Fletcher. 
“At this point 1 can’t say,” she says. 
“Certainly if the $12 gas we are see- 
ing today and yesterday continues there 
would have to be an increase.” 
PNG did receive approval in January 
for an interim rate hike. That followed a 
request for a 12 per cent increase for resi- 
dential and small commercial customers 
in January but the BCUC has yet to rule 
on a permanent hike. 
Methanex is the largest producer of 
methanol in the world. Its Kitimat loca- 
tion is the only remaining North Ameri- 
can plant. Its other production plants are 
located in Chile and Trinidad and it is 
looking into developing a plant in Egypt. 
. 
,, 
For more on the Methanex” closure, 
please see Page A2. 
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. NlRMAL PARMAR is hoping people will come to the Co-op building in Terrace to collect the 6,000 equity cheques that were returned to the 
association after being mailed out in June. The unclaimed cheques were largely returned because the addresses are out of date. 
SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN PHOTO 
Thousands of dollars in unclaimed 
cheques returned to local Co-op 
THE TERRk%ECo-op Association is hoping to 
track down the rightful recipients of 6,000 cheques 
totalling more than $500,000 returned to its office 
by Canada Post in July. 
The association sent out more than 10,OOO 
cheques June 15 in order to distribute equity to its 
members since it dissolved in 2004. 
But because of change of address or name or 
some other reasons, thousands of cheques have 
been returned and remain unclaimed, says the 
group’s president. 
“Within six months (December) if owners 
can’t be found, the money goes back to the B.C. 
government,” said Nirmal Parmar. 
After the association aggreed to dissolve it was 
left with more than $2 million in assets and shares 
to be distributed to its members once the fiscal 
year and its associated audits ended. 
While most members have had to wait until 
now to receive their equity cheques, those people 
who applied for the cheques and were 65-years- 
old or older in May 2001, were likely paid out at 
that time, he said. 
There may also be a large number of people in 
the community who don’t even realise they have a 
cheque wwaiting for them. That’s because anyone 
who has shopped at the Co-op would have been 
required to purchase a $10 membership - even if 
they only shopped there once. 
As a process of the liquidation all the member- 
ship fees must be returned, even if that person had 
no other equity in the association. 
Those people who purchased a $10 member- 
ship will have cheques waiting for them totalling 
$1 1.30 because the association earned more mon- 
ey than expected during its liquidation. 
“There is a huge number of cheques and if 
somebody knows someone who has moved out or 
moved away please just give us a call, we hate to 
see this money going back to the B.C. Govern- 
ment,” Parmar said. 
Anyone who may be in line to receive equity 
that hasn’t by mail, should go to the Vanderhoof 
8i Districts Co-Operative Association at 2912 
Molitor Street with proper documents and identi- 
fication. The Vanderhoof Co-op is the receiver in 
charge of the distribution of the equity cheques. 
That’$ especially true for any beneficiaries of 
estates, said Parmar. 
Questions can be answered at the association 
office by calling 635-9595 Monday to Friday. 
I Members voted to dissolve the association in 2004 
after its assets were either closed or sold off. 
Once a commercial fixture in Terrace and 
founded in the 1950s, the Co-op closed its Greig 
Ave. department store and grocery complex on 
Greig Ave. in 1998. 
It then closed its building supplies store last 
year following years of losses and sold its card 
lock fuel service to the Vanderhoof Co-op. 
II 
Officers happy about fewer tickets 
TERRACE HIGHWAY patrol officers gave out 
few tickets and warnings over the Summer Counter 
Attack campaign which included the Canada Day 
long weekend 
Over its entire patrol area, which stretches from 
Queen Charlotte City to New Hazelton and up to 
Stewart and Atlin, police charged six impaired 
drivers and issued 16 24-hour suspensions. 
Impressively low numbers for the size of the 
area patrolled, said Cst. Mike Lavric. 
“It’s a bit of a relief because we know there’s 
more traffic on the highways during this period. 
Since the numbers are lower, people on the high- 
ways are safer, accomplishing exactly what we set 
out to do,” he said. 
“I think a lot of it has to do with the lead up, all 
case, he says adding the highway patrol’s number 
one priority is nailing impaired drivers. 
In the smaller area from Prince Rupert to Ter- 
race, Kitimat, New Aiyansh and Hazelton, police 
issued 29 speeding tickets, handed out one ticket 
for excessive speed, charged two motorists for 
driving contrary to restrictions and caught two un- 
licensed drivers. Police also nabbed two motorists 
who failed to display new driver signs and found 
11 defective vehicles. 
Continued page A2 
the ads and publicity and emphasis saying iolice 
will be out there checking on impaired drivers. I 
think drivers drive more responsibly as a result.” 
People often slip back into their old habits after 
the campaign, thinking that police are not going to 
be out checking for drunk drivers, which isn’t the 
Northern ’hydro 
line needed ‘for 
development 
MINING COMPANIES and others may want hydro power 
north of Meziadin as soon as possible but the start of any 
work is years away. 
The provincial government has first to assemble a key list 
’ of issues that need to be resolved in addition to any environ- 
mental and engineering work that needs to be done, says an 
energy minister official. 
“That list would include cost, who pays and how big of 
a line do we build. The route is pretty straightforward as it 
would generally follow Hwy37 North,” said Geoff Freer. 
One mining company, bcMetals Corporation which has 
the Red Chris copper and gold property off of Hwy37 south 
of Iskut says hydro power is key to its development. 
The company received environmental approval for its 
project from the province last week but it cannot start work 
until the hydro line project is approved. Its ability to find 
the $228 million for Red Chris rests on the certainty the line 
will be built. 
Freer said involvement of the Tahltan in the hydro line 
configuration would be an integral part of the project. 
“What the Tahltan have said so far is that they are inter- 
ested in learning more,” Freer added. 
Aside from spurring industrial development, a hydro line 
would benefit communities such as Iskut and Dease Lake 
who now depend upon diesel generators. 
Cost estimates, depending upon theosize of the line, range 
from $120 million all the way to more than $400 million. 
That lowest cost option would feature a 138kV line 
branching off of the existing line which now stops at Me- 
ziadin. The most expensive option would be a 287kV line of 
increased complexity as it would involve more work at the 
Skeena substation near Terrace. 
A decision on what size of line to build would depend 
upon existing demand and factor in anticipated demand 
based on current and projected development. One option 
might be building the infrastructure for the larger 287kV 
power line but only run through 138kV until demand war- 
rants an increase. Those preliminary power and cost options 
were prepared by the B.C. Transmission Corporations. 
The report indicates two years worth of studies and prepa- 
ration would be needed before any construction could begin. 
Construction itself would take three to four years, depending 
upon the size of line to be built. 
CASSIE Hall Elementary School Grade 4-5 
teacher Mrs. Wraight gets her classroom ready 
for the new school year. KAT LEE PHOTO 
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High gas prices too much 
for Kitimat methanol plant 
By MALCOLM BAXTER 
AS METHANEX’S first plant, Kitimat was the foundation 
stone for what is now a multi-national company that controls 
more than one quarter of the world’s production of metha- 
nol. 
Its employees set the bar when it came to productivity 
and safety. 
” And Kitirnat was ideally located to supply Asian mar- 
kets. 
But in the end, nonc of that was enough to save it. 
In announcing last Tuesday that the plant would cease 
production at year’s cnd, Methanex CEO Bruce Aitken 
pointed to natural gas prices as the fatal fly in the ointment. 
As the basic ingredicnt in making methanol, the price of 
natural gas is thc major factor in what it costs to produce a 
tonne of methanol. And the company indicated earlier this 
ycar that the price of natural gas here meant the Kitimat 
plant was losing nioncy on cvery tonne. 
Last week Aitkcn emphasizcd the decision to shut :he 
500,000 tbnnc pcr’year plant down was based not just on 
today’s prices - more than $9 per gigajoule. 
“11‘s a judgcmcnt about the price of energy in North 
Anicrica over the ncxt five to 10 years,” he told the Sentinel, 
adding he believed the price of natural gas in North Anieri- 
ca, Europc and most of Asia would bc “extraordinarily high” 
throughout,that period. 
For that reason, those areas were not the places to be rnan- 
ufacturing methanol. Instead, methanol would be produced 
in remote locations where low cost gas was available. 
(Methanex has just opened its fourth plant in Chile, tak- 
ing production there to nearly four million tonnes. It also 
has a new 850,000 tonnes plant in Trinidad and is planning 
another in Egypt.) , 
He said the closure of the Kitimat plant would leave only 
four or five methanol plants operating in North America - 
and Celanese had already announced the last Canadian plant, 
located in Edmonton, would be closed at the end of 2006. 
Aitken said Methanex had looked at alternative raw ma- 
terials, including coal and imported liquified natural gas 
From froa 
(LNG). However, the economics had not worked. 
In the case of the latter, Methanex had indicated to Kitimat 
LNG “a range of economics that would work for us” as well 
as timelines, but “no offers have been forthcoming”. 
Not that he was surprised. Given tile market price for nat- 
ural gas in North America, “there’s not a lot of incentive to 
sell it to us at a much lower price,” Aitken noted. 
Senior vice-president for XXX John Gordon said produc- 
tion of methanol here would cease in the first week of Janu- 
ary and the ncxt three months would be spent mothballing 
the operation and canying out an environmental site assess- 
ment. 
He pointed out that translated into seven months of work- 
ing notice for the 127 employees, about one quarter of whom 
live in Terrace. 
As for the fate of the methanol and ammonia plants on 
the site, Aitkcn said there were two possibilities - sell the 
plants, dismantle and ship thcm soniewherc else in the world 
or simply sell them as scrap. 
A decision on that would be made in ,the next 12-24 
months. 
As for the site, the company was in “advanced” negotia- 
tions with a potential buyer, who was particularly interested 
in the terminal - he could not name that third party. 
Kitimat plant manager Kevin Henderson explained Meth- 
anex owned the plant site itself and had lease agreements 
with Alcan for the wharf, access to the wharf and the right- 
of-way for the pipeline and rail line into the site. 
Asked about the transferrability of those leases with the 
sale of the site, he said, “We don’t think there’d be an issue 
with that,” adding he understood Alcan would be “more than 
recept ive”. 
many pluses, including it was an established industrial site, 
there were “no real environmental legacies” given methanol 
was a clean product,rail access and a pool of “great employ- 
ees” with transferrable skills. 
Molcolin Boxter is the editor of The Northem Sentinel iu 
Kitimnt. 
Aitken pointed out the approximately 500 acre site had \’ 
- . . m .  I . Fewer impaired drivers tomd 
during enforcement campaign 
They issued 20 warnings 
for,speeding and 10 warn- 
ings for motorists not car- 
rying their driver’s licenses 
with them, which Lavric 
said is a habit on the rise. 
He was pleased with nio- 
torists’ sober behaviour in 
and around New Aiyansh 
during Crabfest, a time 
when a lot of traffic travelled 
between Terrace and Kinco- 
litli. 
“We did at least two 
nights on the Nisga’a High- 
way and it’s kind of pleasing 
to see the numbers down in 
that respect,” he said. 
Officers impounded two 
vehicles and handed out 
an 90-day administrative 
driving prohibition for one 
driver, who blew over the 80 
mg blood alcohol limit but 
under 100 mg. 
Police handed out one 
24-hour prohibition for im- 
paired driving due to illegal 
drugs, something people 
tend to forget about, Lavric 
said. 
The public tends to think 
impairment means liquor 
only but drugs can impair’ 
driving ability just as easily, 
he said. 
D ,Max ’ Min ,Total 
A Temp Temp. Precip 
Y “C “C mm 
26 19.6 ’13.1 1.6 
27 15.2 11.0 15.6 
28 19.1 10.5 8.6 
29 16.0 11.0 0.4 
30 17.4 11.7 3.6 
31 14.6 11.1 0.6 
1 15.8 10.7 18.4 
D Max ‘ Min’ ’ Total 
A Temp Temp Precip 
Y “C “C mm 
26 22.1 10.4 0.4 
27 18.4 12.8 11.2 
28 19.0 12.3 0.4 
29 19.1 11.2 1.2 
30 20.1 12.5 1.2 
31 19.1 10.9 1.5 
1 16.5 11.0 5.2 
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4717 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace I 
635-1180 
The AZpha Course 
An opportunity to explore the meaning of life 
Looking for answers? The Alpha course is an opportunity for anyone to explore the Christian ’ 
faith in a relaxed, non-threatening manner over ten, thought-provoking weekly sessions. 
It’s low key, friendly and fun. And it’s supported by all the main Christian denominations. 
You’re not on your own either. More than 2 million people worldwide have already 
found it to be a worthwhile experience. So join us on a journey,ofdiscovery. 
The A l ~ h a  Course: Zion Badst Church 
If a new 2006 Jetta doesn’t already make you look twice, 
an offer like this one surely will. 
a powerful 254itre, 150hp engine 
available &speed automatic transmission with Tiptronie 
new electromechanicaCenhanced steering , 
new 4-link fully independent rear suspension 
refined styling 
* more passenger room and 20% more storage space than current Jetta models 
luxury interior including a locking, aiwondtioned glove box 
new jetta.ca 
Volkswagen Finance is proud to support recent college or university graduates with a $750 rebate off the purchase or lease 
of a new or certified pre-owned Volkswagen vehicle.** 
. Offerapplies too 48-month lease faro 2006 Jetto, 2.5he gos engine, 4-dooc 5-speed nlonual and includes’ freight. 52,496.50 down poyment, 5298 fie month‘s pqrnent required 
af‘tirne of transaction. PDI, insuronce, licence, administmtion/registro~ion fees and opplicoble t o m  extra. Monthly payments total 514,304. Lessee responsible far insumnce. At lease 
end, lessee respcnsible far S012;km aver 80.000 km, and domoge and excessive weal: Requires Volkwagen Finance approval. tease rote is bored on 5.3% interest. b a l e r  rnq 
lease far less. See dealer far full details. Offer ends August 31, 2005. Supplies are Imted. :i$+ronic is o registered tmdcrnork of Dr. Ing. h.c. F. Paoche AG. “Musf have gmduored 
within 24 months of credlt opplicotion. Offermlid an all new and unused 2006, 2005 or 2004 Valhagen vehicles, and V o l h g e n  Certified pre-owned models thd ore delivered 
during the p q m m  period. Offer through Volkwagen Finance an opproved credit. 2ebote offer ends Dec 31,2005. N o l h g e n  2005 
At all participating Volkswagen Dealers including your local Dealer: 
Columbia Autohaus Ltd. 
4109 Substation Avenue, Terrace 
(250) 635-5717 
.-. . . .  , .  . .  I.. . . .  . .~ . . .  ,. 
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BUS passengers rise again 
as useage keeps growing 
By KAT LEE 
THE PEOPLE of Terrace 
and area certainly know how 
to use q e  bus. 
Recent statistics from 
B.C. Transit show that the 
number of people using 
public transit has gone up 
70.3 per cent over the past 
five years; from April 2000 
to March 2001, the number 
of people taking the bus was 
102,025, while the 2004- 
2005 year saw 173,708 rid- 
ers. 
There have been a lot of 
things that have happened’ 
to niake the ridership in- 
crease possible, said Tania 
Wegwitz, the senior transit 
planner for the municipal 
systems program of B.C. 
Transit. 
“Terrace has done really 
well,” she said, adding that 
a 70 per cent increase in five 
years is what is expected 
out of brand new transit 
systems, not systems like 
“It’s been a really great 
team effort with all the part- 
ners involved:’ Wegwitz 
said. 
Bus drivers and manage- 
ment staff at Coastal Bus 
Lines were instrumental in 
suggesting improvements, 
and Wegwitz attributed the 
drivers had a big part of the 
success. 
A transit committee made 
up of people from the re- 
gional district, city officials 
and community residents 
was put together to look 
over the system as well. 
New routes and sched- 
ules were implemented in 
August 2001 and ridership 
went up 20 per cent. 
Ever since then, the 
partners have made small 
changes to the schedule ev- 
ery year. 
For example, some years 
they aimed at improving 
service for certain schools, 
commuters from Thornhill, 
Terrace’s which have been 
around since 1980. 
The 2002-2003 year saw 
Terrace claim the highest 
level of ridership increase 
in the province, up 28.1 per 
cent over the previous year. 
One of the reasons for the 
ongoing increase is because 
the transit system was re- 
vamped in 2001, Wegwitz 
said. 
The four partners of the 
regional transit system, the 
City of I Terrace, the Re- 
gional District of Kitimat- 
Stikine, B.C. Transit and 
Coastal Bus Lines Ltd., got 
together to see how to better 
serve the public’s transpor- 
tation needs. 
new service to Wal-Mart, or 
tiny increases to make sure 
buses were running on time. 
The buses themselves 
may be part of the reason for 
success. 
Two buses are ” wheel- 
chair-lift equipped and two 
are low-floor, which are 
helpful with wheelchairs, 
scooters and strollers. 
The handyDart system 
was introduced to the city in 
1990, and it provides door- 
to-door service for people 
with disabilities. Use of the 
handyDart system is up 22 
per cent over last year. 
Wegwitz admits there 
may be other factors con- 
tributing to the ridership in- 
I . -  ’,, ’ ’ . .. I .  , . , . .   ?: ’ . , $.-’:- >:, . >$ I 
BUS DRIVER Skip Guthrie welcomes people onto his bus daily. He’s been driving 
KAT LEE PHOTO buses for five years. 
crease, some of which may cost of a car; according to the “If people haven’t tried 
be economy. Canadian Automobile As- the transit system yet, they 
With an adult monthly sociatioh, a car owner pays should, because it’s a jewel 
pass going for $26 a month, an average of around $7,000 of a transit system and they 
transportation costs are rela- per year to operate their car, should be very proud of it,” 
tively low compared to the or around $20 per day. Wegwitz said: 
Chinese buy into Stewart gold play 
CHINA’S L q G E S T  publicly-traded mining corporation has a stake in a 
gold play near Stewart. 
The Zijin Mining Group has bought $1.95 million worth of Pinnacle 
Mines shares, giving it access to the Silver Coin property 24km north of 
Stewart. Zijin is also contributing its mining expertise to the property at 
which a drilling program began last year and continues this year. 
1 Cb#ndrdw Bowering, president of Pinnacle Mines, explained that while the 
I company has half a dozen mining properties in northern B.C., it is currently 
He said drilling will continue as long as the weather holds and will re- 
3 , -  I 
focused on the Silver Coin deposit. 
sume next year. 
“Our results have been very good to date,” said Bowering. “Based on the 
results of next year, we are looking at a prefeasiblity or scoping study.” 
Prefeasibility examines the best way to actually start production at the 
mine. The area has resources of gold, silver, copper, lead and zinc. 
“It’s there in sufficiently high grade to be economical. The question is, is 
there enough there to be economical,” said Bowering. 
Zijin, which operates mines across China as well’as 14 subsidiary com- 
panies and had a gross profit $124 ,pillion in 2004, has four geologists at the 
Silver Coin site. 
. . ‘ *‘ 
You didn’t protest when he got his new 
Way to be thinking bud, girl!’ 
*’? .. ,7 ,It-.- . 
start improvi;lg thc qudiry of your financial life nght away with seven 
simplc srcps. 
“Smart Wonirn Finish Rich’””, bascd on the bcst scuing book by 
David Bach, is a fun, cducational scminar spccifically dcsigncd for 
womcn. It provides you with swcn stcps to hclp you live a richcr lifc. 
You will learn: 
How to Put Your Money Where Your Valucs Arc 
Whcrc You Stand Financially 
T h c  Power of the Lattc Factorn‘ 
How to Build Financial “Baskets” for Your Rcrircmenr, 
Your Sccurity and Your Drcams 
Plus much morc! 
Edward Jones cordially invitcs you to “Smart Womcn Finish RichT”’”, an 
cducationd seminar that can hclp you achiwc financial sccuriry and fund 
your dreams. 
MONDAY SEPTEMBER 12,2005 
COAST INN OF THE WEST 
7:00 P.M. - DOORS OPEN AT 630 P.M. ’ 
FREE BY DONATION To CANADIAN CANCER SOclElY 
www.cdwardioncs.com 
Member ClPF 
EdwardJones 
Serving Individual Investors 
~~ 
News In Brief 
Drunk numbers steady 
THE NUMBER of people arrested for causing distur- 
bances while publicly intoxicated remains similar to the 
last two years. 
Terrace RCMP inspector Marlin’Degrand said from 
January to the end of July 2005, 558 people were ar- 
rested for public intoxication. 
Last year, police arrested about 494 in the same pe- 
riod, and in 2003 the number was 587. 
Degrand said the police don’t generally arrest people 
for having a few too many drinks, rather, they have to 
be causing a disturbance, bothering others, posing a risk 
to themselves, others or property. 
Passengers dip a bit 
PASSENGER’ TRAFFIC 
going through the airport 
here has declined, byt only 
by a little and not enough 
Io alarm airport officials. 
To the end of July, 
55,421 people either land- 
ed or flew away, a drop 
of 2,211 people from the 
57,632 total for the same 
period in 2004. 
The biggest drop took 
place in February when 
6,937 people used the air- 
port compared to 7,686 
users in February 2004. 
Airport manager Lau- Laurie Brown 
rie Brown said the 2005 
total remains healthy when considering the 5 1,580 peo- 
ple who passed through from January to the end of July 
2003 and the 5 1 ,OS 1 people who used the airport for the 
first seven months of 2002. 
“We’re down a bit, but still very healthy,” said 
Brown. 
In addition to the runway extension project complet- 
ed in July, the airport is spending $550,000 to improve 
its electrical supply. 
That contract, financed through a federal airport 
grant program, is being undertaken by T.L. and T., a 
Kitimat company. ’ , 
Time to, slow down 
STUDENTS ARE back in class and that means it’s 
time to slow down around schools, says the Insurance 
Corporation of B.C. 
Motorists are reminded to travel no faster than 30 
k m h  between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m. when travelling in 
school zones. ’ 
And they’re also being reminded to stop for school 
buses when their red lights are flashing. 
ICBC research indicates that when a vehicle is trav- 
elling at 30 kmh, it takes 13 metres to stop. But that 
distance expands to 27 metres if a vehicle is travelling 
at 50 km/h. 
Local Autoplan brokers are helping drive home the 
slow .. .I down .* message by distributing 12,000 bright yel- 
low signs to 1,500 elementary schools around the prov- 
ince:yPolice will also be keeping an eye out for errant 
drivers around schools. 
h 
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Per-plex-ing 
IT’S A shame Terrace city council’s decision to 
avoid‘ making a decision to go ahead, to re-think 
<or to scrap its sportspledsecond sheet of ice plan 
comes at a time when municipal’ elections loom 
That’s because good public policy can never be 
created in the heat of electioneering. 
Political promises are just that - promises - and 
objectivity gets tossed aside in favour of rousing 
rhetoric. 
Which is why the mayor and council need to 
within a month schedule a public meeting to go 
over the ins, the outs,’the good and the bad of the 
second sheet of ice plan. 
eed to do so as the elected local repre- 
sentatives of Terrace and not as candidates in the 
upcoming election to do away with the politics 
and concentrate instead on service to taxpayers. 
City council has iever ever released any kind 
of report on its current second sheet of ice plan to 
provide even the simplest of details so taxpayers 
may be part of the inside workings. 
Now that council has decided to seek anoth- 
er round of bids early next year, there’s a bit of 
breathing room’here to produce an analysis. 
I this November. 
Y 
(1 
e absence of this kind o 
I /  ortunity to question m 
ave a good taste in the mouths of citizens. 
All of that hard work in org&zing local do- 
, nations, either in cash or in-kind commitments, 
and the resulting goodwill stands’to be lost should 
there not be an objective analysis of what is going 
on. 
As unattractive as it might be, council has not 
debated the most fundamental issue - and that is 
ot the current plan for‘ahstfippea gown 
of the current arena is worth of an expenditure 
likely to hit the $10 million mark. 
If council wants to spend that kind of money, ’is 
it best spent in this fashion? Is the current location 
even suitable for a second sheet of ice? If council 
wants to spend this kind of money, is there an- 
other location that might be more appropriate? 
Just recintly city councillor Marylin Davies 
conducted an informal poll of mainly business- 
people; revealing at least the appetite to think 
about reviving a conference centre as part of a 
multi-use and purpose concept. 
While that may have been covering old ground 
and discarded years ago because of cost and taxa- 
tion implications, it is no less worthy of consider- 
ation than a pricey bare bones ice sheet. 
More suspicious minds might view council’s 
decision to re-tender early next year as a way of 
avoiding controversy during the election. 
A public meeting, backed by proper informa- 
tion, would do much to do away with thatJine of 
thought. 
- - - -_ 
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We ail’can .prosper from mining 
By MICHAEL MCPHIE 
WE APPLAUD th2effort be- 
ing made by both sides to forge 
a new relationship with B.C.’s 
First Nations people. 
By urging his fellow pre- 
miers to make room at the 
table for First Nations dur- 
ing the recent first minister’s 
conference and to draft a new 
strategy to lift their people out 
of poverty within 10 years, 
Premier Gordon Campbell is 
injecting needed energy and 
new thinking into a dialogue 
that has been veering in the 
wrong direction for too long. Michael McPhie 
Opportunities have been 
missed onrboth sides - greater mitting of new projects are all 
well being for the province’s areas that require direction for 
aboriginal communities have governments and First Nations 
not been realized and most alike. 
certainly the province has lost Our industry has some suc- 
potential investment. cess stories where mining 
Advancing a constructive companies and First Nation 
ties have developed 
ing beneficial rela- 
tions community ranks as one tionships. 
of the top priorities for B.C.’s At the Eskay Creek mine 
$4.5 billion mining industry. in northwestern B.C., 35 per 
Our industry is in the early cent of the workforce is First 
stage of a resurgence, the likes Nation and business partner- 
of which have not been seen in ships with First Nation owned 
B.C. for many years. corporations generate addi- 
However, realizing the full tional jobs and opportunities 
potential of this resurgence for their members. ’Similar 
and attracting new investment employment and business ar- 
is dependent on much greater rangements exist between the 
levels of certainty in the prov- Hupacasath First Nation and 
ince around treaty issues and Polaris Minerals on northern 
the roles and responsibilities Vancouver Island. 
of industry with respect to Beyond B.C. there are‘nu- 
“consultation and accommo- merous examples of where 
dation.” mining has been shown to be 
Resource revenue sharing: a major positive economic and 
the duty and obligations of social force for First Nation 
industry and government to communities. 
meaningfully consult and the In particular, the diamond 
role of First Nations in the per- industry in Canada’s Arctic 
ize further success in B.C., we 
need to find ways to advance 
has grown, in just’ 15 years, 
to become one of the worlds 
largest. Its success is due in 
part ‘to the partnerships with 
the people of the north, pre- 
dominantly First Nations. 
Beyond Canada, working 
with and developing construc- 
tive relationships with indige- 
nous peoples is very much the 
norm for progressive mining 
companies and the resulting 
benefits that flow from those 
can be substantive. To real- 
the dialogue between industry 
and First Nations and build the 
capacity to establish mutually’ 
beneficial economic arrange- 
ments. 
For too long it has been the 
Supreme Court of Canada that, 
after years of protracted and 
expensive legal battles, has 
driven governpent Jl?~&~ ,of)., 
First Nation issues. Hq,ess,,. 
ing and redirecting the creative 
energy that has otherwise been 
lost in these disputes would 
surely generate far greater fu- 
ture benefit than perpetuating 
the status quo. 
Mining represents an ex- 
traordinary opportunity for 
aboriginal communities to 
achieve the economic self- 
sufficiency they desire and 
deserve. In particular, it rep- 
resents a real chance for the 
large number of aboriginal 
youth in B.C. to work close 
to their communities in pro- 
gressive, multi-disciplinary 
jobs that pay on averageo over 
$90,000 per year. 
Modern mining and mineral 
development is carried out in a 
manner that is both protective 
of the ecosystems that are es- 
sential to all things and results 
in substantive benefits to both 
local and regional economies. 
If the Premiers succwd in 
collectively agreeing to “urge 
the Prime Minister to create a 
new policy to alleviate poverty 
among the country’s three mil- 
lion aboriginals,” our industry 
stands ready to help achieve 
that worthy goal.’ 
Our approach has always 
been to advance our interests 
in a manner that is both sensi- 
tive to and inclusive of the in- 
terests of B.C.’s First Nations 
people. 7 
The provincial government, 
as our collective legislated 
body has the obligation to en- 
sure that the various parties 
at the table understand under 
what rules and obligations 
they are to operate. 
,r, , , r , ~ ~ , ~ : % l e ~ ~ ? . e l a t i o n s ~ q ~ ~ ~ -  
, p p o s e d  by the gqvenp,,, 
ment and the leading First 
Nation organizations in B.C. 
suggests a path forward to 
helping better define these 
rules and obligations. 
Like First Nations, we too 
want to be part of the discus- 
sions in defining these new 
rules and policies to ensure 
our concerns are taken into 
consideration. 
There is no doubt though 
that the discussion needed to 
be taken down a new path and 
for that the parties who are 
leading this deserve ow sup- 
port. 
Michael McPhie is President 
& CEO of the Mining Associa- 
tion of BC which speaks on be- 
half of mineral producers. 
Candy is dandy and so is gandy 
RECENTLY I took part in a 
writer’s workshop, something 
I had not tried before. Twenty 
%off us, from seniors to a 19- 
year-old, gathered to learn 
from published writers how to 
turn ideas into saleable pieces. 
1 never imagined so many 
Terrace residents want to 
write, everything from poetry 
to greeting card verse, mem- 
oirs to horror fiction. One 
aimed to write more interest- 
ing letters to family overseas. 
And another sought help in 
writing stories he now tells to 
young relatives. 
One of our warm-up exer- 
cises,> was to write a charac- 
ter sketch of the person who 
might have owned a collec- 
tion of oddments the librarian 
found in George Little Park. 
From a black bag she ex- 
tracted a safety razor, a bot- 
tle of viridian green ink, two 
cup hooks, a pair of pink rave 
eyeglasses with lights flash- 
ing back and forth like5kids’ 
sneakers, a book of six funny 
plays written by David Ives 
and published in 1994, a street 
map sketched on an envelope, 
a ticket to the Romper Room 
I I 
CLAUDETTE SANDECU 
on East Hasting, a photo of 
two people in bathing suits sit- 
ting on a floating log, and a red 
Swiss Army knife. 
‘ Based on these diverse 
items the person we imag- ’ 
ined had some similarities, but 
many unique features, depend- 
ing upon our life experiences. 
Some of us imagined a 
young woman newly arrived 
in Terrace, to find a job or to 
visit her mother in hospital. 
One saw the person as a male 
bouncer at the Vancouver club 
given the pink glasses by an 
intoxicated patron as he hand- 
ed her into a taxi. The ink led 
us to believe she might be a 
graphic artist or tattoo herself. 
Under the pen of Bob, a 
retired Alcan employee, the 
book’s title, All in the Timing, 
led to an expression the rest 
of us had never met: gandy 
dancer. He explained a gandy 
dancer as a railroad man who 
worked with a partner taking 
turns hammering spikes when 
they laid new steel rails. 
Webster offered this defini- 
tion: “A labourer in a railroad 
section gang. Perhaps from the 
Gandy Manufacturing Com- 
pany, Chicago, Ill., toolmak- 
ers, 1923.” 
My computer literate broth- 
er downloaded this: “There’s 
much doubt and confusion 
about this wonderful expres- 
sion - first recorded in 1918 
- for a member of a track-lay- 
ing or maintenance crew who 
tamped down the ballast be- 
tween the ties using a special 
tool. This involved vigorous 
stamping on the tool while 
turning in a circle.” 
And this: “Gandy dancer 
I 
< 
was the term used for the track 
workers back in the 1800s. The 
tools they used were made by 
the Gandy Tool Company’of 
Chicago, Illinois. The shovel 
was used to measure between 
the rails (four feet, one-half 
inch). The head of the shovel 
was used to measure the width‘ 
between the ties and it was 
strong enough to pry the tie 
up against the rail as the spike 
was driven home. 
“The tool was seemingly 
called a gandy, but where the 
name came from is a mystery. 
The idea that it referred to a 
Chicago business named the 
Gandy Manufacturing Com- 
pany - which supposedly sup- 
plied a variety of tools to rail- 
way workers - seems to rest 
on a reference in a book called 
Railroad Avenue by Free- 
man H. Hubbard, published 
in 1945. Several people have 
searched €or this business, but 
have failed to’find any trace 
of it in railway trade journals 
or Chicago city directories of 
the period. However a number 
of otherwise reputable works 
continue to give this as the 
source.’! 
I 
i 
I :. . , 
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Numbers 
on the rise 
THE NUMBER of seniors to the Terrace area is expected to 
rise, and the chair of the city’s health task force is conceded 
that there aren’t enough resources or facilities to properly 
support them. 
City councillor and task force chair Lynne Christiansen 
said that the group’s main concern is bed shortages at Mills 
Memorial Hospital and at Terraceview Lodge. 
Mills Memorial Hospital is a 52-bed facility, with 30 of 
them allotted for acute care. The remaining beds are broken 
down as follows: four ICU beds, 10 psych beds, and eight 
overflow beds the hospital will open if it is needed and if 
staff are available. 
Rowena Holoien, the local administrator for the Northern 
Health Aut5ority (NHA), points out’that the bed numbers 
have increased from previous years, from 25 acute care beds 
to 30. 
Holoien also said there can’t be any more beds until there 
are more nurses. Fortunately, she said, the new nursing pro- 
gram starting this week will help, and adds that additional 
nurses have been hired over ‘the past year. (, 
Holoien admits that bed space was down due to limited 
staff over the summer holidays but said she is expecting the 
number will pick up in the fall. The average of acute care 
beds used in the hospital for July and August were around 
24 and 22 respectively. 
McConnell Estate is an independent living facility that 
houses and aids 24 seniors as it is made up of 20 single units 
and two units for couples. 
The number of beds at Terraceview Lodge is currently sit- 
ting at 75. The health authority’s plan to reduce that number 
to 50 beds for those needing very complex and continuous 
care hasn’t changed, but is currently under review. Seniors 
who live by themselves or with family would also be able to 
stay there temporarily. 
According to a 2004-2005 Northem Health report, the 
north has the highest projected growth rate of seniors in the 
province, with a 48 per cent projected increase by 2010. 
“We’re serving a huge catchment area,” Christiansen 
said, noting that Terrace’s facilities extend to numerous 
small communities throughout the northwest region. “If 
we’re stretching now, we need to look at what’s cotning,” 
she said. 
‘ 
’It’s big money 
THE NORTHERN Health Authority recognizes the need 
for’seniors programs and has made home and community 
care programs one of their spending priorities for the $482 
million operating budget of 2005-2006. 
Last year Northern Health spent $67,684,941’for home 
and community care in their budget of a little over $457 mil- 
lion. Home and community expenses came second only to 
acute services, which ate up over $173 million of last year’s 
budget. Community programs came third with over $58.5 
million, with support services running to almost $48.9 mil- 
The Northern Health Strategic Plan for 2004-2008 has 
singled out seven goals for that time period, some of which 
wi!l benefit senior Fitizens. 
-b?lilduik”~~st~alrid”ditkr~~f;ing ,c)-* ’ ‘ C , r l y ) . l n  god‘is’bebet health, an- 
other‘goal i2fabelied “hgh qu&tyrhealth‘s~%des.” 
One objective in this goal is to put support services in 
place for people assessed at being at risk of losing their ca- 
pacity for independence. Another objective is to ensure that 
residents in each community cluster have access to residen- 
tial care as well as independent living facilities consistent 
with their assessed needs. 
Another goal is to create a health care organization to 
help people meet their needs by integrating services and re- 
sources. 
’ lion. 
Serving community appetites 
MARY ANN Dilley, Florence Schulmeister, Kathy Downie and Bev Dilley are 
part of the kitchen crew at the Happy Gang Centre on Kalum Street. Affiliated 
with the B.C. Old Age Pensioners Organization, the self-sufficient centre is a 
community service that serves an affordable lunch to 50-60 people per day 
and offers activities for seniors. The Happy Gang is celebrating its 25th An- 
niversary by holding a tea between 2 p.m. to 4 p.m. September 10. 
No home 
for this 
veteran 
HE VOLUNTARILY signed up for the Canadian A m y  
during the Second World War and ended up driving a 
truck onto the beaches of Normandy a few days after 
D-Day. 
When he returned to Canada in March 1946, he 
worked as a mechanic in the northeast part of his home 
province Saskatchewan, then in northern MGitoba, the 
Northwest Territorieg Hudson’s Bay, and northwest 
Ontario. 
Tired of the cold weather, the veteran* moved to Ter- 
race in 1972, worked at a car dealership, and has called 
the city home ever since. 
Now he’s part of the grey-haired population of Ter- 
race, a man who is more than 85 years old with big 
glasses. 
But past those big glasses are blue eyes that twinkle 
when he talks about the old days. 
He grew Christmas trees and specialized nut trees 
from southern Ontario in his tree nurseqr. 
His coaxes colourful roses to bloom. 
And he’s been through three different facilities in the 
past five months because there has been nowhere to put 
him.] 
D After a fall off a fruit tree ladder broke his left leg at 
the end of Mhrch, the veteran went to Kitimat for sur- 
gery because there are no bone specialists in Terrace. 
Following a return from Kitimat one time, the veteran 
waited for six hours on a stretcher in the Terrace hos- 
pital; despite three empty beds, there weren’t enough 
nurses available on shift to open them up. 
In total, he spent about a month between the hospitds 
in Terrace and Kitimat, spending the majority of his hos- 
pital stay in Terrace. 
He was moved to Terraceview Lodge in June, but af- 
ter two months there he was deemed overqualified for 
the facility and had to be moved somewhere else. 
There are veteran homes, but the closest one is in 
Quesnel. The veteran says there are no homes for veter- 
ans in northern Canada. 
“To get veteran care, you have to live in the southern 
part of the province,” he said. ‘ 
l He had served almost five years in the army and spent 
part of that time sleeping in the cold outside potentially 
booby-trapped buildings in Normandy, France, Holland, 
Belgium and Germany. ~ 
Now, in Canada, it was difficult to find him a building 
to sleep in with the care he needed. 
Finally, after months of being moved around and 
with much pressure and vocalization from friends in 
the Royal Canadian Legion and concerned community 
members, the veteran was placed in a seniors housing 
unit in Terrace at the end of July. 
He stays upbeat and admits there are people whose 
situations are worse than his. And he’s concerned about 
what will happen to veterans in the future. 
“Down the road, there’ll be other guys having a prob- 
; . ’ ,,‘.”,, i F  
ing Geated, well ‘&d s,ays he! ~(e’t 
by every day and friends visit him most days. 
In the year of the veteran, the year to honour and re- 
member their sacrifices to the public, one local vet was 
displaced for a while. 
And the veteran is only one of the many seniors in 
Terrace. 
* The veteran has asked that his identity not be dis- 
closed. 
- f +  1”“ .. t .,;, . j ?‘I>YiJcif 
* c’ar& workers‘ larlh’ohi! fidhe 
Changes in care definitions change acceptance 0 criteria 
CHANGES TO the definitions of home and 
community care redefined who qualifies for 
independent housing with support services, assisted 
living and long term care. 
The designations were changed in 2002 by the 
B.C. Ministry of Health in the hopes of allowing 
seniors to retain as much independence as possible. 
Definitions for home care remained the same. 
The level of home care and nursing and home 
support services increased to off-set this, said 
Mark Karjaluoto, the Northern Health Authority’s 
(NHA) communications director. In the 2003-2004 
year, the amount of home care nursing increased 
from 59,000 hours to 69,000 hours, or a six per 
cent increase in home care. 
But Lynne Christiansen, chair of the city’s 
health task force and a city councillor, says the 
problem is that some seniors fall between the des- 
ignated levels of care; they are overqualified for 
long term care but need more help than what home 
care can give. 
Christiansen noted that prior to the changes in 
assessments, waiting lists to the long term care 
facility Terraceview Lodge were sometimes very 
lengthy; after the change in criteria, there are either 
no waiting lists or the numbers are minimal. 
“What happened to all those other people?’ she 
asked, and wonders if they’re getting the care that 
they need. 
Caroline Hill, Northern Health’s home and 
community care manager, spoke at the health task 
force’s Aug. 24 meeting and said although wait 
lists for the Terraceview Lodge change all the 
time, they are minimal. She adds that the lists are 
based on priority need, not chronological order. 
Hill also points out that during the assessment 
process,‘ seniors themselves may downplay their 
medical or physical needs because they do not 
want to admit their shortcomings. She said that if 
seniors are deemed capable, there isn’t a lot North- 
ern Health can do about the individual’s situation. 
Northern Health does, however, take information 
from friends, family members, and family physi- 
cians into account during the assessment process. 
“People have the right to live at risk if they 
choose to,” Hill said at the meeting, and added that 
Northern Health’s job is to provide health care, not 
housing. 
She advocates using community programs 
and services, saying that long term care facilities 
should be the last resort. However, Hill admits 
that Terrace doesn’t have the same infrastructure, 
volunteer base or transportation opportunities the 
large cities have.D 
“We have been able to provide service request- 
ed of us,” Hill said. 
She said they are beginning to look at individual 
cases where people may be overlooked. 
“Generally, I think we’re doing fairly well most 
of the time,” Hill said. 
Rowena Holoien, Northern Health’s local ad- 
ministrator, later said it is working to make the 
transition from hospital to home or assisted living 
a more continuous process for patients. 
Managing themselves as best they can 
THERE WAS a time when Linda Perry’s joints 
were in pain, she felt sick in the mornings and she 
was napping most of the time. 
Soon her job as a porter at Mills Memorial 
Hospital in Terrace, which consisted of moving 
people to and from beds, simply became too much 
physical activity for her. The number of sick days 
she took increased, and she finally =wed to cleri- 
cal support. 
A trip to the doctor finally shed light on what 
was‘ wrong; Perry was diagnosed with autoim- 
mune disorder, which attacks the connective tis- 
sue in the body, and diabetes. 
With the diagnosis, Perry became one of the 
two million people in Canada to have diabetes. 
And diabetes is only one of the many chronic 
diseases affecting people. 
The most commonly known types of chronic 
disease are hypertension, arthritis, heart disease, 
diabetes, asthma, bronchitis, emphysema and fi- 
bromy algia. 
“It covers a wide expanse, so do a lot of people 
have it?“ Perry asked. “Yes.” 
Most chronic disease conditions are incurable, 
according to the B.C. Ministry of Health Servic- 
es. 
But there is a program that is trying to make 
life with chronic conditions morq bearable. 
The chronic disease self-management program 
was originally developed at Stanford University 
in the 1980s and is slowly spreading wordwide. 
The University of Victoria’s Centre on Aging and 
the B.C. Ministry of Health Services are offering 
the program and a training workshop throughout 
B.C. as part of a three-year study. 
The program helps people with chronic con- 
ditions learn the skills they need to manage the 
daily demands of their conditions, and introduces 
them a network of people in similar situations. 
Between eight and 15 people meet once a 
week for two and a half hours for six consecutive 
weeks to learn how to manage their symptoms, 
live a healthy lifestyle, learn how to conimuni- 
cate with family and medical people, and deal 
with the emotional stress that comes with the 
condition. 
“As the population ages, more and more 
people get chronic health conditions,” said Dr. 
Patrick McGowan, a professor on the Centre on 
Aging at the University of Victoria. 
According to the centre’s population projec- 
tions, almost one of every four Canadians will 
be a senior by 203 1. The university also says that 
people over 60 years and above are living with, 
on average, at least two chronic conditions. 
“When you get them, you get them for life, 
and you have to learn how to manage them,” Mc- 
Gowan said of chronic conditions. 
“It’s the people themselves with the chronic 
conditions who need to take care of themselves,” 
he said. “YOU can’t be helpless.’’ 
Therefore, McGowan says, the program uses 
techniques and strategies to motivate people and 
gives them the confidence and practical skills to 
use them. 
McGowan also advocates that those with 
chronic conditions become leaders of the pro- 
gram, saying that seeing the program led by peo- 
ple with similar conditions is a powerful motiva- 
tor for those starting out. 
“They’re lay people who know what chronic 
conditions are like,” he said. 
Perry herself took the training workshop in 
Terrace over a year ago and led the program in 
here this past April and May. 
“What you’re teaching them to do is self- 
manage their disease with coping skills,” she 
said, naming activities like action plans and 
brainstorming. 
“The purpose is to help people live with 
it, deal with it, and let them know they’re not 
alone,” Perry said. 
Perry has a positive attitude about her condi- 
tion and says that despite her chronic diseases, 
Ishe still lives a productive happy life. 
“It helped me,” Perry said of the program. “If 
it helps one person, it helps somebody, right?” 
At the end of this September, Perry will be one 
of the three people to lead the program in Ter- 
race. 
Space is limited to I5 people. Both the pro- 
gram and the training program are faee. 
For more information or registration, call toll 
free number 1-866-902-3767 or visit www.coag. 
uvic, cdcdsmp. 
LINDA PERRY is one of the leaders of the Chronic Dis- 
ease Self-Management Program. The 55-year-old was 
diagnosed with two chronic diseases seven years ago, 
and is now intent on helping other people with chronic 
disease deal with their problems. KAT LEE PHOTO 
. .  . . .  
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It’s wise to be careful 
because it’s bear season 
Dear Sir: 
I saw the article “It’s bear 
season again so mind your CORRESPONDENCE FOR THE TERRACE STANDARD 
garbage” and would like to 
( that say It hank covered was a you. well great done informa- article The Mail Bag 
tion that will ielp residents 
reduce their chances of cre- 
ating bear conflicts. 
As a note of interest I 
thought I yould pass along 
information regarding a new 
’program being promoted in 
Terrace. 
Bear Smart is Ministry 
of Environment program 
designed to assist communi- 
ties in the implementation of 
policies and programs that 
will reduce conflicts with 
bears. 
By working toward B e d  
Smart status communities 
will increase safety, reduce 
the number of bears de- 
stroyed and support fruit 
picking programs. 
There would also berben- 
efit to tourism. One of the 
main reasons tourists come 
to Canada and the Skeena 
region is to see our natural 
beauty. 
Many of today’s tourisis 
are concerned about the un- 
necessary impact communi- 
ties have on wildlife and are 
interested in how communi- 
ties strive to limit peir effect 
on the environment. 
The City of Terrace is 
promoting the Kermode bear 
as the mascot for the 2010 
Winter Olympics so now is 
the perfect time for the City 
of Terrace to take responsi- 
bility for reducing, its impact 
on bears. 
Garbage is the main 
source of conflict with bears. 
Simply storing garbage out 
of reach will not only pre- 
Re’s:ldents are urged to 
make arrangements to have 
their fruit trees picked regu- 
larly. The city, as part of 
Bear Smart, could regulate 
picking and remove fruit 
trees that are on city prop- 
erty. 
Wendy Orrey and my- 
self, Deidre Price, have 
been hired through provin- 
cial funding to facilitate the 
program in the northwest. 
We will be urging com- 
munities to take responsibil- 
ity for reducing conflicts by Attendance at the Annual General Meeting IS A REQUIREMENT 
for all groups requesting basic funding in this fiscal year (2005/2006). I assessing their bear issues, 
Dear Sir: 
Bulkley Valley - Sti- 
kine, Liberal MLA Den- 9 PIfacKay -is purportedly 
p p s F g  for legal action to 
end a certain blockade pre- 
venting resource companies 
from exploring, or shall we 
say exploiting, the coal and 
coalbed methane potential 
of the Klappan area north- 
east of here. 
As a former police offi- 
cer Mr. MacKay’s intimate 
knowledge of the Canadian 
domestic legal system, no 
doubt affords him” under-” 
standing” of human rights 
i.e. “profit rights vs. human 
rights”. , 
This, in my view, is clear- 
ly the case with respect to 
indigenous peoples protect- 
ing their sacred titled lands 
and resources vs Crown and 
resource companies explor- 
ing-exploiting the coal and 
coalbed methane potential 
of the Klappan area north- 
east of here. 
The issue of indigenous 
peoples protecting their 
lands and resources is not a 
trivial matter as one MLA 
seemingly attempts to shrug 
off as nothing more than 
“renegades” blockading 
progress. 
Crown and third party re- 
source companies exploring 
and/or exploiting the coal 
and coalbed methane po- 
tential of the Klappan do so 
without the lawful informed 
consent and/or agreement of 
the original inhabitants. 
Mr. MacKay is quoted as 
saying the blockade by Tahl- 
tan who oppose the direction 
their leadership is taking on 
resource development could 
very well contravene sec- 
tions of the criminal code. 
It would be interesting 
to hear what and who th is  
MLA’s version of aborigi- 
nal leadership is, and by 
what pseudo-authority he 
and his de facto friends had 
in mind? 
I suspect it would be in 
accordance with their pseu- 
do - Crown authority, under 
the Indian, Corporation and 
Society Act. 
The Liberal MLA quot- 
implementing bylaws, de- please contact myself at 
veloping an education plan 
and program, and more. Deidre Price, 
For more information Terrace, B.C. 
(250) 635-5699. 
TERRACE C DISTRICT ARTS COUNCIL’S 
ANNUAL OENERAL MEETINO 
Will take place on 
Thursday, Sept. lSth, 2006 
At the Terrace Art Gallery 
(Basement of Terrace Public library) 4610 Park Avenue 
Meeting will start at 730 p.m. 
AGENDA 
Election of Officers 
Regular Order of Business 
Please Note: 
1 
Aboriginals can I 1 defend their land 
Call your local trclvrl agrnt 
ed as saying “As I read it, 
Section 423 of the code on 
intimidation, says it’s an of- 
fence for someone to compel 
a person from doing what 
they have a lawful right to 
Well put, Mr. MLA. Ab- 
original people, in the ab- 
sence of a treaty, protecting 
their sacred titled lands and 
resources, spiritual rights 
and freedoms have the fun- 
damental rights to protection 
from you and your pseudo 
authoritarian friends intimi- 
dating, harassing and terror- 
izing them with Canada’s 
typical psycho-political tac- 
tics. 
your government require the 
permission from indigenous 
people themselves before 
you can lawfully touch one 
acre of their aboriginal lands 
in question. 
Indigenous peoples are 
free to negotiate and settle 
treaties, land claim agree- 
ments, partner with whom 
ever they please. 
Robert Jackson, 
Hazelton, B.C. 
‘ 
1 do,” 
Mr. MLA, by law you and ’ 
/ \ 
*.e Coming Soon ... 
Terrace & District 
Chamber of Commerce 
4 
ExceLZence 
Awards Gala 
Saturday, 
3 October 15th 
Entertainment 
The Acce 
Tickets 
per person 
Purchased a? 
the Chamber 
of Commerce 
45 1 1 Keith Ave., 
Terrace 
I THANK VOU TO OUR SPONSORS: 
Contributor to the Arts - Sponsor: The Mix,  WFW, N N  
0 Rookie of the Year - Sponsor: 16/37 Community Futures 
Tourism Excellence - Sponsor: Northern Savings Credit Union 
Employee of the Year - Sponsor: Terrace Totem Ford/RBC Royal Bonk 
Community Booster - Sponsor: Mr.  Mike’s West Coast Grill 
Customer Service - Sponsor: HawkAir Aviation Services 
0 Retuiler of the Year - Sponsor: Carlyle Shepherd & Company 
Newsmaker of the Year - Sponsor: Terrace Standard, C F N R  Radio 
0 Company of the Year - Sponsor: Business Development Bank 
1 HomeBased Business - Sponsor: Canadian Tire 
Executive of the Year - Sponsor: Scotiabank I 
0 
THANK YOU TO THIS YEARS 
CORPORATE SPONSOR! 
Snider class sizes, excellent instructors and a campus right in your own community 
Add low tuition and courses and programs chat lead to recobmized degrees, diplomas and i .: certificates and you . .  have the NWCC U&Uflk7g6+. . “ , < :  
On Terrace.. . b: 
Bachelor of Science in Nursing (BScN) 
NWCC, in partnership with UNBC, CNC, and Northern Health, is offering the BScN 
Prognin in Terrace. 
Business Administration Certificates, Diplomas and Degrees 
‘Iiansfer credits to universities, 3 professional accounting associations and professional 
irianagenient associations. Earn Athabasca University’s Bachelor of General Studies 
degree at NWCC with a Business Administration Diploma plus additional 
NWCC courses. 
Business Technology Certificate Programs (Clnssrooni G. Odirte) 
Job-ready skills for adnuilistrative positions in office and business settings. 
Career & College Prep (Clasrooni G. Odirie) 
Tuition-& high school level courses for adult leunen to complete graduation requirement\ 
or post-secondiry p r o p i  prerequisites. 
’ 
Computer Technology (Clnssroorii G. Orilirie) 
Develop a wide range of computer skills for a great career or prepare for external 
certification exam. Some courses now available online. 
First Nations Public Administration 
Opportunit). for adiiiinistrators to iniprovc their professional business skills. 
- Home Support/Resident Care Attendant Program 
Integrated Human Service Social Service Worker 
Practical Nursing Certificate Program 
Trades 
Entry-level Trades (ELTT) and Apprenticeship Training in: 
Automotive Repair 
Carpentry 
A k w !  Corilrnciiiit).-bawd Carpentry and/or Tinibcr Franiirig clclivcretl in your com~nunity 
Culinary Arts Certificate & Diploma Prograins 
Heavy Duty/Comniercial Transport Repair Mechanic 
Millwright (Industrial Millwright) 
Welding 
University Credit 
Earn an Associate Degree in Arts, Science, or Crinlinulogy. 
Clioose from a fiill range of first and second year transferable courses atid get a jump 
on your degree. Distnnc’e education courses include: 
’ Prepare for a rewardmg career as a valuable iiieiiibcr of the health care team. 
Learn the shlls needed for a career in \ocial services. 
The 12-1i1onth prograin conibines classroom, hands-on lab work, and on-the-job training. 
Early Childhood Education (ECE) (Te/mc,r@rctia G. 2 l4brk/iup iri Errnfc) 
Basic and Post-basic Certificate Prognms prepare you for .i rewarding career. 
i 
i 
i 
i 
Biology 201 - Invertebrate Zoology (oii/iiic) 
Glylisli 205 - Literature a n d  Clnssical Mytholoa (7i.lemifirorre) 
B g l i s h  209 - Creative Writing I (Oirlitie) 
rLhr/i 190 - Principles of Matlieniatics for Elenicntary School Teachers (Oitlirrc) 
> 
English as a Second Language 
Tititioil-free courses to develop listening, speaking, reading and writing skills. 
\ 
2005 Pegasus 290BHS 2805 Terry 3OOBHS 
MSRP $36,580 ~ ~ ~ ~ $ 3 6 , 6 9 0  . 
Deluxe queen size bed 
Rear bunk beds 
Dinette & Couch slide out model 
Lightweight aluminum construction 
Can be towed with 1/2 ton truck 
. A/C 
Separate exterior & interior stereo systems 
Deluxe queen size bed 
Rear bunk beds w/double bed 
Dinette & Couch slide out model 
Exterior fibreglass walls 
Sleeps 9 
0 Exterior fibreglass walls .A/C 
1-800-31 3-7187 
Total /en-qth 30’5’’. drv weiuht 5224 Ibs. Total length 31 ’1 0’; dry weight 6556 Ibs. DEALER #5958 “O.A.C. Net Of Taxes 
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News In Brief / 
‘ /  UNBC head honoured 
UNIVERSITY OF North- 
em ,, British Columbia 
president Charles Jag0 
has been naped to the 
Order of Canada by Gov- 
emor-General Adrienne 
Clarkson. 
Jago, who has been at 
the forefront of the devel- 
ppment of the university 
, and who has been its pres- 
’ ident for 10 years,said his 
achievement based on 25 
,.years in education “has 
much to do with the tal- 
ented and dedicated peo- 
ple I have worked with over niy career.” 
The UNBC president joins 82 other people, includ- 
ing former B.C. premier Dave Barrctt aid B.C. jazz 
pianist and singer Diana Krall. 
Jago, who lives in Prince George, is just the second 
from that city to be named to the order. Conservationist 
Tommy Tompkins was named in 1974. Native leader 
Mary John of Vanderhoof was named to the order in 
1996. 
- t  
,, 
Jago is retiring next year. 
Wear-ender gets ticket 
POLICE TICKETED a local motorist who collided 
with another- vehicle causing an afternoon traffic snarl 
on Keith Avenue Aug. 23. 
A car travelling in the eastbound left-hand lane rear- 
‘’ended a black Ford Focus station wagon stopped in 
j preparation for turning left into the Keith Avenue Mall 
around2p.m. , 
’ Terrace RCMP Staff Sgt. Eric Stubbs said the 62- 
year-old male driver who caused the accident received 
.a ticket for following too closely. 
Damage to the station wagon was tagged at over 
$1,000 and the crash car received a decent bang too, 
Stubbs said. 
‘An ambulance transported one person to Mills Me- 
morial Hospital with minor injuries. 
Both drivers were Terra 
’ 
2005 i 
Riding arena start 
getting very close 
at Thornhill location 
By MARGARET SPEIRS The size will allow for a riding arena plus 
GROUND BREAIUNG for the Skeena Val- bleachers, a holding ring. barrel racing and 
ley Exhibition Arena is moving closer after will enable the club to host provincial coni- 
several years of fundraising by the Totem petitions. 
Saddle Club. The club received a $233,000 grant from 
The building will provide a year-round the B.C.-Canada Infrastructure Program last 
place to ride and compete and will be built ’year to start it on its way toward construc- 
over one of the: existing outdoor rings at the - tion of the arena. 
Thornhill Community Grounds, the location - The club has received a $5,000 dona- 
of the club’s events, beiween the main arena tion from the Farm Credit Canada AgriSp- 
and the highway. irit Fund, which provides money for capital 
The club also wants to make the space projects in rural communities with pOpuliI- 
available to any group who needs a covered lions under 100,000. 
area for its events. , The club put out tenders to four differ- ’ 
That means construction quotes will in- cnt coI11piiIiies for a quotc i1ftCr scvcril ap- 
clude specificiations for a multi-use facility. proached them with different numbcrs. 
“Say we want to rent it out for i1 concert The bidding conipanics includcd AtIpriI 
or something, it can’t just be to the code for Shcltcrs of Edmonton, Albcrta, Everli;st 
riding in,” says Cathy Jackson, the head of from Saskatchewan, Econo Structures of 
the indoor arena committee. Sundrc, Alberta and Coverall from Grande 
“It’ll bc treated as though i t  could be used Prairie, Alberta. 
for multiple functions.” Jackson says the club chose Coveridl, 
The original proposed size of I I O  x 260 whom they felt had the best product. 
feet has becn modified to I I O  x 220 feet to The Totem Saddle Club hosts ;I variety of 
bring it in at a cost of $400,000, which in- riding and other events throughout the year. 
cludes the foundation. And it has been a mainstay of activities 
Forty fewer feet won’t be missed as the surrounding the Skeena Valley Fall Fair 
building will still be larger than the rings the which is also held at the Thornhill Conimu- 
club uses now. nity Grounds. 
, 
0 
20% Off Picture Frames 
‘G 
SECURITY SYSTEMS 
Commercial & Residential’Security Data Cabling 
Wireless Systems 
Access Control 
Surveillance Cameras 
Fire Alarms 
Electronic Services 
24 Hour Monitoring 
Specializing In Digital And 
P.C. Based Camera Systems 
“24 Hour Properfy Protection” 
877-71 3-9588 
250-63 8=6Q7Q 
Fax: 250-638-600 1 
4443 Keith Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
If you’re in the market for a new vehicle, this is definitely the card for you! Apply for The GM Car@ 
and as a new cardholder’ you’ll get 6% GM” Earnings’, enjoy no annual fee and a competitive rate 
of 19.5%‘. This offer ends September 23, 2005‘ - don’t miss out! With double rewards, you can get 
behind the wheel of a new GM vehicle that much quicker. Discover all the benefits of The GM Card 
and start earning double rewards. 
To apply today call ”9866-82 
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Gov’t consultation Your local paddlesporst special1s-W ,. Necky, Dagger, Hellman, Wavesport, Liquid Logic, 
Wilderness Systems, Mad River, Pyranha, Werner: 
Aquabound, Lotus, Stohlquist, and more... inadeauate: Tahltan 0 KITSELAS FIRST NATIONS LAM) CODE ~- - 
-I - - 
- 
Proposed mine gets environmental OK 
‘4 By ROD LINK sponse. THE TAHLTAN want the Provincial mining min- provincial government to ister Bill Bennett says the stop any more approvals province does feel it and the 
for a proposed $228-million company spent enough time 
gold and copper mine north and effort speaking with the 
of here, saying they, haven’t Tahltan Central Council ‘and 
been able to investigate the the two Tahltan band coun- 
project thoroughly. cils about the project leading 
Although the province did up to the environmental ap- 
give the Red Chris mine the proval. I 
environmental green light He expects the company 
Aug. 25, it did so without tocontinue speaking with the 
a complete Tahltan buy-in, Tahltan as bcMetals applies 
say officials from the Tahl- for aforementioned permits 
tan Central Council. relating LO road constru-xion 
It represents the interests and the mine site itsclt‘. 
of the Tahltan people in their “And if thcre is a need to 
traditional territory which ’ put resources to thc ‘hhl tan  
includes the Red Chris prop- people for this, and 1 read- 
erty ‘located south of the ily acknowledge they need 
Tahltan village of Iskut on resources, then 1’11 push for 
Hwy37 North. that,” said Bennett. 
“We just don’t have the The minister met with 
Tahltan officials while tour- , capacity to deal with the data 
’gathering that took’ place,” 
ing the area this summer and 
heard then about the need 
for money to study resource 
impact. 
“I took that back and 
spoke to the appropriate 
ministers so they heard it 
loud and clear,” said Ben- 
nett. 
He also said native gov- 
ernments have an obligation 
to +a1 with developnient is- 
sues as best they can. 
Theenvironmental review 
concludcd that “impacts as- 
sociated with aboriginal title 
that cannot be ameliorated 
through monetury conipen- 
sation have been addressed 
to some degree by proponent 
conimi tnicnts ilnd impacts 
have been rcasonably bal- 
anced with the proponent’s 
needs md provincial objec- 
tives.“ 
IMPORTANT! 
Administration is seeking updated Phone and Address contact infomution. 
Please fonvard information c/o The Lands Department 
vom 
Site 44, Comp 24, RR2 
Terrace, B.C.V8G 329 
Tel: (250) 635-8882 ext. 231 
Fax: (250) 635-8788 
*Oo5 
Canada Toll-Frce: 1-877-548-7522 
Hours: 
Tues - Fri loam - 6pm, 
Sales - Rentals - I Sat 9am - 6 ~ m  
Fisheries and Oceans Canada presents; 
CONSERVATION CORNER 
Stam’ng 
Stuart 
NuCLeod - 
An entire 
evening 
of C h k  
EC& songs. 
- 
at the Royal Canadian Legion 
Branch #13, Terrace, BC 
Saturday, Septemberlph, 2005 
Cocktails: 6:3o/Dinner:7:oo/Show: g:oo pm 
Advance lldd~: $30.00 
Tickets available at the Legion Now! 
Contact 635-5825 for more information 
onservation & 
Protection 
Federal Fishety OMcen lmnv.dfo-mpagc.~ 
As a result of information from the public, Fishery OMcSrs 
apprehended individuals selling salmon not cau ht In a commerr;lrl 
fishery. The fish had not been through a licen~lnspection facility. 
These fish had not been properly stored or refrigerated and the 
risk of someone getting sick from consuming these salmon Wm 
h$h. An Officer contacted the local radio station and a broadcad 
to the public warned of the potential health risk. When purcheal 
fish ensure the seller has proper licensing, documentetbn, 3, 
issues a receipt. 
Retention of Coho salmon o ns in local streams below Tm‘aW 
on August 26, for one fish a & over 50 cm. The possession of 
Coho in the Kitimat River is two fish a day over 50 cm. 
, Terrace Habitat staff are involved in a collaborative effort wlth 
various agencies, the Lakelse Lake Watershed Society, and the 
Kitselas First Nations on the Lakelse Lake Sockeye RecoWUY 
Plan. Presently they are collecting adult escapement estimates, 
DNA and disease sampling, as part of the baseline information 
needed to help restore sockeye numbers to historical levels. ‘ 
Once again Officers worked with the RCMP on mad blocks In 
the Terrace area that resulted in a number of charges for the RCMP 
and DFO. It’s bear season! Please remember to keep your 
inside, and clean up the an fruit that falls on the ground. 
Did you know ..... there lave been reports of white stugeon 
(Aclpenser transmontanus) in the Skeena River? The white. 
sturgeon is the largest freshwater fish species In North America. 
The lamest recorded stumeon weighed in over 600 Kiloarm. 
said council chair -Curtis 
Rattray, who is one of three 
council employees. r.- - 
“Of the- 13 proposals in 
the [provincial] environmen- 
tal approval process, iiirce of 
them are in our traditional 
territory.*’ 
Rattray said compa- 
nies and governments send 
mountains of material ask- 
ing for comment. 
“We have the same fidu- 
ciary responsibilities and li- 
ability as any other govern- 
ment but we don3 have the 
capacity to assess the risk 
and impacts on our people,’* 
he said. 
“Our ultimate goal is to 
transform the process so that 
the local communities who 
are most susceptible to the 
risk and impacts have the 
I Best deal on the market today! 
635-2404 
~11111111111111111111ll Royal LePage Terrace ROYAL L~PAGE 
#I 02-4644 Lazelle Ave., Terrace, B.C. -IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 
0 
most say.” 
With the environmental 
approval now in place, Red 
Chris developer bcMetals 
Corporation can now begin 
to apply for various permits, 
including ones for the con- 
struction of a 23-kilometre 
road from Hwy37 to the 
mine site. 
year life employing up to 
250 people a year. 
Another Tahltan official, 
,iB.C. OIL AND GAS 
, 
JOB FAIR 
High Paying Jobs . I  Are . ,~ Now Available! 
Gain employment in British Columbia’s fastest growing industry! 
The B.C. government and private companies in the oil and gas industry are staging 
High paying jobs are immediately available for those who meet company 
requirements - maybe ttiey‘re looking for you! 
No appointment necessary - come for an introductory presentation, then 
participate in a one-on-one interview with an oil industry representative. 
job fairs in British Columbia’s North country. I S  I Gordon Loverin, said the province is failing in its duty to consult and accommodate 
aboriginal interests. 
The phrase “consult and 
accommodate” has come 
from supreme court deci- 
sions which say that while 
native groups cannot halt 
development, their interests 
must be taken into account 
by governments. 
“It’s one thing for the 
B.C. government to say it 
has consulted, but to not 
provide the resources for 
us is a different story,” said 
Loverin. 
He added that a company 
talking to aboriginal people 
about development does not 
mean the government has 
also fulfilled its duty. 
Loverin noted that the 
Tahltan Central Council has 
written numerous letters to 
the provincial govemnient 
but has yet to receive a re- 
Our  women leaders empower girls to develop: 
* strone values. social conscience &. resuonsibilitv 
Pathfinders 12 - 15 
1*800*5 65-8 1 1 1 
v v * leadership &‘life skills for the real world * environmental stewardship c * the conviction to reach their potential f 
Guiding is for girls 
and women of all ages: I 
Bring your resume and your enthusiasm! Learn more about exciting opportunities 
to work in British Columbia‘s dynamic oil and gas industry.The B.C. Oil and Gas Job 
Fair is com8ing to the North country. 
Crest Hotel - Prince Rupert 
Introductory Presentations - 7 0 a.m. and 72:30p.m. 
\ 
1 
Monday, September 1 gth - 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. , .  
Tuesday, September 20th - 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. 
Kitimat Valley institute - Kitimat 
Introductory Presentatjons - 70 a.m. and 12:30p.m. 
Wednesday, September 2lSt - 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. 
Best Western Hotel - Terrace 
Introductory Presentations - 70 a.m. and 12:30p.m. 
Thursday, September 22nd - 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. L‘ 
Hudson Bay Lodge - Smithers 
Introductory Presentations - 10 a.m. and 72:30p.m. 
Gold Trail Open Learning Program 
Family c e n t a d  cducatlon 
lor today’s student and 
tomanov)% 1r8duatc 
Have yoii ever considered 
educating your children 
Let lis sltorv yoii Itow! 
Friday September 23rd and Saturday September 24th 
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. 
Civic Centre - Prince George 
Introductory Presentations - 10 a.m. and 72: 30p.m. 
, 
We are a Distance Education 
flexible, family centered Kindergarten through Grade I 2  
public school. Dogwood Graduation 
Call us and we can discuss the 
possibilities. Phone: 1-866-453-9050 PO Box 910 
71 1 Hill Street , Email: gtolp@gw.sd74.bc.ca 
Ashcroft. BC VOK 1AO Website: www.olp.sd74.bc.ca 
Petroleum Resources 
- 100 anytime minutes - UNLIMITED Nights 8 Weekends - ACCeSS to downloads, games, e-mail, news, 
sports & more with FREE Mobile Browser- - Entertain your callers while they wait with 
FREE Caller Ring Tunes 
& Terrace Furniture Gallery 
i 
I 
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Ex-premier worried about Alcan 
plans for its northwest power 
FORMER SOCIAL Credit 
Premier Bill Vander Zalm 
has taken the District of 
Kitimat’s side in its dispute 
with Alcan over how the 
latter uses the hydroelectnc- 
ity it generates in the north- 
west. 
He’s worried Alcan could 
simply close down its a h -  , 
minum smelter in favour of 
selling alh of its hydro-elec- 
tric power. 
“For crying out loud 
- Alcan is being allowed 
to sell electricity and there 
seems to be little limit to 
the amount they can sell and 
now they‘re trying to go be- 
‘ yond B.C. Hydro and sell 
direct,” Vander Zalm said 
’ 
’ 
‘’ 
It 
in a Vancouver publication 
called 24. 
“And it’s all’at the cost 
of jobs to the people of 
Kitimat,” he added. 
Vander Zalm had earlier 
written a letter to Kitimat 
mayor Rick Wozney in sup- 
port of Kitimat. 
Vander Zalm’s com- 
ments fit in with the District 
of Kitimat’s contention that 
power generated by Alcan 
should be used in Kitimat or 
the northwest. 
The district is now ask- 
ing the provincial supreme 
court for an interpretation of 
the original 1950 legislation 
which provided Alcan with 
the water j t  uses to generate 
power. 
Alcan’s hydro power 
comes from the Kenney Dam 
and is generated at Keniano 
and then sent to its Kitimat 
smelter complex. 
The District of Kitimal 
wants the supreme court to 
agree with its position that 
the legislation requires Al- 
can to use the power in the 
region. 
The provincial govern- 
ment doesn’t agree wi~h thc 
district’s position. 
Vander Zalin also bc- 
lieves he knows why thc 
provincial Liberal govcrn- 
incnt is pcrnmiiting Alcan 
111 a y h w c  
SUCh pOVJCr Sides ICCW21y.‘ 
”Don at i o n s 
something to do with it, 
there’s no question about 
thal,” he said. 
“That’s another one of the 
flaws in the system,” he said. 
“lt’s the system that bothers 
me - we’ve got to change 
the governance system,” the 
former premier added. 
The former premier has 
also been critical of the deci- 
sion to build ferries overseas 
instead of at home. 
Vander Zalm was the So- 
cial Credit premier of B.C. 
from 1986 until being forced 
to step down because of a 
conflict of interest in  199 1 .  
The Social Credit gov- 
ernment was defeated by the 
NDP i n  thc 1991 clcction. Bill Vander Zalm 
a 
SAFEWAY PHARMACY 
7 4655 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace I‘ 
Friday, September 9,12noon - 6pm r)  
r’, A Registered Nurse will tell you 
” what you blood cholesterol is. ,, 41 
How to choose foods lower in saturated fats 
and cholesterol. 
What are the risks of having high cholesterol? 
Learn the difference between - 
saturated and unsaturated fat. 
(I 
1; 3 
i t  
v 
‘I 
Amointments Recommended 11, 
250-635-1375 1; 
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Tory tour bolsters candidate 
federal election looms 
THE CONSERVATIVE Party 
of Canada has targeted the 
Skeena Bulkley riding as one 
they want to win back in the 
next federal election. 
It was won in the June 2004 
federal election by NDPer 
Nathan Cullen after being 
held by the Conservatives and 
its predecessors through three 
elections beginning in 1993. 
Two Conservative MPs, 
who visited the region two 
weeks ago, said the party will 
commit the resources needed 
to reclaim the seat. 
“We kave a good candi- 
date and a good team,” said 
Jay Hill, the MP for Prince 
George Peace River who NIAGARA FALLS Conservative MP Rob Nicholson, left, and Prince George - Peace 
was here with Niagara River Conservative MP Jay Hill, right, were in the area to drum up support for 
MP Rob Nicholson. Skeena Bulkely party candidate Mike Scott, centre, Parliament resumes in Ottawa 
Mike this month and election rumours will start to accumulate. 
Scott, who was the Reform 
and then Canadian Alliance Paul Miirtin to go to the polls schoolsofthought. lle’ll wan1 that insulting Americans and 
MP from 1993 until retiring shortly after thc relcase of the to go IO the polls bclbrc rhc thcir leaders isn’t the answer. 
just before the 2000 elec- Gomery Commission report report or somehow convince “That won’t help nego- 
tion, has the experience and on the spending scandal by Justice Gomcry to put off his tiations at all. Prime Minister 
knowledge needed. federal Liberals in Quebec. final report until spring,” he Martin keeps saying he’s go- 
ing to call [Bush]. Well for 
other ridings in the province vatives have to be on guard Trying to prevent Martin heaven’s sake. Why doesn’t 
on their target list, saying in case Martin engineers the from staging the defeat of he do it,” said Nicholson. 
the party is gearing up for an “defeat of his minority gov- his governnienr to force an But neither Hill nor Nich- 
election that should come by ernnient prior to the Goniery election may seem odd, said Olson were unsure of what to 
the end of the year. release and publication of its Nicholson in adding that there do should attempts to negoti- 
ise made by Prime Minister “There are really two going on in Ottawa. And neither favoured im- 
“But it’s not really up, posing tariffs on American 
They’re pretty tight with the only risk the free trade agre- 
FORTUNE MINERALS’ ted an affadavit as ofthe Liberals and now they also ment Canada does have with 
has been granted an injunc- have the support of the Bloc the United States. 
tion to lift a blockade that Quebecois:’ he said* Candidate Scott favours 
ing to its anthracite council Gordon tive federal surplus this year at American consumers in- 
coal deposits in the mappan Love,+, said it states the approaching $9.5 billion is forming them of the cost of 
ed and government Canadians are over-taxed. “The extra cost for an 
They’re also critical of the American house is something The injunction, grant- of the Tahltan nation” mean- federal Liberal attitudetoward like $1,000 because of the ing the biockaders have no 
the soft wood lumber dispute tariff. That’s something they authority to act as an official with the United States, saying need to know,” said Scott. 
He said 
Hill and Nicholson visited But Hill said the Censer- said. 
That follows on the prom- revelations. is’continous political intrigue ated a settlement fail. 
I nj u nction g ranted to us. it is up to the NDP. products, saying that would 
Fortune application. 
While it does not) fully 
has prevented it from gain- endorse the Fortune project, Both MPs said a prospec- an education program aimed 
area northeast of here since 
midJuly. 
council is “the duly mandat- than enough proof that I lhe current tariff- 
ed by Mr. Justice Ronald 
Homes in Vancouver Su- 
prerne Court Sept. 2, was Tahltan group. 
accompanied by an order 
giving the RCMP the author- ‘ 
$y to arrest the Tahltan who 
#e manning the blockade if 
t$ey refuse to leave. 
I Fortune vice president 
Julian Kemp said the com- 
pany expects the blockaders 
will respect the injunction 
without having to call in the 
kCMP. 
‘ “It’gpfortunate we have, 
joaprocegi:Gi this rdut;: m~;: 1 
bope we really don’t have 
10 use the injunction. We 
have a legal right to use that 
road,” said Kemp. 
1 He said Fortune wants 
io finish environmental, ar- 
fhaeologicial and socio eco- 
nomic for the rest of 2005. 
{ The blockade is set up 
just north of Tatogga Lake 
on Hwy37 at the start of the 
access road leading into the 
pappan. 
k Tahltan and others at the 
blockade say they are pro- 
iecting the mappan from 
gortune and other resource 
hompanies. In addition to 
kortune, the group also 
baused Shell, which wants 
to explore the Klappan for 
koalbed methane natural 
as, to abandon its work this 
Fear. 
The blockaders are also at 
bdds with an overall Tahltan 
koveming authority called 
b e  Tahltan Central Council 
$ver the scope and pace of 
jndustrial work. 
f The council even submit- 
LESA DEVINE 
Lesa Devine has worked for T&DCU for 1 1  years 
and is  the branch receptionist. So if  you haven‘t 
met Lesa in person it is more than likely that you 
have spoken to her on the telephone. If you are you 
tired of digital voice directories at your finanical 
institution maybe you should switch to T&DCU and 
receive personaL-seryice .i .from .Lesa.- . I I ‘I . . . ~ , . 
Tersase & District 
Credit Union 
4650’Lazelle Avenue, Terrace 635-7282 
I i  
The Fall 2005 Continuing Education calendar , Regis 
1 now for fall has arrived! i 
I caucses!’ 
j TERRACE 
. CAMPUS 
i 
’ 1  
Stop by Northwest Community College to plck up your copy today. it‘s fully 
re-deslgned and includes all listings for each NWCC campus. There are 
sections devoted to Marine lrainlng, Oil and Gas Training, Exploration & 
Mining, Teaching/Tralnlng, plus standards ilke Hospltaiity/Tourism. Cpmputers 1 
and Technology, Career and Professional Development, Business and 
Flnancei 
Featuring Enform (formerly PITS), Justice Institute, WCB. Red Cross and 
Tourism BC certified classes, plus morel 
Don’t forget the NWCC advantage: 
Tultlon fees over SIGO ore tox deductible 
CE courses now oppeor on college tronscripts 
NO GST on 95% or CE courses 
No hldden fees; most course fees include books/monuols 
I 
Cenrdlrn Environmental A ance canadlenne 1 An6e88mmt Agency d%valuatlon snvironnementale 
3 Public Notice 
Joint Review Panel for the Kemess North Copper-Gold Mine Project: 
Availability of $200,000 in Participant Funding for Phase I! 
The Government of Canada through the Canadian 
Environmental Assessment Agency has established a 
Participant Funding Program to assist the public to take part 
in the joint review panel process of the Kemess North 
Copper-Gold Mine project in British Columbia. 
Phase I1 finding of up to S200,OOO is now available to help 
the public prepare for and participate in the review of  the 
Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) and the panel 
hearings to follow. This amount combines the S150,OOO 
previously allotted for Phase I1 with the $:O,OOO that was 
made available in Phase I to help the public review the EIA 
Guidelines. 
Funding applications received at the Agency by 
September 30,2005 will be considered. Successful 
applicants will be required to sign a contribution agreement 
with the Agency. 
A fimding review committee, independent of the joint review 
panel, will consider all applications and recommend to the 
President of the Agency the distribution of available finds to 
successfil applicants according to the eligibility criteria set 
out in the Participant Funding Program Guide. 
Information on the program, including the Parficipanf 
Fzmding Progranz Guide, the application form and the 
contribution agreement, is available on the Agency’s Web site 
at wwwxeaa-acee.gc.ca . 
Northgate Minerals Corporation proposes to develop the 
Kemess North copper and gold deposit, 250 kni northeast of 
Smithers, B.C. The project is located 6 km north of its 
existing Kemess Mine. The project includes development of  
a new open pit, modification of the existing mill, and related 
infrastructure. The project would rcsult in the milling 
capacity at the opcrating Kemess mine being increased from 
the current 55,000 tonnes per day to up lo 120,000 tonnes pe 
day. 
For more information on the Participant Funding 
Program, or to submit an application, contact: 
Peter Bedrossian 
Participant Funding Program 
Canadian Environmental Assessment Agency 
160 Elgin Street. 22“d Floor 
Ottawa, ON KIA OH3 
Tel.: (613) 957-0254 
peter. bedrossian@,ceaa-acee.gc.ca 
For information on the joint review panel process, 
contact one of thc panel co-managers: 
Georgina Naismith, Panel Co-Manager 
Kemess North Copper-Gold Mine - Joint Review Panel 
160 Elgin Street, 22”d Floor 
Ottawa. ON KIA OH3 
Tel.: (613) 957-0182 Fax: (613) 957-0941 
georgina.naismith@ceaa-acee.gc.ca 
Ray Crook, Panel Co-Manager 
Kemess North Copper-Gold Mine - Joint Review Panel 
201-1290 Broad Street 
Victoria. B.C. V8W 2A5 
Tel.: (250) 414-7455 Fax: (250) 383-2978 
Raymond.Crook@gov.bc.ca 
Canad3 
This little female kitten was found in 
the flower bed next to the buildin 
and looking for a home. She is very 
sweet and cuddly. --.. 
,* 
IT’S GOING ‘ro BE A WARM W ~ R  AT... 
0 
PRINCE GEORGE CHATEAU 
0 R A C I O  U S  R ET I R E M  E N T  1. I V I  N C 
K m i n g  up to wintrr is easy to do at the Prince George Chateau retirement residence. Your month- 
to-month rent includes 24-hour resident managers, delicious chef-prepared meals, weekly housekeeping 
and linen service, scheduled local transportation, numeroui uctivities to participate in and many more 
wonderful amenities and services. There are never any additional fees or extra costs when you choose 
from spacious studios, one- and two-bedroom suites. Visit us today, and we’ll introduce you to a world 
ofactivities. warmth and friendship. 
CALL TO SCHEDULE YOUR COMPLIMENTARY LUNCH & TOUR 
(250) 564-0202 
Y 
’ THANKYOU 
SKEENA VALLEY FAIR 
ASSOCIATIQN 
Thanks the sponsors ob our 
35th annual Skwna Valley Fall Fair 
”.?.4” .... :,!.I:. ’.. oc: : : ’~ ,~  
CFNR Save On Foods 
Rafuse Family BC Honey Producers‘ Assn. 
Ridgewa Feeds - Terrace Branch 
Beveled Edge/Photoworks Studio Rona Bui ders Centres 
- AI & Nan Richardson 
Sidewa kers Cookie Jar Bakery 
Cotton Pick ”n” Patch Sight & Sound Audiotronic 
Country Fairs Skeena Sawmills 
Dairy Queen SpeeDee Printers 
Standard Radio Dan Muller & Family 
Dynamic Health Services Ted Ewald Family 
Fabricland Telus 
Grace Fell Florist Terrace Sl District Credit Union 
Hamer Family Terrace Interiors 
Jon’s Photographics Terrace Standard 
Ken’s Marine The Garden Shed 
Kerby Family Totem Furniture 
Kevin & Naomi Peters 
Le ion Ladies Auxiliary 
M h  Meats 
Neid Enterprises 
Norco Septic 
Northcoast Feeds Copper Mountain Music 
Northern Motor Inn 
Northern Vacuum & Sewing 
Petland 
r 
afewar 
Tower Radio 
Tycho Family 
Uplands Nursery 
Vesta Douglas 
Sandman Hotels 
Pat Weisnner 
1 Alcan 
Also Thanks to our Volunteers, Judges and Helpers. 
You make the Fair e success. \ \  
I /  
VRISH COFFEY thanks the following sponsors of 
HEAVY HORSE PULL EVENTS I 
Northern Motor Inn 
Skeena Concrete 
Rudon Enterprises 
MacCarthy Motors 
JR Mechanical 
Cop erside Stables 
Nei s Enterprises Ltd. 
Houlden Logging 
Keenleyside Insurance 
Terrace Chrysler 
Thornhill Motors 
Re/Max of Terrace 
Tourism Society 
River Industries 
Ken‘s Marine 
Canadian Tire 
C F & M Construction 
& Roofing 
Terrace Totem Ford 
Kitsumkalum Tempo 
Finning 
Excel Transportation 
Paragon Insurance 
AI-C‘s Glass 
Terrace Honda Sales 
Jack & Sally Smaha 
Inland Kenworth errace) 
Johnny‘s Welding 
Primerica Financial‘1Fsrv*ws 
Bear Creek Logging 
- use of truck 
Azorcan Autobo dr y
and thanks to all our vdunteers. 
W W K  YOU to JEAN HAMER for puhng our fair bgeher again this year! 
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! I  BUSINESS REVIEW 
I 1 Rupert container port work 
1 to create 1,000 jobs a year 
THE NEW container port construction like container storage and repair, customs 
in Prince Rupert is estimated to create and container stuffing operations will be 
thousands of jobs in the construction and needed in the area, while existing businesses 
business sectors for the upcoming years. like ships agents, tug operators, freight for- 
A study commissioned by the Prince Ru- warders and trucking and refrigeration ser- 
pert Port Authority and the Prince Rupert vices are expected to expand. 
8 -  Economic Development Corporation found Prince Rupert’s port is closer to Asia than 
that an estimated 1,000new jobs will be cre- any other port in North America by 30 hours 
ated per year throughout the two phases of of sailing time and Xthe shortest coastal link 
construction until completion in 2010. in North America between .4sia and the US 
With Phase One construction of the new Midwest. This shortened transportation will be 
Fairview container terminal stahing in 2005, more cost-effective for exporting businesses, 
the study found that 585 person years of This economic mode of transportation 
construction jobs will be created. may increase opportunities for export in’for- 
cility capable of handling 500,000 containers Products already exported out of the area 
per year, an I8 metre extension of the exist- include waste paper, pulp, cotton, malting 
ing dock along 400 metres of the whdrf and barley and frozen food. ..... 
withstand the loads of containers, cranes and Contractors for the wharf construction 
equipment that moves the container storage have been pre-qualified and the port authori- 
to the rail cars. ty expects the tender documents to be issued 
Other construction work comes in the imminently with the contract to be awarded 
form of upgrading and expanding rail infra-. by the end of October. Wharf construction i s  
structure and installing three super post Pan- expected to start in November of this year. 
miax containe? cranes. The terminal building contract consists of 
The, extension of the dock will allow it three parts: electrical, civil and buildings. 
to reach a minimum water depth of 16.75 Pre-qualifications for the civil contract 
’ metres at low tide, allowing the terminal to begins this month and the contract is expect- 
accommodate the largest of ships, says the ed to be awarded in December. 
Prince Rupert Port Authority. + That contract includes construction be- 
The study says that Phase One will also . hind the wharf including the container and 
create new businesses, increase job employ-) intermodal yards and parking lots. Pre-quali- 
ment opportunities in existing businesses, fications for the buildings and electrical con- 
and open up more than 100 full time termi- tract begins in October with the contract be- 
nal positions. ing awarded in the first quarter of 2006, the 
/’ 
I 
Work consists of building a container fa- 1 estry, fisheries and manufacturing sectors. 
an upgrade of the wharf‘s surface so it can 
, ‘’ 
Ne% container-specialized businesses authority says. 
Late fall 
opening 
eyed for 
new dollar 
store 
THE CURRENT 
Shoppers Drug Mart 
location won’t be empty 
for long when the 
company’s much larger 
outlet opens in early 
October. 
Barrie Carter wants 
his Your Dollar Store 
and More franchise up 
and running as soon as 
possible after Shoppers 
vacates the premises. 
Carter, who has two 
of these franchises al- 
ready in Quesnel and in 
Smithers and who also 
owns Carters Jewellers, 
says he’ll be renovating 
and stocking the store at 
the same time. 
“They’ve been say- 
ing it can’t be done, but 
we’ll do it,” said Carter 
last week. 
He’s b3nking on a 
mid-November opening 
date. He haclpreviously 
hoped to be open sooner. 
The dollar store will em- 
ploy approximately 12 
full and part time people. 
The new Shoppers loca- 
tion should be open Oct. 
6 and Carter expects to 
gain access to the old one 
shortly thereafter. 
Local business awards nearing 
THE Terrace and District 
Chamber of Commerce is 
looking for the Rookie of 
the Year. 
And the Company of the 
Year. 
And the Newsmaker 
of the Year, the Executive 
of the Year, and a whole 
lot of other individuals or 
businesses belonging to the 
‘Chamber who have contrib- 
uted positively to the com- 
munity. 
That’s because the Cham- customer service, retailer of 
ber is once again presenting the year, newsmaker of the 
the Business, Excellence. year, company of the year, 
Awards to highlight its star and executive of the year. 
companies and individuals. Packages with awards 
‘ Nominations for the an- category and criteria have 
nual awards gala are open to been sent out to Chamber 
all Chamber members and members with nomination 
are broken down into differ- slips. 
ent categories: contributor to The deadline for nomina- 
the arts, rookie of the year, tions is September 9 at the 
tourism excellence, home- Chamberofficeon451 1 Keith 
based business, employee of Ave. and should include why 
the year, community booster, the company or individual 
deserves the Chamber men 
ber recognition. 
The Annual BusinessEr 
cellence Awards are bein 
held Octobcr--15 at the Be: 
Western Terrace Inn. 
Tickets cost $35 an 
are limited in number. Th 
deadline for reserving seal 
for the awards evening j 
September 30. 
For more informatioi 
call Debbie Simons at 635 
2063. 
REGIONAL DISTRICT OF KITIMAT-STIKINE 
2005 GENERAL ELECTlON 
Public Notice is  given to the electors of the Regional District of Kitimat-Stikine 
that a general election will be held on Saturday, November 19, 2005 to 
elect 5 Electoral Area Directors for a 3-year term on the Regional Board. 
Nominations for qualified candidates will be received during regular off ice 
hours at the office of the Regional District of Kitimat-Stikine, #%00-#545 
Lazelle Avenue, Terrace BC, between the hours of 9:OO a.m. on Tuesday, 
October 4, 2005, and 4:OO p.m. on Friday, October 14, 2005. Nomination 
documents are available only at the offices of the Regional District. 
~ NO NOMINATIONS WILL BE ACCEPTED AFTER 4:OO p.m. FRIDAY, 
OCTOBER 14,2005. 
A person is qualified to be nominated, elected, and to hold office as a 
member of local government if they meet the following criteria: 
Canadian citizen 
18 years of age or older 
resident of British Columbia for at least 6 months immediately -. 
before the day nomination papers are filed; and 
not disqualified by the local Government Act or any other ’ 
enactment from voting in an election in British Columbia or from 
being nominated for, being elected to, or holding office. 
Beginning Tuesday, October 4, 2005, until close of general voting for the 
E!ection, a copy of the list of registered electors will, upon signature, be 
available for public inspection, at the offices of the Regional District of Kitimat- 
Stikine during regular office hours, Monday to Friday, excluding Statutory 
holidays. The list of registered electors has been produced on the basis of the 
Provincial List of Voters prepared under the Provincial Election Act. 
An objection to the registration of a person whose name appears on the l ist  of 
Registered Electors may be made in accordance with the locul Government 
Act until 4:OO p.m., Friday, October 14,2005. 
An objection may only be made by a person entitled to be registered as an 
elector of the Regional District electoral area and can only be made on the 
basis that the person whose name appears has died or is  not qualified to be 
registered as an elector of the Regional District electoral area. 
Further information on the foregoing may be obtained by contacting the 
Regional District Office at 250-615-6100 or the Chief Election Officer at 
250-635-1 907. 
Cathy Jackson 
Chief Election Officer 
i 
Health authority to offer 
subsidized patient transport 
Service will ensure appointments at larger centres are met 
By ROD LINK 
THE NORTHERN Health Authority 
wants to set up subsidized transportation 
connections between Terrace and 
Kitimat and HoustodSmithers and 
Terrace early this fall. 
And it wants a service between Ter- 
race and Prince George in place as well 
as part of a north-wide effort at making 
available affordable trdsportation so 
people have access to medical care not 
available in their home community. 
“For the short distance runs we’re 
looking for someone to operate a para 
transit van holding between 12 to 16 
people with space for two people in 
wheelchairs,” said authority official 
Mark Karjaluoto last week. 
“For the long distance run we’re 
looking at a coach to hold 20 to 24 
people comfortably, bearing in mind it 
lis for people who may not be in good 
health and who may be uncomfortable 
over long trips,” he added. 
The authority anticipates that the 
majority of users will have modest in- 
comes who might not otherwise have 
a suitable way to get to physician-re- 
ferred medical care at larger centres. 
Short distance travel will take place 
as a day trip once a week while longer 
distance service will take place several 
times a week. 
Karjaluoto said the authority will 
take proposals from existing trans- 
portation companies and agencies and 
from other interested parties. 
A non-profit agency in Smithers al- 
A key part of the program is ensur- 
ing that patients have appointments at 
either hospitals or at clinics that match 
the transportation schedule. 
That’ll require some coordination 
but Karjaluoto said the benefit is that 
hospitals and physicians will know 
their patients can be expected to meet 
their appointments. 
Other short distance routes are from 
Bums Lake to Smithers, Bums Lake 
to Prince George, McBride to Prince ,, 
George, Valemount to Prince George 
‘Or the distance 
we’re looking for 
Someone to operate a I and Valemount 10 Kamioops. 
para transit van... Long distance routes are from 
Vancouver to Prince George, P r i m  
George to the northeast. Prince George 
to Prince Rupert and from the northeast 
ready operates a service between Hous- to ~~~~~i~ prairie, AIbertil. 
ton/Smithers and Terrace and i t  has The au t~ io r i ty  also \;ants to set stwl- 
been given a tenlporary subsidy and dard for llotCls and motels for 
can submit a more formal proposal. those who need to shy over as part of 
Subsidized ground transPoration is , their lllcdiciil care. 
a new venture for the health authority And it also waIlts to cstablisll iI pro- 
and conies after it received $4 million gram to help return ~loIilc w]lo 
from the provincial government. were flown outside of the region or the 
wants Proposals in by SePt. 9 and province 011 air ambulances. 
anticipates a quick S t a r t  for the short , A call ccntre is also being contcm- 
distance service first after negotiating plated to provide wirll answers 
details with successful bidders. to health care service inquiries. 
food a’nd health 
solutions 
Come to our 
Appointments recommended. A nondnill fee will be charged for,this service, 
free with Save-On-More bonus points. 
Monday, September 1 Zth, 
11 a m - 5 p m  
4731 Lakelse Ave., 
Terrace 
250-635-4021 
Walk to school 
with friends 4 I 
www.terraceautomdl.com JU 
4610 Lazelle Ave. Terrace, B.C. I 
635-6680 I 
3910 CLIiTON STREET - 638-7283 I 
I 
Cholesterol Clinic 
j And get in touch with your arteries 
Heart disease is  the leading cause of death in over 1 in 3 
Canadians. Risks include high cholesterol, age, family history, 
smoking, excess body fat, diabetes and high blood pressure. 
Find out your personal’risks by booking an appointment with Our 
pharmacist and/or dietitian and receive: 
A Cholesterol Check 
Blood Pressure Check 
Diet and Nutrition Information 
I 
Proudly Canadian 100% locally owned & operated! 
3207 Munroe, Terrace 250-635-6273 
i 
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Veterinarian ker>t busv 
because of sick dogs 
rise,” he said, adding that 
combination has probably 
lead to a high number of food 
poisonings. 
And it’s not just garbage 
that pets are getting into. 
‘People are throwing their dogs 
steak trimmings and chicken 
skins that may or may not 
have been sitting on a counter 
for hours, said Elorza. 
The fat content in human 
foods can trigger pancreati- 
tis, where enzymes can cause 
glands to flare up. 
With the summer heat, de- 
hydration occurs quickly and 
dogs can deteriorate rapidly, 
added the longtime Terrace 
veterinarian. 
The cases of parvovirus 
are even more worrying and 
alarming to the veterinarian. 
He said a huge number of 
VETERINARIAN Lou Elorza says he’s been busier than normal this summer dealing 
with very sick dogs. DUSTIN QUEZADA PHOTO 
animals dicd in the 1970s and Elorza said dog owners facility hasn’t seen,thc same 
‘80s before a vaccine was can take precautions against incidences of stomach prob- 
discovered against the in[ec- - the highly transferable infec- lems in dogs. 
tion that can eat the whole tion. “I haven’t really seen any 
inside lining of an animal’s “You can minimize con- gastrointestinal problems 
intestine. tact with areas where dogs - maybe one (case),” said 
narians didn’t even know the numbers,” he said. A call to the Skeena 
infection existed, said Elor- Parvovirus lies doimant Animal Hospital wasn’t re- 
m, and it began to breed and in the soil where an animal turned. 
multiply. has passed and one dog can Elorza said pet owners 
“It blew up in the U.S. affect a whole area, said can take precautions with 
and Canada,” he said. Elorza, pointing to Ferry Is- their pets. 
There are effective vac- land as one place he suspects ,Keep them away from 
cines now, but pet owners forthespread. garbage, don’t feed them hu- 
have to realize their animals Rain exacerbates the situ- man food scraps and wash 
aren’t protected right away. ation as dogs will drink from and change their water bowl 
“You can’t turn it on like the puddles, he added. daily. 
a light switch,” he said. “It Curiously, a veterinary Gastrointestinal disorders 
takes up to 20 weeks to build assistant at the Kermodei and parvovirus can affect 
up immunity.” Veterinary Hospital said the cats and dogs. 
Thirty years ago, veteri- are being walked in great ShaunaCullis. 
. I  
I1 
r Tunes taken from Terrace home 
THIEVES stole entertainment equipment 
from a south Terrace home recently. 
The culprits broke through the patio 
doors of the apartment at 21 15-2607 Pear 
Street and took a silver JVC stereo worth 
about $500, a silver Sony stereo valued at 
$200, a black RCA DVD player, an orange 
and black V-Tech 2.4 Ghz cordless phone 
valued at $150 and several CDs. 
Anyone with information should call 
the RCMP at 638-7400 or Crimestoppers 
at 635-8477. 
‘...IT’S ASTO U N D I N G LY GOOD.. . 
THE HEAD OF THE CLASS ...” 
:- Car and Drlver Magazlne 
CHEVROLET COBALT. 
Optra has more standard features 
than Civic and Corolla. 
Features included In this price: 
2.0L DOHC ENGINE 60/40 Split Folding Rear 
Seat CD/MP3 Stereo 4 Wheel Disc Brakes 
5 yr/lOO.OOOkm Powertrain Warranty with $0 Ceductible 
_- ... - - 
I 
I 
- .  
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Around - Town 
ka is taking part in the Cops for Cancer bicycle 
trek covering 724 kilometres. 
CONTRIBUTED PHOTO 
Locals to ride in cops 
for cancer trek 
COPS FOR CANCER cycles through town to raise 
money for cancer education and prevention Sept. 
14. 
Organizer Terrace RCMP Cst. Jason Hydamac- 
ka said the crew is expected to ride into town in the 
mid-afternoon depending on the weather. 
“I think we’re only riding 120 km that day so we 
should be in even in the early afternoon,” he said. 
A tent will be set up in the Safeway parking lot 
near the gas bar to welcome them. 
The group plans to cycle across the old Skeena 
bridge and down Lakelse Avenue to enter the city. 
Hydamacka and Cst. Stacey Primosch from the 
Terrace RCMP detachment will join riders from 
detachments across northwestern E.C. in the 724- 
km trek that commences Sept. 8 in Prince George 
and winds up Sept. 17 in Prince Rupert. 
“I think the shortest day we go is about 100 km 
and the longest is from Terrace to Rupert,” Hy- 
damacka said, adding the group will take a detour 
to Fort St. James. 
Hydamacka, in Terrace since last NovemSer, 
chose to ride for personal reasons. 
“I’ve,.had*quite a few relatives that had cancer, 
in particular my aunt Eileen Hydamacka,” he said. 
“She had a very long struggle with breast can- 
cer. She fought it for over a decade until it finally 
caught up with her.” 
He also felt the ride would be a chance to get to 
know more people and fellow officers. 
He hopes the weather co-operates, giving cy- 
clists the wind on their backs and the sun on their 
faces, rather than last year’s rain-soaked ride, but 
said the weather won’t dampen the event. 
“Rain or shine, we’re going,” he said. 
Date change extends 
fundraising opportunity 
THE DATE for Tara Davis’ kidney transplant has 
been pushed back to Sept. 21. 
The plight of the 10-year-old, originally from 
Greenville, was told in the Aug. 17 issue of the 
Standard. 
In it, her grandmother Marlene Robinson de- 
tailed her wish to be by her granddaughter’s side 
along with her other three grandparents and Tara’s 
great-grandmother. 
With the delay in the transplant, Robinson’s 
drive to raise the money necessary to have the five 
family members and one aide be in Vancouver has 
been extended. 
A bottle drive continues at Robinson’s home and 
she will be holding a loonie auction before leaving 
for Vancouver. 
Robinson has raised enough for the group’s air- 
fare, but is still lacking money for accommodation 
and meals. Without a vehicle, Robinson says she’s 
also seeking any volunteers with transport and la- 
bourers to help with the bottle collection. Robinson 
can be reached at 638-8696 and any bottles with a 
deposit return can be dropped off at her house at 
4604 Graham Avenue. 
Davis grew up in Greenville, but her family was 
forced to move closer to the Lower Mainland - Na- 
naimo - when it was discovered six years ago that 
she had nephritic syndrome 
A transplant was deemed necessary this summer 
and on Sept. 21 she will receive her father’s kidney 
at Vancouver Children’s Hospital. 
T U  gears up for fall 
TERRACE LITTLE Theatre will finalize details of 
its 2005-06 season, and make cost-saving season 
ticket packages available by mid-September. 
Two productions are planned for the fall: Jeff 
Goode’s “The Eight: Reindeer Monologues” di- 
rected by Annette Martindale. The play is a social 
satire with adult themes, not suitable for children. 
Dan Goggin’s musical-comedy hit “Nunsense” 
directed by Marianne Brorup-Weston with musical 
director Tim Keenan and assistant musical director 
Robin Hollett 
Needed for our November production of Nun- 
sense at the REM Lee: two basketball hoops (as 
mounted in a school gym), four counter stools (like 
from an old lunch counter in a diner), three hair 
dryers (the kind that come down over the head), 
one juke box, one exercycle, one car seat (back seat 
of a real car), a Marilyn Monroe in swimsuit poster, 
James Dean, Sandra Dee or Elvis posters, a set of 
gym lockers and a wall or pay phone. 
Sharp senior walks on 
By DUSTIN QUEZADA 
THOUGH HER circumstances 
would have tripped up most, Nan 
Harrison is a fighter. 
The 7 1-year-old longtime Ter- 
race resident is back, but her return 
from the Lower hliiinlaiid wasn’t 
planned. 
In April, the day Harrison was re- 
leased from ;1 Port Moody hospital,, 
after recovering from a broken back, 
she lost her husband. 
Charles (Doc) Harrison had un- 
dergone successful open heart sur- 
gery only to suffer a pulmonary em- 
bolus, described as a blockage of an 
artery in the lungs by fat, air, tumor 
tissue or blood clot. 
“I was stunned. The doctors said 
there was no risk but there’s always 
a risk,” said Harrison, adding doc- 
tors were adamant the operation 
went fine. 
0 Harrison not only lost her hus- 
band but her caretaker as well. You 
see, she has Parkinson’s Disease 
and the lack of balance it brings had 
landed her in the hospital with the 
broken back. 
“I couldn’t stay home (alone) 
overnight,” said Harrison of her Port 
Coquitlam home. “It was just too 
big.” 
With a need for 24-hour super- 
vision, she made the ’decision that 
she had to go into care and is now 
a resident of the Terraceview Lodge 
on the bench. 
Harrison was first diagnosed with 
the brain disorder that affects those 
afflicted with symptoms such as rest 
tremor of limb, slowness of move- 
ment, rigidity and poor balance in 
1984 when she was 50. 
When the diagnosis was made 
and later confirmed by a specialist, 
she was working on the National 
Parole Board, where she helped to 
revoke the mandatory supervision of 
jailed serial killer Clifford Olson. 
“I told the doctor, ‘I don’t want it, 
send it back,”’ said the spirited Har- 
rison of the diagnosis. 
She continued her work for the 
board as her condition worsened. 
Then her son was involved in a 
near fatal accident in April 1988 that 
left him without the use of both his 
arms. 
Consumed with the state of her 
son, Harrison said she all but ignored 
her own failing health. 
“I pushed my own symptoms 
aside,” said Harrison, who was then 
experiencing stuttering steps when 
she walked and freezing of her move- 
ments. “1 had full-blown Parkinson’s 
Disease.“ 
She was unable to take another 
appointment with the board in 1990 
due to her advanced symptoms and 
she and hcr husband settled into re- 
tirement. 
Her son returned to Terrace to 
become an organic fanner, despite 
only having 14 and 20 per cent usage 
of his two hands respectively. , 
“Once (son) Brad was established 
in Terrace, I didn’t worry as much,” 
Harrison said’. 
While her younger son, Brent, re- 
mains in the Vancouver area, Brad’s 
presence made Harrison’s decision 
to return to Terrace”easier. 
“Brad has given me two grand- 
children and he has a very special 
wife of 12 years,” added Harrison. 
While Harrison said she misses 
friends and shopping in the Lower 
Mainland, she said she is enjoying 
re-connecting with friends here. 
Confined to a walker, she goes 
downtown in a handyDART, with 
friends or in her own vehicle driven 
by someone else. 
She continues to recover from 
the January fall that left her unable 
to walk. 
She endured a five and a half hour 
surgery, was outfitted in a full-body 
brace and went on to undergo labori- 
ous physiotherapy, 
Harrison controls her symptoms 
with three different medications and 
inexplicably since her back surgery, 
her dyskinesia, the abnormal, invol- 
untary body movements that can ap- 
pear as jerking, fidgeting, twisting, 
and turning movements has less- 
ened. 
But her mental capacities remain 
intact, as does her feistiness. 
“I’m pretty sharp on the bit,” 
Harrison said. “The nurses give me a 
hard time, they call me ‘smart ass.”’ 
For Harrison, an unforseen bene- 
fit of returning to Terrace, where she 
worked as general duty nurse, an op- 
tician, a police matron and a school 
board official for over 20 years, is 
she won’t have to travel here to take 
part in this weekend’s Parkinson’s 
fundraiser. 
She had driven up the last three 
NAN Harrison says the staff at Terraceview Lodge are wonderful an( 
that she’ll happily stay there until she passes on. A diehard BC Li 
ons fan, she says her roommate isn’t too happy when she insists 01 
watching the football games on TV. DUSTIN QUEZADA PHOT( 
years with her husband to take part son’s that are affected by the diseasi 
in the local Superwalk for Parkin- manage themselves to raise severa 
son’s, the national event taking place thousand dollars,:’ Francisco said. . 
in 75 Canadian communities. “Nan is warm, kind -and spiritel 
Last year, Harrison raised $2,000 and I admire her for courage.” 
but with her limited mobility this “I just want people to stop, thin1 
year, she said gathering pledges has and come for a nice walk,” Harrisoi 
been more difficult. said. 
Lori Francisco, associate director “I just hope everyone takes (th 
of the ParGnson Society of British disease) seriously ...y ou never knok 
Columbia, said Harrison has raised who’ll get it next.” 
several thousand dollars by herself The Terrace Superwalk for Par 
in the last four years. kinson’s goes Sunday, Sept. 11. Fo 
“There are times when I’m over- details, see the Community Calenda 
whelmed that people with Parkin-‘ PageB3. 
CALEB and Aaron Brausseau, and Tamara and Roger Ewald (L to R) stand by one of hundreds of three to 10-foot-tall stone urns, somc 
weighing as much as seven tonnes, that lie scattered across a grassy plain in the Xieng Khouang province. The stones are not native to thc 
area and local inhabitants say they were made to celebrate a great military victory 1,500 years ago. CONTRIBUTED PHOT( 
ater first 
By DUSTIN QUEZADA 
YOU’RE FLIPPING the channels watching 
latenight TV and a gut-wrenching commercial 
tells you for 10 cents a day you could feed a child 
in a Third World country. 
Chances are, four locals would know exactly 
how valuable western contributions can be after 
their 10-day summer work experience in Laos. 
Roger and Tamara Ewald accompanied broth- 
ers Aaron and Caleb Brousseau to Laos with non- 
governmental organization Samaritans First in a 
project to outfit families with water filters. 
“Twenty million people die from water world- 
wide, while three million die from malaria,” said 
Tamara Ewald, explaining the dire need for clean 
water in the Southeast Asian country. 
Laos is the least developed Asian landlocked 
country, and is surrounded by China in the north, 
Burma to the northwest, Thailand in the south- 
west, Cambodia in the southeast and Vietnam to 
the east. 
“We impose on them what we think they 
should want because of our materialistic 
CUltUre.”~ 
The four-person Terrace team joined a group 
of 21 Albertans for their volunteer trip to the 
Xieng Khouang province. 
There, they helped with infrastructure projects 
and the building and installation of the filters. 
The first time overseas for the Brousseau 
brothers, they found themselves trying to prove 
their work ethic. 
“It’s amazing how hard the ladies work, thei 
work ethic,” said Caleb, 17, of the Laotian women 
“It was a shock to see how lazy the guys were.” 
The younger brother by a year, Caleb helpec 
in t ~ e  work that produced two kilometres wort1 
of road. 
Shovels, rocks and wheelbarrows were the or 
der of the eight-hour work days. 
Aaron, 18, was part of a crew that painted fou 
buildings. 
But the thrust of the mission was to get wate 
to the people. 
Most Laotians are subsistence farmers an( 
though rice is the principal crop, the Samaritan 
First team was helping on a silkworm farm. 
Continued Page B3 
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I ’  CITY SCENE 
I 
For more info, contact Season Coordinator 
Annette Martindale 
At 635-4419 or infoQmytlt.ca 
Our official ticket outlet i s  
7ERRACE- K I T I M A T  471 8A Lazelle Ave 
games. Members and guests welcome. Call 635- 
5825 for further information. ~ 
information. All programs are FREE but class 
sizes are limited so please register at the library in 
person or by phone 638-8177. 
, C I U bs & PU bs 
ARTFUL CUP: Open mic night Saturdays. 
17; 3rd Degree Sept. 23-24; Semi Chronic Sept. 
30-0ct. 1 
HANKY’S: Tues. karaoke, free foosball/Wed. 
karaoke, free poolmhurs. college games night/ 
Fri.-Sat. dance music & door prizes/Sun. live band 
THORNHILL PUB: Karaoke Sunday nights 
THE TERRACE LEGION: Saturdays meat 
draw 4-6 p.m. 
GEORGE’S PUB: Accelerators Sept. 9-10, 16- Etc. 
The Terrace Concert Society presents the 
first of eight exciting performances and its 
2005-06 season opener, Daniel Pickard’s Live 
Group Sex Therapy on Friday, SePt. 30 at the 
REM Lee Theatre. Pickard is described as a 
brilliant, ruthlessly funny SOCiOlOgiSt /psychiatrist 
comedian. Single night and season tickets 
available. Prices TBA. 
The Dea Motres Yoga Centre and Gail Turner 
Sears Art Studio is having an open house Saturday, 
Sept. 25 from 4-7 p.m. Explore, experience and 
classes: gentle yoga at 4: 15 p.m.; fun 
p.m. Call 635-3336 for information. 
The Terrace Public Library is celebrating 
lnternational Literacy this month. Come to the , 
library, solve the language riddles and enter to 
Visual arts 
Live Music 
Terrace Art Gallery presents Two for the enjoy an art and yoga studio for free. Free yoga Show, September’s niixed media exhibit by Gail 
The exhibit will run until Oct. 2. 
Turner Sears and Of her ’Iudents at the gallery* jungle yoga at 5 stress-buster yoga at 6: 15 
COMMUNITY EVENTS holding registrations on Clubs Day. For info, call ,, 
Cam Mackay at 638-0847. SEPT. 2-OCT.2 
SUNDAY, SEPT. 11 
635-7601 or 635’4526. - 
WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 14 
Cops for Cancer, a Canadian Cancer Society 
event, is a 724-km bike trek organized and 
featuring riders from RCMP from around the 
Northwest. The riders will be in Terrace at around 
For information, call 635-4906. 
Northwest Band Social Workers Association 
presents the Parent In Training Program, a free 
nine-week program open to everyone from Sept. 
12 to Nov. 10. Mondays to Thursdays from 9:30 
SATURDAY, SEPT. 17 
The Royal Canadian Legion Branch 13 presents The Zion Baptist Church presents the Alpha 
In Memory of the King, starring Stuart MacLeod: Course, an opportunity to explore the meaning 
An entire evening of classic Elvis songs. Cocktails of life, Thursdays at 6 p.m. starting Sept. 15. For 
6:30 p.m., dinner 7 p.m., show 9 p.m. Advance information or reservation call 638-1336. 
tickets are $30 and available at the legion. “Back 
to the 50s” prizes for costumes and games. Skeena Square Dancers welcome all ages from 
Members and guests welcome. Call 635-5825 for 16-90 on Monday nights at the Carpenter’s Hall 
further information. from Sept. 12, 2005 to Apr. 31, 2006. Beginner 
dancer session from 7-8 p.m. and 7:30-9:30 p.m. 
SUNDAY, SEPT. 18 for mainstream dancers. Beginners dance for a 
The Terry Fox Foundation presents the 25th toonie, mainstream dancers for $5/night. Call Ron 
anniversary of the Terry Fox Marathon of Hope on 638-8316 or Diana 638-1626 for information. 
Sunday, Sept. 18 at 1 p.m. at the George Little 
Memorial Park bandshell. All funds raised go to The Terrace Women’s Resource Centre 
cancer research. Come and celebrate with us - resumes with its Friday noon discussion group for 
walk, run, bike or skate to raise money in Terry’s a fall series. Sept. 16 --Looking through a gender 
name. Pledge forms available online at: www. lens at local issues: Sept. 30 - Towards a rural 
terryfoxrun.org or at many locations in Terrace. feminist view: transportation and safety; Oct. 14 
Contact Lynne Eastman at 635-3474. - Towards a rural feminist view: Recreation as 
accessible and inclusive choice for health; Oct. 28 
SATURDAY, SEPT. 24 - Towards a rural feminist view: Review of Terrace 
The Road Runners Motorcycle Club, in social plan. Alternate Fridays open for drop-in 
conjunction with Harley Owners Group and the discussion topics. The Friday noon discussion 
Salvation Army, presents the 23rd annual Toy group meets from 12-1 p.m. with presentations 
Run. The “run” starts in Kitimat at 11 a.m., stops starting at 12:15 p.m. For info call 638-0228. 
for lunch at Mount Layton Hotsprinys until 1:30 
p.m. and ends up at the Terrace weigh scales at Skeena Spinners and Weavers Guild will meet 
2 p.m. Participants will be joined there by those on Wednesday, Sept. 21 at 7:30 p.m. at the 
from Prince Rupert, Hazelton, Smithers and George Little House. New members are welcome. 
Houston. The procession will then head to the Call Kathleen at 638-8041 for information. 
Coast Inn of the West for the toy presentations 
and refreshments. A barbecue at the Northern Caledonla Senior Secondary School’s Meet the 
Motor Inn at 4:30 will follow and Kin Kamp out at teachers night, scholarship and graduation porfolio 
Lakelse Lake for dinner, dancing, accomodation. and ACE-IT information sessions will be presented 
Contact Kermodei Custom Cycles 635-2421. Wednesday, Sept. 21. Meet the teachers goes 
from 7-7:45 p.m., while the scholarship info and 
FRIDAY, SEPT. 30 the portfolio and ACE-IT sessions are from 7:45-9 
The Terrace Concert Society presents the first p.m. For more info contact the school 635-6531. 
of eight exciting performances and its 2005-06 
season opener, Daniel Pickard’s Live Group Sex The Canadian Cancer Resource Centre offers 
Therapy, a brilliant, ruthlessly funny sociologist cancer support group , for family and friends 
/psychiatrist comedian. Single night and seasan meeting every second and fourth Thursday of the 
tickets available. Prices TBA. month at 7 p.m. Next meetings are Sept. 8 and 22. 
The cancer centre is at 207-4650 Lazelle Ave. It’s 
PSAs open Monday to Friday from 12-2 p.m. Internet 
Kalum Horseshoe Community School Society access for cancer research is available. For 
is looking for tasty and ripe locally-grown fruit to information about emergency aid or peer support 
supply as snacks to local schools. If you have programs, call 638-8583. 
any fruit to donate, please call the Family Place at 
638-1 863, fax 638-1 873 or e-mail agathaj@telus. B.C. Schizophrenia Society’s Terrace branch 
net, with “fruit” in the subject line. Volunteers offers Family to Family, a free 12-week education 
are also sought for pick up and transportation course for families or persons with: depression, 
of fruit. Last year, Terrace and Thornhill primary bipolar disorder, schizophrenia, anxiety disorders, 
and elementary school children ate over 1,100 obsessive-compulsive disorder and personality 
kilograms of fruit donated through this program. disorder. The one-night-a-week course starts 
Thursday, Sept. 22 from 7-9:30 p.m. at the 
The Terrace Public Library is celebrating Stepping Stone Clubhouse. To enquire or register, 
International Literacy this month. Come to the call Eileen Callanan at 635-3620. 
library, solve the language riddles and enter to 
win a great prize. Registration also begins Sept. The Dea Motres Yoga Centre and Gail Turner 
7 for all storytime programs for children aged Sears Art Studio is having an open houseSaturday, 
2-5 years: Tales for 2’s (Tuesdays 10-11 a.m.); Sept. 25 from 4-7 p.m. Explore, experience and 
Preschool Storytime 3-5yrs (Thursdays 10-1 1 enjoy an art and yoga studio for free. Free yoga 
a.m.). Also, those interested in homeschool or classes: gentle yoga at 4:15 p.m.; fun family jungle 
toddler programs can call the library for more yoga at 5 p.m.; stress-buster yoga at 6:15 p.m. 
information. Ali programs are FREE but class Call 635-3336 for information. 
sizes are limited so please register at the library in 
person or by phone 638-8177. The Terrace Hospice Society will offer a free 
grief support group to anyone who has suffered a 
Mini Basketball registration will take place at the loss. The group runs Saturday, Oct. 15 to Dec. 3 
Caledonia Senior Secondary gym Thursday, Sept. at the hospice office each Saturday. The society 
8 between 7 and 9 p.m. and Friday, Sept. 9 from is also looking for enthusiastic board members. 
4:30 to 6:30 p.m. Note: mini basketball will not be Please call 635-4811 for information. 4
b 
Baby‘s Name: 
Jaden Earle Justin Lockhart 
Date & Time of Birth: 
Aug. 1 1, 2005 at 3 5 8  a.m. 
Weight: 5 Ibs. 12 oz. 
Sex: Male 
Parents: Justin &Joanna 
Lockhart 
Baby‘s Name: 
Cheyanne Ashlyn Short 
Date & Time of Birth: 
Aug. 12,2005 at 10:06 a.m. 
Weight: 6 Ibs. 1 02. 
Sex: Female 
Parents: 
Brenda &Jim Short 
“little sister for Shayna” 
Baby‘s Name: 
Emily Marie Gagnon 
Date & Time of Birth: 
Aug. 21, 2005 at 1 :38 a.m. 
Weight: 7 Ibs. 7 oz. 
Sex: Female 
Parents: 
Jaclyn &Jon Gagnon 
Baby’s Name: 
Jwnna Elizabeth Taylor Russell 
Date ?& Time of Birth: 
Aug. 15, 2005 at 7:25 p.m. 
Weight: 8 Ibs. 14 02. 
Sex: Female 
Parents: 
Dada Wilson & Burton Russell 
Baby’s Name: 
Madge lyn Marlene Gray 
Date & Time of Birth: 
Aug. 15, 2005 at Y:05 p.m. 
Weight: 7 Ibs. 2 oz. 
Sex: Female 
Parents: 
lynette Gray & Frank Dennis 
“fittfe sister for Francine, 
Savannahl Tashina, 
Chelseat Alicial Taien, 
Miranda & Rena“ 
Baby‘s Name: 
Julie Taylor Harris 
Date & Time of Birth: 
Aug. 18,2005 at 8:45 a.m. 
Weight: 7 Ibs. 12 OZ. 
Sex: Female 
Parents: Melissa Williams 
&Jason Harris 
// 
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Happy Gang has a history COPS FOR CANCER Canadian Cancer Society 
British Columbia and Yukon Terrace Happy Gang Centre 
celebrates 25 years 
ON FRIDAY, August 19th I had the pleasure to have tea 
with three ladies who have been very involved in the Happy 
Gang Centre over the last 25 years: Renee Cox, Mary Ann 
Dilly and Aileen Frank. 
We enjoyed the afternoon together over a cup of tea, rem- 
iniscing about the history of The Terrace Happy Gang Cen- 
tre. Our little gathering took place at Aileen Frank‘s home, 
with Renee Cox supplying some delicious desserts. 
This September, the Terrace Happy Centre is celebrating 
25 years of service, providing a gathering place, with many 
activities available for seniors. The centre’s open door atmo- 
sphere invites all to drop in for a delicious lunch, Monday 
- through Friday from 11:30 to 1 p.m., prepared by members 
of Branch #73 ladies on volunteer time. 
Over the years, the Happy Gang Centre has provided an 
opportunity for local seniors as a gathering place to socialize, 
1 with carpet bowling, games night, bingo, bridge, monthly 
dinners, special birthday parties, informal luncheon and card 
games on Sundays, pancake breakfast held the first Saturday 
of  eve^ month and Tea and Bazaar. 
On November 11, Remembrance Day, they open the 
dool;s for children and parents to drop in for hotdogs and 
hot chocolate, Glee Club entertain and meet Tuesdays at the 
’ 
Topether. Strong. www.bc.cancer.ca 
Mncc 
Rtipcn 
Ride Itinerary 
Day,!: Sept. 9 Prince George to Vanderhoof (1M)kms) 
Day 2: Sept. 10 Vanderhoof- Fort St. James - 
Fraser Lake (165 kmst 
Day3: Sept. 11 Fraser Lake to Burns Lake (69 kmst 
Day4: Sept. 12 Burns Lake-Houston -Smithel’s i144kms) 
Day 5: Sept. 13 Smithers to Hazelton (67 kmst 
Day 6: Sept. 14 Hazelton to Terrace (137 kms) 
Day 7: Sept. 15 Terrace to Prince Rupert(t44 kms) 
, 
The Canadian Cancer Society’s Cops for Cancer Tour de North is a partnership be tween R C M P  personnel 
and the Canadian Cancer Society. Tour de North involves over 20 R C M P  riders cycling 826 kms in seven days 
from Prince George to Prince Rupert to help raise funds in the fight against cancer. 
RENEE Cox, Aileen Frank, Mary Ann Dilly (L to R) have 
been fixtures in the operation of the Happy Gang Cen- 
tre on Kalum St. The centre - _  is celebrating its 25th an- 
niversary Sept. 11. CONTRIBUTED PHOTO 
There are various ways  that Northern residents c a n  support Tour de North. Visit the Canadian Cancer 
Society’s website at www.bc.cancer.ca to find out h o w  to sponsor a rider, 
make a n  online donation or hold a community fundraiser. 
centre’for rehearsal and much more for seniors. 
A little history of the centre, taken form notes written by 
Cerdie Crundmann: 
Few ladies met on a regular basis to quilt, knit and enjoy 
a bit of social time over a cup of tea in the comniunity room 
at the Tuck Avenue senior complex. Space became cramped 
so they found a new home in the Terrace Arena. 
Dec 15, 1958, 10 members signed a charter and Branch 
73, British Columbia Old Age Pensioners Organization was 
every week, they go there to prepitre soup, sandwiches tnd 
desserts. A1 first, beforc the kitchen was ready, the ladies 
used to preparc the lunches at home and everything was do- 
nated by the ladies to raise funds. 
Over the years, many have contributed to the success of 
the Happy Gang Centre. The centre has provided a wonder- 
ful gathering place for seniors to meet and socialize. It is a 
place that allows seniors to participate in activities with other 
Caiiiiciian 
Cancer Society 
THE CANADIAN CANCER S O C I m  IS THE NATIONALLY RESPECTED 
AND TRUSTED VOICE ON ALL CANCER ISSUES. WE FUND THE MOST RESEARCH, 
h m t l  O l u d l a  111 Vubn a J  SUPPORTTHE MOST PEOPLE MID FIGHTTO PREVENT ALL TYPES OF CANCER. 
born. The 10 members were: 
Ross King, William Griffiths, 
Mrs. J. H. Walker, Mary Ay- 
ers, Vincent Scholowski, 
Gerry Taft, Annie Griffiths, 
Fred Fisher, Marianne Clark 
and George’Hipp. 
, In an April 1978 meeting, 
it was moved that the group 
participate in a project for 
a drop-in centre for senior 
citizens of Terrace. Delega- 
tion headed by End Haug- 
land was to meet with city 
council. In May 1978, they 
reported that council gave 
seniors in the area, on outings or ganies nights together. 
Gladys Oliver started the Happy Gang Newsletter about 
18 years ago. When Renee Cox joined after she retired in 
1S88, she was told, “you are not doing anything, why not 
take over the publicity?” 
Instead of publicity, Renee took over as the editor of the 
Happy Gang News, which she now has been doing for 16 
years. 
Maiy Ann Dilly joined in 1987, and had hardly been 
there when she was given the position of second vice presi- 
dent, then first and then was the president for eight years. 
May  Ann has been an inspiration to others, and is a driving 
force at the centre. Mary Ann does the seniors column in the 
Srartdard; she is a wonderful volunteer. 
Aileen Frank is another dedicated volunteer at the centre. 
Aileen started the Glee Club for entertaining, then regular 
meetings every Tuesdays for rehearsal. Aileen was also re- 
sponsible to play the piano for birthdays and had many other 
little duties. Donna Thomson has taken over the piano du- 
ties. Aileen has also been the senior councillor for about 10 
years, and I was told she is being missed very much for her 
kindness and help she offered to others. I 
There are many more like these three dedicated ladies, 
who have contributed to the success of the Happy Gang 
Centre. Florence Schulnieister organizes the kitchen, hard 
worker Murk! Michiel (eE-y jobshe took on she did it thor- 
oughly) organizes special partiE,-Tea and Bazaar’s and Tina 
Brouwer, another dedicated worker, does all the shopping 
and organizes raffles. 
And one must not forget the hard working ladies in 
the kitchen, who volunteer their time every week to make’ 
,the delicious lunches. Specialties, such as clam chowder, 
borscht, old fashioned bread pudding and other recipes the 
ladies love to share. 
Executive for 2005 is: Cliff Best. president, Leonfa Smith, 
1st vice, Barbara Nelson, 2nd vice, Marg Ramage, treasurer, 
May McFarlsnd, secretary. 
The 25th Celebration of the Terrace Happy Gang Cen- 
tre, at 3226 Kalum Street, is being held on Saturday, Sept. 
10 from 2-4 p.m. The centre will be celebrating 25 years in 
their building and invite everyone to come and join in on the 
festivities with cake, tea and coffee served. 
I ACfiON STARTS AT2 P.M. I 
YVONNE MOEN 
a iease for 99 years on- the 
property at the comer of Kalum and Lakelse for a centre. 
A building committee was formed, comprising Jack 
McLeod, Ernie Sande, Emil Haugland, Mrs. Graveling, Mrs. 
Gregg, Gladys Oliver, Peggy Hildt, Mr. Hampton, Mrs. An- 
derson and Fern Capling, 
In October 1978, the building committee had raised 
$1,968,33 and Dennis Palmu was working on the plans for 
the centre. The members continued to raise money through 
bake sales, garage sales, flea markets, working in conces- 
sions, raffles and Bazaars. 
In Nov 1979, an election was held. The results were: 
Gladys Oliver, president, Marjorie Brown, first vice-presi- 
dent, Alinda Vartelt, secondary vice-president, Evelyn 
Mackenzie (Frank), Jimmy‘s mother secretary, Peggy Hildt, 
Mabel Hobenshield, and Pearl Normandy, directors. Char- 
lotte Johnson, sick and visiting committee. Apparently, 
Charlotte was like a ray of sunshine. 
The group ran out of money when the- main part of the 
building was completed and the bank refused a loan. A Mr. 
Jim Steward donated the sun of $10,000 and later Hans 
Muehle, owner of Pohle kumber Mill, donated $10,000. The 
Muehles have been very generous. 
The building was completed, and soon free and clear of 
dept. It is now self supporting, with its main income thanks 
to the wonderful volunteers in the kitchen. Five days-a-week, 
~ 
FEATURES 
TROPHY DASHES, APPLIANCE RACE, BARREL RACE, . 
CAR ROLLOVERS AND DEMOLITION SMASH-UP FINALE! 
\ , 
PRIZE MONEY FOR FINAL SMASH-UP EVENT: 1ST PLACE $500,2ND $250, & 3RD $125 
c 
t 
From B1 CITY OF TERRACE 
2005 GENERAL LOCAL ELECTION Lifelong water filters cost just $5 
NOTICE OF NOMINATION PERIOD The Laoist government cement cooked in gravel and more than they really do. “All they really lack is 
won’t sponsor the water fil- cost just $5. ”Everyone gets $30 a freedom of culture and wa- 
ter program, so it has to be “You wouldn’t believe month regardless of profes- ter,” said the Terrace mother 
privately done and Samari- of two. 
tans is welcomed into the gives a water filter for a said. “We impose on them Samaritans also helped 
country at their own cost. by providing a doctor, medi- 
The international orga- Ewald, adding the instru- want because of our materi- cine and education on the 
nization employs farmers ments kill 98 per cent of alistic culture. production of silk. 
it, but $5 to Samaritans First 
family for a lifetime,” said 
sion and they’re happy,” she 
what we think they should 
PUBLIC NOTICE is hereby given to the Electors of the City of Terrace that a 
General Local Election will be held on Saturday, November 19,2005 to elect 
one Mayor and six Councillors for a 3-year term Commencing December 
2005, and terminating in December 2008. 
Nominations for qualified candidates will be received during regular business 
hours, Monday to Friday, excluding statutory holidays, at the office of the City 
Clerk, Terrace City Hall, 321 5 Eby Street, Terrace, B.C. during the period ,9:00 
a.m., Tuesday, October 4, 2005 to 4:OO p.m., Friday, October 14, 2005. 
Nomination documents are available at the City of Terrace Municipal Hall 
during regular business hours. 
NO NOMINATIONS WILL. BE ACCEPTED AFTER ‘4:OO P.M., FRIDAY, 
October 14,2005. 
QUALIFICATIONS FOR OFFICE 
A person is qualified to be nominated, elected, and to hold office as a member 
of local government if they meet the following criteria: 
Canadian citizen; 
18 years of age or older; 
resident of British Columbia for at least 6 months immediately before the day 
nomination papers are filed; and 
not disqualified by the j oca1 Government Act or any other enactment from 
voting in an election in British Columbia or from being nominated for, being 
elected to, or holding off ice. 
LIST OF REGISTERED ELECTORS 
A List of Registered Resident Electors will be available for public inspection, 
upon signature, at the City of Terrace Municipal Office during regular business 
hours from October 4 to November 18, 2005. The List of Registered Electors 
has been produced on the basis of the Provincial List of Voters, prepared under 
the Provincial Election Act. An elector may request that personal information 
respekting the elector be omitted from or obscured on the list in accordance 
with the Local Government Act. 
OBJECTION TO REGISTRATION OF AN ELECTOR 
An objection to the registration of a person whose name appears on the List of 
Registered Electors may be made in accordance with the Local Governrnent 
until 4:OO p.m. on Friday, October 14, 2005. An objection may only be 
made by a person entitled to be registered as an elector of the City of Terrace, 
and can only be made on the basis that the person whose name appears has 
died or is not qualified to be registered as an elector of the City of Terrace. 
Further information on the foregoing may be obtained by contacting the 
City of Terrace Municipal Office at 638-4722 or 638-4723, or the Chief 
Eleption Officer at 635-1 907. 
I 
. Cathy Jackson, Chief Election Officer ! 
to build the water filters to 
use to render river water po- 
table. 
bacteria. 
Ewald said western ste- 
reotypes have people in the Looking for Child Cure? 
Taking Cure of ChiMren? 
The filters are made of Thirld World lacking much 
- 2005 Dr. R.E.M. Lee Foundation 1 c c rr 1-888-338-6622 ChNdCore BCHelpline 
’ w\rmrv.ccrr,bc.ca Child Care pesource & Referral - 
Sept 1 Lynette Cooper $1 00 
Sept 2 Victoria Roberts $50 
Sept 3 Caroline Hart $50 
Sept 4 Mike Frenette $50 I 
Sept 5 Peggy Hilcove 
Sept 6 Jan Konkin 
Sept 7 Jerry Seller 
ATTENT10N 
BOWLERS 
W 
The fall bowling league 
scheduled for the week of 
SEPTEMBER 6,2005 
has been postponed 
until the week of 
SEPTEMBER 11,2005 
I 
Our Houston branch has an opening for a full time driver. 
The following requirements are a must: 
0 Class 1 with Air Brakes 
0 Min. of 2 years driving experience 
0 Comply with Drug & Alcohol policy 
0 Ability to work flexible hours and shifts 
0 Competitive wages 
0 Full benefit package & Co-op pension plan 
0 Uniforms 
0 Safe work environment 
In return we offer: 
Please forward your resume and a current copy of drivers 
abstract to the following: 
Vanderhoof Co-operative 
Attn: Clarence Friesen 
Box 560, 
Vanderhoof, 
VOJ 3A0, BC 
E-mail: petromgre@vhfcoop.com 
Fax: 250-567-4355 
krrcace Bowling banes 
sincerely apologizes for 
this inconvenience. 
635-591 I 
Please contact Lanes for further information 
i 
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Wild steelhead 2005 (111) 
ltimately DFO conceived a fishing plan 
that involved moving gillnetters out of 
areas where steelhead interceptions were U most likely at the peak migration times 
for those fish. It was agreed, for example, that the 
most critical area in this regard was the area known 
as to the commercial fishery and DFO as the “Riv- 
er/Gap/Slo%gh section of Area Four, a spot where 
fish passage is the narrowest and the concentration 
of salmon (including steelhead) the greatest. 
The centrepiece of the commercial fishing in- 
dustry’s argument was that the sport fish intercep- 
tion issue was one of allocation not conservation. 
In retrospect it we can now see that it was an is- 
sue of conservation and allocation. The lion’s share 
of the salmon resource had always gone to the fish- 
ing industry and its needs had driven the manage- 
ment of the resource. 
A new management regime sensitive to the bio- 
logical requirements of the stocks, the legitimate 
demands of growing sport fishing industry and de- 
mands of First Nations, whose constitutional right 
of harvest had at that time recently been reaffirmed 
by the Supreme Court of Canada, and were actively 
engaged in the negotiation of treaties that included 
fisheries agreements, meant a huge shift in realloca- 
tion under a new regime in which the commercial 
fishermen would have to accept less. 
“The fishermens’ union thought they could en- 
hance their,,waq: ,out of the problem,” environmen- 
tal o)hpaigner and veteran of the fish wars, Bruce 
“But, there was no way that the rest of the com- 
mittee was buying that, especially considering that 
the Babine enhancement project got us into trouble 
in the first place.” 
The other sector representatives to the Water- 
shed Committee were not intractable when it came 
the subject of coho and steelhead enhancement. 
Hill recalls flying to Alaska with other com- 
mittee members to witness the Americans’ ocean 
ranching projects, in the hope that similar endeav- 
our in Kitimat or somewhere off the mouth of the 
Skeena might alleviate fishing pressure on Skeena 
coho and steelhead. 
“The Alaskans pump billions of smolts into the 
sea. I’m not sure what effect that has on oceanic 
pastures, but from what we saw, it was a successful 
enterprise that was worth exploring. But, the fisher- 
mens’ union wasn’t having any of it. They saw as 
privatizing the resource.” 
Ultimately the difference of opinion surrounding 
the enhancement issue, in Hill’s words, “blew up 
the committee,” but not before precipitating a sig- 
nificant change in DFO’s management paradigm, 
as well as a widespread recognition of the problems 
attending mixed stock fisheries and a heightened 
awareness of the importance of Skeena River sport 
fish, 
As best as the scientists could determine, AU- 
gust was the peak month for steelhead migration. In 
recognition of that fact, DFO closed the critical ap- 
proaches to the Skeena to thc,gillnct fleet, a practice 
they held to until through the latter part of the last 
decade of the last century. 
After the millennium, however. DFO began to 
grant August opportunities to the gillnet llcet once 
again. In 2001, just over 100 gill nctters fished one 
day, In 2002. about 210 boats had an opening. On 
the fourth and fifth of August 2003, about 200 boats 
fished. And last year DFO provided two more opcn- 
ings to a fleet of 200 gillnet boats. 
As Bruce Hill is quick to point out, these incur- 
sions into August would not have occurred had the 
Watershed Committee morphed into a nonprofit so- 
ciety and continued to sit. With the disbanding of 
the Northwest Branch of the Steelhead Society, a 
small resolute political arm of angling activisnl in 
the Northwest, considerable political pressure was 
removed from DFO. 
The transfer of Bob Hooton to Vancouver Island 
and years of cutbacks in staff and resources to what 
had always been an underfunded and inadequately 
resourced provincial fisheries staff has also re- 
moved pressure from managers at federal fisheries. 
Even more importantly, the current minister of 
fisheries appears to have little knowledge or ap- 
preciation of the complexities of the Skeena fishery 
and its importance to the people of the province and 
its status as an international treasure. 
Years ago ago the Pacific Salmon Assessment 
and Review Committee, a federal body consisting 
of scientists and researchers who examine every- 
thing from the lifestyle of geoducks to the girth of 
whales to fulfill their mandate and provide scientifi- 
cally defensible estimates of fish stock abpndance 
in the hope that those stocks can be preserved and 
managed in a sustainable way, determined that a 
minimum escapement of 23,000 steelhead was nec- 
essary to ensure the survival of Skeena steelhead. 
Hilldpoints out. / # .  9-1 1 ’(4 *, 
Continued next week. 
New coach for Bluebacks 
Former teammate hopes to pass on her knowledge and love of the sport 
By MARGARET SPEIRS 
BLUEBACKS returning to the pool 
this year have the chance to learn 
from a former teammate. 
Caitlin Scales will assist with 
coaching the Dolphins alongside 
coach Mike Carlyle. 
Scales, who started with the Blue- 
backs at 10-years-old, completed her 
competitive swimming last season 
and returns to pass on her experience 
to future stars. 
“She’s excited about doing the 
program and giving back to the 
swimmers,” Carlyle said. 
“It’s quite exciting to see her 
make the progression (to coach- 
i ng) .” 
Scales will help with individual 
swimmers and lead the program 
when Carlyle’s on vacation. 
Younger swimmers look up to 
her thanks to her experience as a 
>provincial competitor. 
“The kids feed off her enthusi- 
asm,” Carlyle said. 
Scales, who volunteered for the 
position, hopes to learn more from 
coaching others and to provide en- 
couragement to her young protCgCs. 
!‘I just hope to make it a fun expe- 
rience for them,” she said. 
“Swimming was such a positive 
experience for me. I want to contin- 
ue to show other kids what an asset 
it can be.” 
She said the sport became a huge 
part of her life and she enjoyed meet- 
ing people and learning skills, such 
as organization, time management, 
stress management and healthy liv- 
ing, which can be applied to life out- 
side the pool. 
She looks forward to seeing the 
young swimmers improve over the 
season. She currently teaches swim- 
ming lessons at the pool, where she 
works with children for a few weeks 
at a time. 
Scales plans to continue to swim 
as exercise but won’t compete any- 
more. 
“I wouldn’t mind doing a few 
things for fun like distance swims, 
but comDetinp: takes UD a laree chunk 
CAITLIN SCALES, shown,here in action at the Terrace Aquatic Centre last year, will have the opportunity 
to pass on her experience to younger Bluebacks in her new role as assistant coach this season. 
FILE PHOTO 
- .  
~~~ 
ment at the higher levels that it’s too 
hard to keep up.” 
Scales is confident in her ability 
to coach by herself when Carlyle’s 
away. 
“I think it’ll go over fine,” she 
said, adding Carlyle wouldn’t choose 
she could do it. 
Carlyle said he expects a large 
number of swimmers to sign up 
in the six- to IO-year-old Dolphin 
group, which can take a maximum 
of 20 boys and girls. 
“We’re excited about the return- 
Piranhas,” he said, adding-that some 
swimmers coming back to the same 
group will become leaders and help 
new swimmers. 
New and returning swimmers can 
sign up for the Bluebacks at Club 
Days in the Skecna Mall from 10 
I Y  Y 
of time, so much timi and commit- her to coach alone if he didn’t think ing swimmers to the Dolphins and a.m. to 3 p.m. on Sept. 10. 
Skaters’ summer 
EVEN THOUGH the ice was 
Cemoved from the arena in the 
spring to make way for summer 
sports, local figure skaters 
continued to train hard to get a 
jump start on this season. 
They headed to Kitimat to skate 
with the Snow Valley Skating 
Club for a month and travelled to 
Kamloops, Parksville and Prince 
George over July and August to get 
extra ice time. 
During that time, some of the 
Terrace skaters completed their 
Gold level tests in certain disci- 
plines. 
Janet Lewis Completed her Gold 
Skills. Jamie Penner and Amy Mat- 
tern completed their Gold Dances. 
Once they returned, it was 
straight to the rink where they have 
been on the ice here daily since 
Aug. 23. 
Club professionals Jennifer 
Kuehne and Barb Kubik are very 
excited about the year ahead. 
“We have a great group of kids 
to work with, so that makes going 
to the rink each day more fun than 
it already is,” said Kuehne. 
The pair return this year to in- 
struct the Can Skate, Pre-Junior, 
Adult Skate, Power Skating, and 
Synchronized Skating groups. 
training ()pays off 
Barb Lewis will return to in- Kelsey Minhinnick won the 
struct Figure Skating with Kuehne BCNT Star Skate Athlete Award, 
and Kubik. which provides money for skat- 
At the end of last season, some ing for her spot on the BC / Yukon 
skaters picked up awards. Provincial team. 
Emma Graziano won the The skating fall session starts 
Caribou North Central Regional this week, and the regular winter 
(CNCR) Can Skater of the Year -session with Can Skate and Adult 
Award for all of northern B.C. Skate starts the week of Sept. 29. 
Joanne Homenuik won the The club will be hold Come 
CNCR Star Skate Bursary. which Skate With Us -a  free skating ses- 
provides money to help pay for sion for children and adults Sept. 
skating costs. ” 14 from 6 p.m. to 6:45 p.m. 
Heather Hanna won the CNCR Club pros and top level figure 
Graduation Scholarship Award to skaters will be on hand 1.0 assist 
help pay for post-secondary educa- people who want to learn basic 
tion. movement or stopping on the ice. 
Daredevils to take over track 
By MARGARET SPEIRS 
FLYING METAL. a big rig 
race and better Bombers will 
blow out the speedway on 
the last stock car racing day 
this season. 
All the crowd favourites, 
including the highlight of 
Redneck Raceday, the Ap- 
pliance race, join the De- 
molition Derby to rip up the 
track rain or shine Sept. 1 1. 
“We can still have every- 
The basic thing 
is they can do 
whatever they want 
to make it faste E... 
For the first time, big 
trucks will tackle the turns. 
Joe Orango will race his 
big rig cab against Dennis 
Beaudette’s dump truck. 
“I’m not sure who 
brought it up first. I thought 
Beaudette brought it up and 
Joe said ‘count me in,”’ said 
Reinhardt . I 
Stock car driver and stunt 
man Adam Waters said indi- 
vidual practice runs proved 
the heavy vehicles can move 
pretty fast. 
“Bombers average 23 
seconds and they were with- 
in 30 seconds,” he said. 
In the Rollover event, 
Waters will attempt to 
achieve his goal of five rolls 
in his Toyota Micra. 
thing because it just makes “Basically I’m going to 
it more exciting really,” redo or make a whole new 
said stock car association rollover car,” he said. 
member Debby Reinhardt, Open day for the Bomber 
about holding the events if races allows drivers to “Sup 
it rains. up” their vehicles any way 
“The Hit-to-pass =e they want as long as it’s 
supposed to be hitting each safe. 
other and the Bombers have “The basic thing is they 
shown us they can race in can do whatever they want 
the rain.” to make it faster or more 
GRANT STEWART gets some help from a tow truck after crashing into a barrel in 
the Barrel race during the final day of racing at the Terrace Speedway last year. 
powerful,” said Reinhardt. winner will nab a trophy and molition cars for the event. 
For more information or 
the Trophy dashes, Barrel The second place driver rules on building a demoli- 
race, Bag race, Appliance nets $250 and $125 goes to tion derby car, phone Dave 
Reinhardt at 635-5984 or race and another Wall of third place. 
Fire. Some drivers, such as check out www.kermode. 
DEBBY REINHARDT PHOTO 
Spectators will also see $500. 
The Demolition Derby Orango, will unveil new de- neuspeedway. 
5 I 
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266 Education 
270 Hal Wonlod 
274 Pm~is imol  
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282 Tuloring 
286 Volunlwn 
290 Wort Wonlad 
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302 Accounlinn 
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756 Conopias 
762 Cars 
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774 Por1r 
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NOTICES/lENDERS 800-849 
0 I 5  Le& Nolico~ 
033 Tondors 
Want to reach nearly half a mil- 
lion outdoor enthusiasts! Ad- 
vertise your business in BC's 
largest outdoor publication, The 
BC Freshwater Fishing Regu- 
lations Synopsis 2006 Edition. 
SWF AGE 50 seeking friendship 
with man 45 - late 50's. enjoys 
music, dancing, reading &walk- 
ino in woods. (35113) 
i n  Loving ~ o m o r y  of' 
Call Annemarie at 1-800-661 - 
6335, ext 3244. 
ANNUAL POKER RIDE sDonsored I \  VISIT WWW.GETAWAYBC. 
COM for your next adventure. 
www.bcanda1 bertabedand- 
breakfast.com has over 500 
B&B's online! Call Robvn at 1- 
by SVFD, Saturday, Sept 24. Taky- 
sie Forestry Campsite. Start 11 a.m. 
last rider out 11 :30 a.m. Lunch/BBQ 
included in price. $25 per hand. For 
more info contact. Thora Tuttle 694- 800-661 -6335 for your free glos- 
sister and friend 
GONE BUT NOT FORGOllEN 
( '  Remembered by 
*Ray, Brent, Mark (Sandy), Wade 
(Ca r m i e) , G ra n dc h i Id re n : Kevi n , K r i s ta , 
% ' Kyle, Jordyn & Gavin f 
'sy magazine. 
EXCLUSIVE SPECIAL to 
3784 (35p3) The Terrace Economic Development Authority is seeking Mfi 
BOARD MEMBERS xDA l.n.0. EL-r ,,Cuba. Departing November 14 
for Two Weeks. Adults Only. 
All Inclusive, $1893.00 Includ- 
ing all taxes, 604-524-0166 or 
1-800-668-6505. Email us at 
travel@rnaccaigtravel.com 
REWARD OFFERED Eleven 
month old female Shih TzuIBi- 
chon cross. White with floppy 
ears with grey markings. Short 
hair (clippqd). Monday, Aug. 8th,  
near swlmming pool. Little boy 
is missing her. 250-638-1 095 
'TEDA" is a non-government organization (NGO) Dlmapmrntluhar 
charged with promotion. enhancement, recruitment and retention of business and 
industry in the Terrace area, in an effon to support and sustain a strong vibrant 
economy. 
The board is structured so membership characterizes a broad 
cross-section of economic interests in Tcrrace, and should attempt to include. 
but are not limited to, representation from secton such as: 
Forestry Health 
Financial Retail 
Mining Transportation 
Legal 
Aluminium manufacturing 
Gas and Energy Utilities 
Education Communications and 
Industrial Supply and Service 
Ifyou would like to be a volunteer member for a two year term on the most 
exciting and dynoinic board in Terrace, please submit a brief biosraphy by 
September 12,2005 to; 
Wholesale and Distribution 
Real Estate 
Technology 
Construction and Development LdboUr 
Terrace Economic Derelopment Author@ 
#201-4621 Lakelse Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C., VSG 1p9 
for more information please do not hesitate to contact 
Dave Menzies at 635-4168 
ALL suhniirsions will he considcrcd hy il cominittcr. slr~cl; hy our funding pnrmcn. 
The Cirr of Terrace aiid rhc Tcrrare d Diwicr Cliciaibrr oJCrfiiaitercr. 
fax 250 635 4152 email info0teda.c.a 
Survived by his son, 
Jesse, daughter Sheryl, 
stepson Ryan; Parents 
Doug 81 Marg Mum- 
ford; Sisters Diane 
(Kelly) Francis, Jo-Anne .1 
(Dave) Borgford, Lee-hne 
(Paul) Wilson; nieces, 
nephews and many other 
family members. 
Special thanks to  Ken and 
Lori Dahms, friends, doc- 
tors and nurses at  MMH 
and Dr. Fourie and Dr. 
Kenyan for all their hard 
work and efforts. 
Donations may be made to 
the R.E.M. Lee Foundation 
P ', 
.- 
Ernest Wolfgang 
Walter Fricke 
May 15 1936 
August 24 2005 
Integrated Land Management Bureau 
Seeking New Membership for the Kalum 
Land and Resource Management Plan 
Plan Implementation Committee 
A Chance to Have Meaningful Input into 
Regional Land Use Discussions 
The Kalum Land and Resource Management Plan (LRMP) 
was developed by public stakeholders between 1991 and 
2001. Cabinet approved the Kalum LRMP in April 2001 
and endorsed the plan for implementation in May 2002. 
The main purpose of the Kalum Plan Implementation 
Committee is to:.' 
Provide balanced recommendations to government 
on aspects of regional and subregional land use 
plans that require ,amendment, including revisions to 
management direction Ce.g. targets) 
Provide balanced advise to government on priorities and 
recommended approaches to plan implementation 
Participate directly in monitoring implementation 
and/or effeGtiveness of the land use plan 
Review and provide comment on plan implementation 
reports prepared by governnient 
Act as the vehicle for public input for issues arising 
from the Kalum LRMP and public land resource use; 
The ICaluni Plan Implementation Coniniittee (PIC) 
has just been initiated and has developed a Terms of 
Referpce. The PIC is now seeking nominations for 
'representative and alternates for a l l  11 seats provided 
(total of 22 positions available). The 11 seats are intended 
to represent the full range of land use perspectives. The 
11 perspectives include: 
I 
Conservation Environment 
Fish and Wildlife 
Forestry - major licensees 
Forestry - small business 
LabourEconomic Development 
Local government 
Mineral and Energy 
Public/generalist 
Recreation motorized 
Recreation non-motorized 
Tourism 
A selection committee has been formed by the Kalum 
PIC to review nominees for appointment to the PIC. 
Nominees will be chosen in such a way that the Kalum 
PIC represents the range of value perspectives found in 
the Kalum LRMP plan area. Members are appointed for 
a three year term. 
Nomination forms, the complete Kalum PIC Terms of 
Reference and background information are available 
from the Integrated Land Management Bureau at Eamon. 
Odonogue@gems~.gov.bc.ca . Nomination forms can 
also be obtained at the Kalum Forest District Office in 
Terrace, the Government Agents office in Terrace and the 
Integrated Land Management Bureau office in Smithers 
or through any current member of the Kalum PIC. 
The Integrated Land Management Bureau encourages all 
interested parties to submit their nomination forms no 
later than Sept 20th, 2005 to Eamon O'Donoghue at the 
Integrated Land Management Bureau : Bag 5000 Smithers, 
BC VOJ 2NO or  by email to: Eamon.Odonoghue@gems9. 
gov.bc.ca . If you have any questions please contact 
Eamon at 250-847-7495 or any Kalum PIC member. 
I Ernest (whom we all know as Red), was born in Celle, Germany on 15 Mav 1936. the onlv child of Elsa and Walter Fricke. At the tender age of + Cat Scan 4 
twd, Red lost his mither. As a result he was raised by his Uncle Roberiand I- - 0  Aunt Ida and his cousin Ewald whom he thouaht of as a brother. 
In 1 $56/ Red decided to emigrate to Canada."He loved and embraced the 
country and took it as his own. As soon as it was possible he became a 
Canadian citizen. Not long after, he met his reason for being. Her name is 
Shirley. They were married in 1961. Through tough times and good times, 
they,created their own special world. 
Red worked hard throughout his life but also took time to relax and 
FREEZER BURNT meat, fish, 
and bones for sleddogs. Will 
pick up. Please cell 250-635- 
3772 (37p6) 
OLD CLASSIC movie videos, 
3-5 CD record player and'cas- 
sette player, cement screen 
2077 (36~3) 
FOR SALE Washing machine. 
Works fine. $75 OB0 250-615- 
5579 (36~3) 
WHITE KENMORE washer and 
dryer. $300 for pair. Excellent 
condition. 250-638-1 360 or 
WHITE MAYTAG washer and 
dryer, 10 years old $500 OBO. 
Call Milt or Shirlee. 250-635- 
2635 (34~3) 
WOODSTOVE RSF energy 
wood furnace $500. 2590-635- 
2647 after 5 D.m. (36~31 
J 
8 
blocks, floor lamp: 250-631- 1 
I 
1 
250-635-7314 (34~3) 
MacKay's Funeral Service Lad 
Serving Terrace, Kitirnat, Srnithers & Prince Rupert 
Monuments Concerned personal 
service in the Northwest 
since 1946 
Bronze Plaques 
Terrace Crematorium 
enjoy. He was an avid fisherman, gardener, and outdoorsman, but hi! 
passiorl was golf. Since his retirement, his time spent on the golf coursc 
with his friends was the highlight of his week. 
The'anguish his family feels at his sudden and unexpected passing i! 
indescribable. 
Lefi behind are his wife Shirley, son Walter, doughier Loretta (lewis), 
grandchildren Sean ond Ryan, his family in Germany: Erika, Bernd, Mar. 
tino, Lisa, many in-laws, a lot of friends, and Mickey, Red and Shirley'! 
beloved dog. 
In lieu of flowers, donations to the Terrace Hospice Society would be a p  
preciated. The address is 207-4650 lazelle Avenue, Terrace BC V8G 156, 
Red's family would like to express their heartfelt thanks to everyone 
that has been so kind, thoughtful and supportive. 
4626 Davis Street 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1 X7 
hmtd Mca Phone 635-2444 Fax 635-635-2160 , 
24 hour pager 
c 
WILLEM (BILL) 
'our energelit, artistic, people-loving patri- 
arch passed w a y  peacefully in Pentidon, B.C. on 
August 13,2005. 
Bill was born in Apeldoorn, The Netherlands on 
November 3, 1910, youngesl son of Harmen and 
Hendrikje. He married Christina Johanna (nee 
Groeneweaenl in September 1938. Soon after, Wwl 
/ VISSERMAN "In L o v i n g  M e m o r y  of Our Dad" 
May 2 1 , 1 94 I - A u g u s t  27, 2004 
Richard (Dick) kmwn 
BC Livestock in Kamloops Is 
having a Horse Auction, Fri- 
day, Sept. 16th. Tack 4:30 pm 
Horses 6pm. Consign early for 
best selling spot. Phone 250- 
573-3939. 
ONE DAY ONLW Hardwood 
Flooring Sale. Call 1-888-599- 
2253 for details. 
broke out i n d  since he wos an off iter in the Royol Dutch Army he was sent off for 
three years to POW camps in Germany. 
I 1951, he, his wife and four children emigrated to Canada and they settled 
in t? azgiton where they started a small dairy farm which he operated until 
1985. At the same time he also wos the bookkeeper for Marshal Brothers' 
Trucking in  Hazelton. He had always been a weekend water colourist but after 
his retirement from farming he took up this hobby with great enthusiasm. His 
baintings of the vanishing old building in this part of  the province os well as his 
landscapes were well received by many in the Terrace-Smithers area. He was 
a long time participant in  the annual Terroce Art Association Arts and Crafts 
shows. 
In 1990, his wife of 52 years passed owoy. He married Coosje (Jackie) van 
der Horst in  1992 and moved to Kamloops. He continued to paint as well as 
study his numerous books on the old Dutch and English water colour masters. 
He loved to read and was porticulorly fond of books on Leo Talstoy. He kept 
a daily diary recording the events of each day, the people he met and the 
weather. He loved company and could tell many stories and funny anecdotes 
Flooring Wholesaler Needs 
Cash Flow - Buy direct 
Laminate ....... $.49 sqlft, 12 ml 
laminate ...... $1.99 sqlft, Lami- 
nate tile (from) ...... $.99 sqlft, 1x6 
knotty fir or pine ...... $1.75 sqlft, 
3 1/4", oak, maple, bamboo 
pre fin ...... $3.99 sqlft, 3 114" ja- 
panese cherry pre fin ...... $4.75 
sq/ft, Oak, maple, a s h  engi- 
neered ...... $2.99 sq.ft. 
TONS MORE1 
1-800-631 -3342 
In the Iwilight glow I see... 
For you are all around me... 
I needn't look very far. .. 
For I'm a part of you, 
and all that you are... 
W i t h  Love, till t h e  end of time 
Your L o v i n g  Family 
Please visit my Dad's memorial websife @ 
www.lievesley. com/memorials/284/RichardDick~Bro wn/ 
, 
FOR SALE One year old cable 
modem $75. Leave message. 
250-638-7950 (35p3) 
amusing his guests. 
Bill is  survived by his wife Caosie of Port Moody, his daughters, Christine 
(Kolbiorn) of Terrati, Hennie (Geroid) of Prince George, Eva i f  Pentidion, his 
son Taede (Ted) of Hazelton, stepsons Hons (Colleen) of Kamloops and Don 
(Sue) of Port Moody as well as o number of grandchildren and six great-grand- 
rhildren. Bill ako leaves to mourn his passing many nieces, nephews and their 
amities in  both Canada and The Netherlands 
Interment in  the Hew Hmekon cemetery followed by a memorial service to 
FIREWOOD: LOOKING for log- 
ging truck load of either alder or 
birch delivered to Prince Rupiirt. 250-624-6056 (35~3) _ I  ' 
CHlLDCARE SUPERVISOR 
with Early Childhood Education, 
valid First Aid certificate, B.C. 
Licence to practice an asset, ex- 
perience will be considered. 40 
hrslwk. Wages DOE. Resume: 
Windermere Valley Child Care 
Society, Box 2257, Invermere, 
BC VOA 1KO. Attn: Arlee Ro- 
mane 250-342-31 68. 
Experienced Class One super 
"B" flat deck long haul driversre- 
quired. Min.2 years experience, 
benefits available. Revenue pay 
converted to mileage rate, usual- 
ly in excess of .49 cents a run- 
ning mile. Call 250-377-0956 or 
250-682-031 1. Leave message. 
BUSY rental shop in Victoria, 
BC, looking for experienced 
counter person. Fax resumes 
to: 250-474-5785, Attention: 
SHIATSU PRACTITIONER Brad. 
Training Program (500 hours). youth Driven, non-profit seeks 
September 21 - May 25 at Stu- FIT Transitions Program Co- 
dio Chi, Kelowna. Registered Ordinator & FIT Aboriginal Pro- 
with PCTIA. Cal! now. Space IS gram Co-Ordinator. Deadline 
Sept 6th 4:30 pm. For more limited, 250-769-6898. 
Reauired far Established Vernon RIVERSIDE NISSAN Courtenay 
requires an experienced automo- 
tive sales person to join our very 
busy sales department. We Offer 
an excellent compensation pack- 
age including full benefits and 
demo, a large used vehicle in- 
ventory in a very high traffic loca- 
tion. Fax resume in confidence 
to Danny at (250) 338-7944. 
Regency Chrysler in 100 Mile 
House, BC has immediate open- 
ings for the following two posi- 
tions. If you are a team player 
and believe in providing excep- 
tional service to our customer 
base. Please fax resume and 
references to: Attention: Serv- 
ice Manager 250-395-2487. Ll- 
censed Automotive Mechanic. 
Full-time position with competi- 
tive wages. Join a team of me- 
chanics dedicated to providing 
excellent 5-Star Service. Sew- 
ice-writer. Chrysler service ex- 
perience preferred but will train 
the right person. ADP computer 
experience an asset. Must be 
self motivated and have the abil- 
(Sexsmith, Alberta) business. 
Lemare Group now hiring fully 
qualified Processor Operator. Journeymen Camenters re- 
Minimum five years Coastal ex- quired On Vancouver Island for 
perience union wag- Commercial/lndustrialllnstitu- 
es, benefits. Camp position. tima1 projects. Resumes .by 
Fax Resume with references to iF (250) 475-6444 Or email pat- 
KNAPPElT PROJECTS INC. 
LICENSED AUTOMOTIVE 
Technician needed. Import ex- 
perience preferred. Great oppor- 
tunity to join a progressive grow- 
ing team. Please fax resume to: 
250-545-0662 or email to: ver- 
nontoyotaservice@showbiz.ca 
HEAVY DUTY Mechanic re- 
qulred for busy mining opera- 
tion, knowledge experience of 
shovel, drill & heavy equipment 
is mandatory. MustLhave refer- 
ences, travel may be required. 
lntequip Mining Sales & Serv- 
ices Ltd. offers a competitive 
wage &benefits package. Only 
DISMANTLER. 
experience an ' 
ity to grow with an expanding asset- @ Wages 1-800-340-1 negotiable. 192 Rod 
MIKES AUCTIONS 
is conducting an 
Antique Auction Sale 
Saturday, Sept 17, 2005 @ 
1l:OO a.m. 
On behalf of Ross & Sylvia 
Cox. Sale is being held at 
Rbss & Sylvia's residence 
at Takysie Lake, B.C. Take 
Highway 16 to Burns Lake, 
6.C. (227 km west of Prince 
George) turn south on 
Highway 35 to the Francois 
Lake Ferry (24 km). Take the 
free feny to the Southside. 
Drive up the hill 22 km and 
follow the signs. 
This is a very special 
sale, featuring a beautiful 
collection of quality antiques 
and collectables. Included 
will be a fullv restored 1927 
Due to expansion and the amid dnew equipment our ccnnpony requires 
Com titive wages and benefit package 
Hou$ boot & tool allowance. 
Employee/ company matched investment phn 
Relocation Assistance 
Bi-weekly pay by direct deposit 
Some overtime and shift work may be required 
Company payssr schooling and specialized training 
info: www.fbcyicn.ca 
LAND SURVEY CREW 
- 
, Company. w/previous experience, Energetic valid Persons BC
Driver's License. Salary Negoti- 
able. 1830 or Fax Call: Resume 250-545-7971. TO: 250-545- 
ESTABLISHED VANCOUVER 
ISLAND Fiberglass manufactur- 
ing business has full time posi- 
tions for experienced fiberglass 
lamination manufacturer, chop- 
per gun. Submit resume via fax: 
1 -(250) 248-2288. References a 
must. 
Sutherland Global Services, 
Join Our Customer Service 
Team today1 Paid Training, Ben- 
efits, Live in the sunny Okana- 
gan. Computer / Web I Email 
Support Positions Available 
Vernon-recruiting@suth.com 
SEXSMITH USED FARM 
PARTS REQUIRES A PARTS- 
MAN, JOURNEYMAN OR 
APPRENTICE. AND A PARTS 
NOW. Fax: 250-545-4848 
Model T Coupe, this car is in 
showroom condition, Superbi 
wooden hand operated 
washer with wringer (19OO's), 
Model N Beatty copper tub 
wringer washer with wringer, 
washboard, Victor-Victrola 
Gramophone with records, 
3 black powder rifles - 
Connecticut Valley arm with 
Tasco scope, 45 Thompson 
centre arm Hawkin 5 Tasca 
scope, and Green River grade 
rife 50 caliber. F3 cream 
separator, Delaval company 
#lo cream separator, cream 
can, milk cans, large wooden 
butter churn on stand, grape 
press, hand flour grinder, 
Elgin clock, antique wall 
phone, coal shuttle, coffee 
grinder, sad irons with 
handles, brass railroad lock 
with key, brass oar locks, 
copper canning kettle, foot 7 
propelled sandstone cast 
iron seat, Joseph Bell 81 Co. 
cast iron kettle, adz, Thomas 
organ company piano stool 
with brass feet, settee, 
Majestic Grigsby Grunow 
radio, iron bed single with 
mattress and dresser, iron 
bed queen with mattress, 
dresser with matching head 
and foot board, 2 dressers, 
2 wingback chairs, rocking 
chair, wash stand, dressirig 
bench, wicker hall table, 
antique trunk, 3 antique 
chairs, pictures, mirrors, 
llama rug, 1839 slave Auction 
poster, 1833 slave Auction 
Fax Resume 
Attention: H.R. Dept. at (780) 814-7600 3 
The Family of, 
7 Larry Edward Guno \y Email: iim.donald@swanberabros.com 3 , 
I Thank you to all who shared special remembrances of Larry 
i with us. They are treasures we will keep in our heorts with our 
i own fond memories. 
I 
I 
wishes to acknowledge the loving sup- 7 
port that was expressed in many ways by our 
extended family members and friends, as well as 
by Larry's many friends and collea ues, during our 
f/ recent loss. You have made our grie 3 a little easier to 
licaBpmw 
[Lethbri&e, Edson, Gmnde Ruirie and Fori StJohn] 
Immediate opening for ceriihed Picker Operabrs, 
Bed/Poe Trucks, Winch and Winchless Tmcbrs. 
WE WK TRAIN DRIVERS IN OllFlEW HAULING. 
YOU SUPPLY1 WE SUPPLY! 
Class 1 driver's license 
Drivers abstract and resume 
Ability to pass presmployment 
Desire to work 
&sire to make above 
wllingness to work in team 
Lwdenhip and dependability 
drug test 
""*w wage5 
environment 
Good equipment 
Lok d work - guaranteed time off 
Safety pehmance package 
Training programs leading to 
industry competency rating 
(lourmyman equiwbncy) 
Opportunity for advancement 
Extended b u n  permit 
Home most nights 
Bi-wwkly pay by dim+ deposit 
250-956-4888. 
Vernon area LUMBER REMAN 
PLANT requires PRODUCTION 
WORKERS. Lumber piling, 
sorting,, chopping, assembling, 
packaging. Physically demand- 
ing. Level 2 or 3 Industrial first 
aid definite asset. Shift work. 
full time. PLANERMAN/MOUL- 
DERMAN able to run dimension 
and pattern stock. Shift work. 
3 years experience. LUMBER 
GRADER capable of grading a 
variety of products. should hold 
a current ticket and be able to 
$ grade for the North American, 
Japanese and European mar- 
kets. Shift work. 3 Years experi- 
- -  
'Some winter camp jobs awihb&' --. 
Fax Resume a Abstract 5 
poster. 
John Deere single cylinder 
stationary motor, Massey 
Harris grain grinder, horse 
drawn equipment - single 
FOR SALE $1 9,900 OB0 14x70 cultivator, scoop, McCormick 
3 bdrm, 2 bath mobile home on Mower, single bottom sulkey 
oad rent. FISMIID. twoDane/ plough, steel wheeled farm 
ELECTRIC WbEELCHAlR and 
power chair. $1,000 OB0 for the 
pair. 250-635-6497 (36~3) 8' bottom plough, duck foot Attention: H.R. Dept. at (780) 814-7600 3 
Email: iim.donald6swanberabros.com 3 4ELECTTIGHT KNOT & CABIN GRADES 
/ Drou rJ 
ence required. F& resumes to qualified applicants need apply. 
Fax resumes to: 828-7131. At- 
< tantinn. F-t- 
250-545-7203. 
bood heat, carpet throughout. 
Also. $10.000 060 1973 23 ft. 
wagon, Deering mower, John 
Deere binder 8, trolley with 
.-. ...-. .. -1 I 1  I .  
APPRENTICE OR CERTIFIED 
HD MECHANIC. We seek a GMC Scamper motorhome, re- 
built 454 gas motor, 3 pc. bath, 
propane & electric. Both need 
TLC and work. 250-842-5126 
IQAmQ\  
canvas, rake with neck yoke 
and double tree- 00(n Yoke, 
hames, harness and collars- 
broad ax, blowtorch, water 
pump and barrel, block plane, 
antique open and box end 
wrenches, insulate?, chicken 
crate, Whirl-wind .seeder, hay-. 
knife, Wanding -,irons, cow 
kicker, wagon wheel, rake 
wheels, antique logging 
spreaders, hand tools, 
Model A wheel, Gramefisher 
3 hp outboard, antique oil 
dispensers, dehorner, mowing 
machine Darts. DlOUah shear. 
1st 12nd / 3rd year apprentice 
heavy duty mechanic OR experi- 
enced Commercial Transport 
Mechanic to work in our Vander- 
hoof shop. Our preferred can- 
didate will: possess a working 
~ knowledge of the WCB Regu- 
lation, have reporting and com- 
munication skills, demonstrate 
organizational skills and be able 
to work under pressure to meet 
performance deadlines. Refer- 
ences are required with your 
application. Good wage and 
benefit package available. In- 
terested applicants submit your 
resume in confidence to: Evan 
Mecham, Gulbranson Logging 
Ltd., 1475 Hwy 16 East, PO BOX 
665, Vanderhoof, BC VOJ 3AO. 
9232. E-mail: gulbrans@telus. 
net 
Parallel Wood Products Ltd. in 
Williams Lake is looking for a 
Certified Millwright. Fingerjoint 
Mill experience preferred. Weld- 
ing and Fabricating skills defi- 
nite asset. Fax (250)392-7584. 
Phone (250)392-7538. 
ER. Accountant for a local auto 
dealership. Excellent bookkeep- 
inglaccounting skills, excellent 
computer skiils and communi- 
cation skills required. Ability to 
do NP, AIR, inventory, payroll, 
reconcile all general ledger ac- 
counts and prepare monthly fi- 
nancial statements. Please send 
resumes to Box 21 8 c/o the Ter- 
race Standard, 3210 Clinton St., 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 5R2 (36~2) 
ARE YOU a sales pro? A high 
technology advertising agency 
has located here in the North- 
west and is looking for a com- 
puter sawy sales professional 
to place advertising. Make 
your own hours and be treated 
more as a colleague than an em- 
ployee - this job pays a great 
commission and features stock 
options for outstanding perfor- 
mance. If this is the opportunity 
for you then email your resume 
to CV@lntegratedAds.com. 
(33P3) 
CHEVRON COMMERCIAL 
Cardlock. Permanent part time 
for officelwarehouse. Submit 
resume in person or fax to 250- 
FETAL ALCOHOL SPECTRUM 
Disorder Services Co-ordinator 
required for Smithers Commun- 
ity Services Association. Perma- 
nent full time position. Full de- 
tails at www.interior-news.com 
or fax 250-847-3712 (35pl) 
FETAL ALCOHOL Spectrum 
Disorder Services Coordinator 
required for Smithers Commun- 
ity Services Association. Perma- 
nent full tiime position. Full. de- 
tails at www.interior-news.com 
or fax 250-847-3712 (35~2) 
HOE CHUCKERS experienqed 
for the Campbell River area and 
camp situations on beautiful 
Vancouver Island. Good shifting, 
Union rates and benefits, please 
fax resume to Ted LeRoy Truck- 
ing Ltd. 250-286-3661 (36~3) 
INLAND KENWORTH/ Parker 
Pacific Houston, B.C. is cur- 
sales rently person. looki g for Past an sales equipment exp r- 
ieinCe would be an asset, but 
not D n necessary. Coldwell 250-845-2333 Please contact or
fax resume to 250-845-3154 
(34p3) 
T 250-567-4505 F 250-567- 
ACCOUNTANT/BOOK§KEEP- 
635-7675 
~ U V l J - I  
REMODELING 10 year old 
appliances.. Stove, fridge, dish- 
washer, microwave,* : washer, 
dryer, electric lawn mower, 4 
drawer legal file cabinet. 250- 
635-4840 (34~3) 
DEPENDABLE 
LUMBER 
Kispiox Valley 
(250) 042-5660 
Call first, flexible hours. 
- -  
ter 6:OO pm. bicycle. 
Art prints by wildlife artist Gail 
Adams. Coins will include MUST BE: 
.ENERGETIC .TEAM PLAYER 
.HARD WORKING @VALID DRIVER'S LICENSE 
.CUSTOMER SERVICE ORIENTED 
FOR SALE. Three power saws, Set 5 sterlina silver Russian 
falling saws or trade for bear 
traps. 250-635-3831 (35~3) 
Olympic corns, $10. Gold 
River coin, Swiss gold coin, 
Jamaican $1 0 sterling silver 
coins, $20 Jamaican gold 
coins, I $1 0 misprinted bills, 
Set 10 Speslsl Edition Avro 
Lancaster coins, collectable 
Canadian dollars. 
Photos of items are 
available on our web page: 
mikesauctionsltd.blogspot. 
com. For anyone coming 
from out of town there is 
accommodations available at 
Takysie Lake Resort - motel 
rooms, cabins, camping or RV 
space on beautiful Takysie 
Lake. Call Rise 250-694-3367, 
email TakysieQngis.ca 
Call Mikes Auctions (Mike 
or Ella) at 250-694-3497 or 
email: mikes1 OOQtelus.net 
TO GIVE Away, a house dog. 
Non shedding, small: neutered 
*, male. Good with other animals. 
250-635-5487 (36~3) ~ 
CRAFTSMAN 5 horse power, 
22 inch industrial weed trimmer. 
$300 250-638-7715 (34~3) 
HOT TUB (Spa) covers. Best 
price, best quality. All shapes 
and colours available. Call 1- 
"PNE SPECIAL" New I Slate 
Pool Tables $2,195.00 (retail 
$7,195). Delivery & Installation 
for Van. Island and Kelowna in- 
cluded! 1-604-522-2025. 
55 GALLON fish tank, every- 
thing but fish $600; 4x8 utility 
trailer wlspare $400; portable 
Maytag dishwasher $75; new 
outside steel door wlframe 
32x80 $1 00; 1969 50 HP Suzuki 
Arctic outboard for parts $200; 
satellite dish w/mounting brack- 
et & cable $25. Call 250-635- 
1112 (31~3) 
866-585-0056. 
WE OFFER= 
.PROFIT SHARING .SUBSIDIZED HOUSING NET UP to $2800 per month - no selling. Secure, proven 
cash flow. Minimum investment 
$1 6,800. Free Info 1-800-321 - 
61 26. 
AN 11 YEAR OLD Internation- 
al Wellness Company new to 
North America looking for lead- 
ers interested in Westcoast ex- 
pansion. Call 604-571-6442 for 
details. Canadian Head-Office 
Richmond. 
Home Workers Needed!!! 
ducts I stuffing envelopes. No 
experience noeded. Free infor- 
mation: www.homeworkersnet- 
work.com Ref #7-702 or Call 
BUSINESS FOR SALE: Bulkley 
valley Evestroughing. ~ Turn-key 
operation. Total exterior installa- 
tion, specializing in continuous 
5" aluminum gutters. Awesome 
potential. Busines is lOyrs old. 
Will provide training for buyer. 
Serves the Bulkley Valley. Call 
250-846-5509 ask for Willy 
TERRACE RESTAURANT for 
sale. Great clientele. numerous 
contracts and catering jobs 
monthly. Serious inquiries only. 
Reply to file # 216, The Terrace 
Standard, 3210 Clinton St., Ter- 
race, V8G 5R2 (35~3) 
$1500/WK ASSEMBLING pro- 
1-705-726-9070. 
135p3) 
.COMPETITIVE SALARY .ADVANCEMENT OPPORTUNITY 
*MOTIVATING AND FUN ATMOSPHERE 
COMPREHENSIVE ON THE JOB TRAINING PROGRAM 
.OPPORTUNITY TO TRANSFER - 190 LOCATIONS 
KAL TIRE COULD BE JUST THE CAREER MOVE YOU'VE BEEN 
LOOKING FOR, IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN JOINING OUR 
TEAM, SEND YOUR RESUME IN CONFIDENCE TO: 
10744- 1 1 7 AVENUE 
GRANBE PRAIRIE, ALBERTA V8V 7N7 
Or contact Bart drawley 
Tel: 780) 538-2225 
Fax: (780) 538-3C22 
e-ma iI : Bart-Crawley@Ka ITire.Com 
Commercial Mason, Abbots- 
ford, BC seeks journeyman 
masons. Work in Greater Van- 
couver and Southern Interior. 
Reinforced masonry experience 
a must. To begin immediate- 
ly. Relocation allowance. Call 
(604) 853-4263 or fax (604) 853- 
8955. 
Looking for employment opportunities? 
Kod m 
New & Used 
Buy Sell Trade 
' Salvage Sales 
Sewing throughout BC 
o u  ~.I..AWO. )(rm~~.op.. WE v c v  
3764 448 
Flooring Wholesaler Needs 
Cash Flow - Buy Direct 
Laminate ..... $43 sqlft. 12 ml 
laminate ..... $1.99 sqlft, Lam- 
inate tile (from) ..... $39 sqlft, 
1x6" knotty fir or pine ..... $1.75 
sqlft, 3 114" oak, maple, bam- 
boo pre fin ..... $3.99 sqlft, 3 114" 
japanese cherry pre fin ..... $4.75 
sqlft, Oak Maple and ash engi- 
neered ,,,,,, $2.99 sqlft. 
TONS MORE! 
1-800-631 -3342. 
BROWN ALL leather reclining 
couch $600; 2 end tables, 1 
coffee table set $75; 4 16x8 
american racing aluminum rims 
136~3) 
KELVINATOR FRIDGE IFreez- 
er, futon and mattress, fold-up 
single cot and mattress. 250- 
635-6728 (36p3) 
(1 95165R15) 250-61 5-91 81 
Explore no more! 
"We have a new store opening in TERRACE. TEST DRIVE 
1 We're seeking motivated and professional individuals to fill the following full-time and part-time roles: I II Unique opportunity to own and operate a 2006 Pete with zero down. You must have II a minimum ONE YEAR llal deck highway 
experience able and willing to run 
CANADA / USA and possess good 
Steve or Andre (800)663-0099 
RIPLEES RANCH HOME DELIVERY 
PET FOOD ROUTES AVAILABLE 
FOR PET LOVERS 
Your own turn key home based business 
with repeat sales earning $500 - $8,OOO 
monthly. Investment required, exclusive 
territory, training and product included. Not 
MLM. Co. established 1962, endorsed by 
Guide Dogs and Movie Star Pets. 
www,rlpleesranch.com 
Call Nigel Holmes at 
877-738-3287 ext 21 5 
. 
If you're an autonomous worker with related experience and superb customer service ideals who enjoys being part of a well-functioning group, 
then we'd like to talk to you! Please bring your resume and references and be ready to discuss employment opportunities when you drop by 
our n e w  s t o r e  located at 4645 Greig Avenue, Terrace from Monday, September 12th to 
Wednesday, September 14th, between 1000 a m  and EO0 pm. 
by14 ond Diversir, - he guiding priniples o f  our employment pmrfcei 
SIAPIP is o registered trodemork of Sfoples, Inc., used under licence. 
? 
The Terrace Standard. Wednesdav. SeDtember 7.2005 - B7 
BOOKKEEPING SERVICES 
Set up and maintenance of your 
small business requirements. 
Serving the Northwest for over 
9 years. Phone 250-635-9592. 
(CTFN) 
LllTLE MINNOWS Playground 
and Childcare is now accepting 
registrations for October 2005. 
Please call Tamara at 638-0280 
leave message. (36P3) 
PLAYTIME FAMILY DAYCARE 
has opening for child over 
twelve months. Qualified care- 
giver (ECE, experienced) offers 
, T~OURNEYMAN AND appren- 
*ice electricians wanted for work 
'4n Terrace, B.C. Commercial ex- 
-'perience. $25 per hour, RRSP 
' contributions and full medical. 
'.cFax resume to 250-615-3147 
7: Services is seeking communi- 
. d y  support workers for casual 
pxployment.  Applicants must 
.=,,posess grade 12. Further re- 
z_,quirements will be discussed at 
.n41terview. Fax resume to Helena 
Duhan 250-638-8042 or droo 
-,,;THOMPSON COMMUNITY 
TWO BEDROOM Trailer. 12 
x 68 Sunny Hill Trailer Court. 
$400/month. References re- 
quired. Washer, dryer. 250-638- 
0438 (35~3) // 
NORTHERN VACUUM & Sew- 
ing Center is looking for a full- 
time Salesperson. This position 
requiresan upbeat and energetic 
personality as well as the ability 
to work in a team environment. 
Sales experience would be a 
strong asset, but not required. 
Please drop off resume to the 
manager at 4435 Lakelse Ave, 
Terrace, BC or fax to (250) 635- 
8862. No phone calls please. 
TED LEROY TRUCKING LTD 
a rapidly expanding stump to 
dump logger requires an ex- 
perienced full phase logging 
foreman for their operations on 
beautiful Vancouver Island, BC. 
Experience in high lead and or 
mechanical logging would be an 
asset. You must be a team play- 
er who is safety oriented, pos- 
sess good leadership qualities. 
have excellent communications 
skills, be computer literate and 
have the ability to multi task. 
The successful candidate will 
work a 14 and seven shin with 
an excellent wages and bene- 
fit package. Please fax resume 
with references to Ted Leroy 
Trucking Ltd. 250-246-2842 at- 
tention Jason Leroy. Thank you 
for your interest, only those se- 
lected for an interview will be 
contacted (35~3) 
TED LEROY Trucking Ltd. re- 
quires experienced equipment 
operators, Limmitt operators, 
(37C3) 
2 AND 3 bedroom ground level 
apartments. Close to schools/ 
bus stop. Pine Ave. in Thornhill. 
Available immediately. No pets. 
250-635-2327 250-635-3583 
(34p3) 
BRIGHT, SUNNY, well main- 
tained 2 bedroom apartment. 
Modern kitchen with dishwash- 
er. Asking $550/month. Call 
250-635-3333 - days, 250-635- 
1417 - evenings. (35tfn) 
CENTRALLY LOCATED 6 plex/ 
apartments available. Spacious, 
clean and bright with secured 
entrance, paved parking, F/S. 
W/D and blinds. One bedroom. 
L o s e  5-900 Ibs! 
SAFE, NATURAL 8 EFFECTIVE 
Eat the foods you love 
#1 Health, Nutrition &Weight 
Loss comoanv in the world! 
CLEAN QUIET non smoking 
one bedroom suite for quiet 
working individual. Includes util- 
ities, satellite. Southside. refer- 
ences please. 250-635-5487 or 
FURNISHED 2 bedroom base- 
ment suite, utilities, cable, win- 
ter parking, student or working 
person, Hwy. 16 W (New Remo) 
5 minutes to town. Car neces- 
sary $550/mo. Available Sept. 
2nd 250-635-3772 (34~3) 
TEN MINUTES to downtown 
centre, clean cozy, quiet, one 
bedroom. Fridge, stove, wash- 
er, dryer, utilities included. Star 
Choice available. Single OCCU- 
pancy. Available immediately. 
To view phone 250-635-6141 
(34061 
250-61 5-8037 (34p3) Summit Square 
Apartments 
1 & 2 Bedroom Units 
Quiet & Clean 
No Pets 
Close to Wal-Mart 
'* Laundry Facilities 
Close to Schools & 
On Bus Route 
Security Entrance 
On site Buiiding Manager 
Basketball, Volleyball & 
24hr Video Surveillance 
Ask for Monica Warner 
Hospital 
Racquetball Courts 
SENIOR CITIZENS WELCOME 
Call: 635-4478 
EXPERIENCED WELDERS & 
FABRICATORS WANTED 
Union Shop 
Full Benefit Packege 
Send Resume To: 
Northern Steel Ltd. 
9588 Milwaukee Way 
Prince George, BC V2N 5T3 
Fax (250) 561-01 12 I €.moil moinenorthernsteelltd corn I 
- -  
e.:qff at 2228 Spruce St. ( 3 5 ~ 3 ) - ~  
-..)'LIFEGUARDS REQUIRED at 
--Mount Layton Hotsprings Re- 
f . ~  'sort. Requirements include 
='CPR Level C, Current NLS, and 
- Standard First Aid. Must have 
reliable transportation. Please 
.rfax resusme to 250-632-591 1 
or email minette2@telus.net. No 
- :'calls please. (35~3) 
..LIVE IN Front Desk Position at 
' Evergreen Inn. Position must be 
- -filled by Sept 15,2005. Salary 
' $tarting at 1600,00/month cash 
+ apartment (utilities included). 
, Successful candidate(s) will 
; have basic bookkeeping knowl- 
,dege, customer service skills, 
, be able-to handle office equip- 
ment & laundry equipment. As- 
sets: Previous experience in the 
motel industry, knowledge of 
Simply Accounting, basic com- 
puter skills. Position is ideal for a 
' 1  couple or single person. Please 
. ',.amlv at the Everareen Inn office 
I i s  seeking an experienced I 
NEED MONEY NOW? If you $325/month. 250-638-0436 
have equity in your home, We 
can help! Can't prove income, 
slow credit, bank says NO! Call 
Rick at Rick Graves & Asso- 
ciates. 1-604-306-0891. 
GET BACK ON TRACK! Bad 
Credit? Bills? Unemployed? 
Need Money? We Lend!! If 
you cwn your own home-you I 
qualify. 1-877-987-1420. www. 
pioneerwest.com , Member of 
the Better Business Bureau. 
IRfinR\ WAITRESS 
Part-time position, 
I possibly leading into 
ONE AND two bedroom In ru- 
ral location, 5 minute drive from 
downtown. Pets welcome. $275 
and $375 250-615-7385 (34~3) 
ONE BEDROOM apartment. 
Clean, quiet, new paint, laml- 
nate floors, laundry facilities, 
on site management. Available 
immediately. 250-635-6122 or 
250-615-3721 (ctfn) 
ONE. TWO and three bedroom 
apartments for rent. $350, $450, 
$550 Heat and hot water lnclud- 
ed. Newly renovated. Security 
on premises. Please call 250- 
61 5-0345 or 250-635-6428 
FURNISHED 2 bedroom cot- 
tase on Beam Station Drive at . 
full-time. 
Drup resumes off at: 
4554 Greig Ave., Terrace 
Taking Applications 
2000 SQ.FT. OFFICE space. 
I NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE. I 
f o r 1 & 2  
Bedroom suites 
Clean, quiet renovated suites 
Ample parking 
Laundry facilities 
Close to schools 8 downtown 
On bus route 
On site management 
m No pels 
0 References required 
4391 Keith Avenue. Call 250- 
.- w 
635-7171 
OFFICE & RETAIL SPACE 
4644 Lazelle Avenue 
524 ftz v . reception & 3 o ices 
600 fi'. reception & 2 offices & staff rwm 
1000 It?. will devide space to suit 
SECOND FLOOR 
256 fi2 - one office 
956 ftz- one big off ice & 3 off ices I -15-7543 or 635-3475 
Wanted: 
Grapple ' 
Yarder 
Hooktender 
with Hoe experience, 
for camp work in 
Williams Lake area. 
I m mediate I y. 
Call 250-61 5-5408 
(5422 Hwy 16 Gest) between 
7am &' 5pm, by fax 250-635- 
0822, by email everinn@telus. 
-,net (35~3) .. LOCAL MOTEL is looking for 
'chambermaidldesk clerk. This 
person should be mature, reli- 
'able and hard working and able 
' 'L to work unsupervised. Experi- 
ence an asset, but not neces- 
-.- sary. Apply in person with a re- ':: sume to 3867 Hlghway 16 E. No 
)I,  phone inquiries please. (34~3) 
Dangle Head operators, Load- 
er/hoe Chuckers, excavator 
operators for road crew and ex- 
perienced loggers in all capaci- 
ties. Union wages and benefits, 
camp and town jobs. Please 
fax resumes to 250-286-3661 
WE ACCEPT resumes for the 
position of waitress. Please 
send your resume to Shan yan 
Restaurant at 4606 Greig Ave., 
Terrace. No phone calls please. 
" 
(34p3) 
ROCK CONTRACTING Reno- 
vations, framing, finished work. 
FIREPLACE MANTLES, p!aster- 
ing, painting, flooring, ceramic 
tiles, fencing, patios, plumbing 
& electrical. Reasonable rates. 
Free estimates. 250-61 5-6979 
(34031 
(32C .TFN) 
THREE AND TWO apartment 
in town. Located on Kalum St. 
Coin laundry. Call 250-635-2360 
after 4pm. Come to 4730 Davis 
to view (34P3) 
To view call 
LOOKING TO house sit. Excel- 
lent references. Preferably fall to 
spring. Call evenings and leave 
message at 250-635-0675 or 
?KALUM KABS LTD requires 
'tk(:-full/part time drivers, dispatch- 
-'ers, need one mechanic with/ 
.:without papers. Drop off resume 
$f:jO 4449 Lakelse Avenue. (34C4) Automotive Technician need- 
'=PROCESSOR OPERATOR ex- ed for 3rd or 4th year apprentice 
Cperienced on Limmit, for the to work in a busy shop in Ke- 
'.!"Campbell River area and camp lowna. Must have valid drivers 
L'! situations on beautiful Van- license and at least 3-4 YrS in ex- 
-Union rates and benefits, please Good salary & benefits available. 
to Ted L ~ R ~ ~  Truck- Will train. Fax resumes to: 250- 
i . - n g d .  250-286-3661 (36 3) 868-3587 or drop off at RPM AU- 
tomotive. 250-868-3587. 
l : j & p  cOuver Island. Good shifting, perience in General Automotive. 
ti! fax 
31 
5000 SQ. FT. STORE 
GREAT LOCATION 
BUSIEST CORNER IN TOWN 
NATURAL GAS HEAT 
AIR CONDITIONING 
NOTICETOLOG HOMEBUILD- 250-638-7882 (35~3) 
ERS and Logging Contractors. 
Log home building company re- 
quires an experienced contract 
log home builder. Must supply 
all labour and tool to compEe 
building contracts and be reg- 
istered with WCB & GST. ~ l s o  
looking for good house logs for 
good price. Fax information to 
1-250-395-41 53 or call 1-250- 
Two Guys With A Truck 
Moving, Storage & Deliveries 
11 3. 5 Ton Trucks available. 
Regular funs Merritt, KamlooPs, 
Kelowna, Prince George & rest 
BEGINNER YOGA. Tatiana 
stoke, BC PLANERMAN (TECH Tchernoussoff. Tuesday, SeP- 
1 & 2) Required. Cedar Mill/ tember 20, 2005. 4:15 p.m. 
Cedar Planing, Strong Organi- Skeena Jr. Secondary School 
zational Skills, Team Player an - dance room. $75 for 10 class- 
asset. Fax/Email Resume: 250- es, drop in $10. For registration 
837-0858. bmelnyk@downietim- and/or further information, call 
Additional Personnel needed: 
3 Laborers, 2 Siding Installers, 
2 Qualified Roofers. Excellent C ~ S S ~ C A L  GUITAR and be- 
long term employees* Fax re- Tchernoussoff. Lessons will be- sume to: 250-549-4578 or call gin the week of September ,9, Carol 250-549-391 2005. For registration and/or 
information, call 250-635-1 674 BC). 
Progressive Steel Fabricating (3GP3) Machine Shop requires Machin- 
ists Fabricators and a Project 
Estimator. Job entails reading ~ ~ 
DWGS / Blueprints, Estimating SMART PAINTING' ExPeri- 
Labour material costs purchas- enced painting Contractor Will 
ing. Autocad an asset. Experi- paint. Spring and Summer in- 
ence in a Machine Fabricating terior, exterior residential and 
commercial painting. 10% paint 
discount from supplier. Seniors 
15% labor discount. Profession- 
al quality work. Reasonable 
rates. Free estimates. Referenc- 
es available. Call Karl. 250-61 5- 
01 99 (35P3) 
of B.C. 250-483-4237. 
ber.com Atten: Bill Melnyk. 250-635-1 674 (36~3) 
wage and benefit packages for ginner piano lessons. Tatiana 
--- 
BASEMENT BACHELOR suite 
on Walsh Ave. Suitable for sin- 
gle person. Stove/fridge, iaun- 
dry. $450/month includes utili- 
ties. 250-635-4753 (35~31 
Laundry Facility 
Close To Swimming Pool 8 Town 
Refpnter Required. 
Available Immediately 
Small Pets Welcome 
. m  
395-1 260. c . L  
Downie Timber"' Ltd., Revel- & CLINTON 2 BEDROOM basement suite in 
town. Spacious & clean, W/D, 
SEPTEMBER 250-635-6122 or 250-615-3721 ,ST, bedroom suite, security 
" $ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ $ ~ $ , ~ ~ ~ $ ~ ~  please. Available immediately. 
elor $450. Close to Schools and tained fenced yard and parking. 
town. Utilities included. AIS0 $650/month + set. dep. 250- 
for genteleman. 638-0404 (32ctfn 
facilities. 250-635- 'CLEAN, QUIET )adult oriented 
condo in Woodgreens Conda- 
miniums, Terrace. N/G, F/P oak 
kitchen, cab, ceramic tile and 
carpeting. Appliances incl. Laun- 
dry facilities and covered patio. 
Available immediately. $625/mO. 
I references required. No pets 
and two bedroom. Beside 
maintained q t s .  in town. No pets. 
mimming PoOl*One Ofthe best BASEMENT SUITE for bach- entrance, 5 appliances, main- 
REFERENCES 
Please phone cell: 
632-6726. (tfn) 
3 @ I Merchandisers 
Brofort Inc. I (Te m por a r y ) 
U '  
Brofort Inc.is looking for 20-25 dynamic individuals to assist us 
in merchandising for a retail project. Ideal candidates will possess 
good organizational skills, high energy level, be able to lift boxes 
and climb ladders. Wage $IO.OO/hr. Please note that this i s  tem- 
porary work only (I -2 wks) up to 40 hrs/wk 
-lob 
Apply by fax 613-822-5180 or Email iobads8brofort.com I 
, >  Is looking for 
EX PER1 ENC ED HEAVY EQUIPMENT OPERATORS 
with a class 3 & air endorsement, for part time, on 
call employment during winter months. 
Mail resumes with drivers abstract before 
1'1 JY 
t-.roc 
-17' 
VAS, 
[:r,,G- 
:.OD September 23, 2005 to: 
.'ItiF Northwest Regional Airport, Terrace-Kitimat 
I ,F / .  
Suite 103-4401 Brisbl Rd. RR4 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 4V2 
-i?i 
.&F 
I SEAPORT LIMOUSINE LTD. I 2 BEDROOM upper unit in Thornhill. $565/month including utilities, w/d on site. Plus one 
I I bedroom basement suite, $450 
utilities included (250)635-5992 
3 BEDROOM duplex corner 
of Hailiwell and' Benner on the 
bench. Close to bus stop, school 
and college, 1 1/2 bath, with 
fridge, stove, washer and dry- 
er, window blinds ~ and storage 
shed. $650/month. Phone 250- 
635-5500 days, 250-638-1 883 
or 250-0533 eveings (35123) 
3BEDROOMDu~lex,5a~~lianc- 
j250)631-3206 (33p3) 
shop an asset. Fa2 resumes to 
JOURNEYMAN ROOFERS re- 
250-832-1 136. 
PASSENGER AND EXPRESS SERVICE 
Daily scheduled bus service from Stewart to 
Terrace and return, and all points in between. Pick- 
up and delivery of goods in Terrace, C.O.D. and 
courier service. 
quired for West Kootenays roof- 
ing company. Wages $28.37 per 
hr., plus benefits. Fax resume 
250-693-541 3 (35p3) 
MOVING? Long hauls or short 
destinations. Household furni- 
ture only. Call 635-7177 or 1- 
800-638-0530. Guaranteed low- 
est rates. (ctfn) 
' 
P.O. Box 2 17, Stewart, B.C. 
Terrace Depot: 635-7676 
Ph: 636-2622 FAX: 636-2633 TAHLTAN NATION DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION Box 250 Dease lake, B.C. VOC 1 LO 
Tel: 250) 771 - 5482 Fax: 1250) 771-5454 
Toll / ree: 1-866-827-8632 es, close to town &school. $850 
per month, no pets. References The Quality S ~ O W S  in every move W& make! required, available oct. I( 250- 
635-3346 (36p3) ./' STlKlNE S 
SCHCOL DISTRICT NO. 87 
DEASE LAKE, B.C. VOC 110 
Tel. (250) 77,1-4440 
Fax (250) 77 1-444 1 
0 P.O. BOX 190 
JOB OPPORTUNITY - PRESIDENT 
The President is  the senior manager that oversees the overall 
o erations of the Tahltan Nation Development Corporation 
(fNDC) according to the policies and directives of the Board, 
and advises the Board on policy and strategic direction. 
Operational aspects will be done in close relationship with 
TNDC's Chief Operations Officer and Chief Administrative 
Officer. 
TNDC is located in Dease Lake with a permanent staff of 45 
plus some 100 - 130 employees in remote locations engaged 
in construction of roads, brid es, road maintenance, camp 
TNDC currently has a joint venture operation with Arrow 
Transport (ArrowTahltan Joint Venture), consisting mainly of 
hauling ore from Eskay Creek Mine (owned and operated 
by Berrick Gold). TNDC also wholly owns "Spatsizi Remote 
Services Corporation", a subsidiary catering company that 
and janitorial services to remote camp 
Canado, which supplies the operations with camp mana erial 
staff, and professional chefs and bakers. TNDC also /as a 
partnership with RESCAN under Rescan-Tahltan Environmental 
Consulting RTEC) to "achieve excellence in the rovision of the 
environmental and other related mana ement services". TNDC 
in logging, mining, road maintenance, iade processing, hydro 
electric and other potential ventures. 
QUALIFICATIONS: 
Have an advanced detailed understandin 
Widely respected within the Tahltan Nation. 
personable and easy to approach 
Significant senior management experience including: 
and business mana ement; 
catering, and contract work wit a local gold mining operations. 
rovides caterin 
Lcotions. SRSC 9, as a management contract with Sodexho 
blending o / scientific and local knowledge in t R e provision of 
is also actively engaged in o number o 3 substontive negotiations 
develo ed personal relationships with a wi 8 e cross section 
of the e ahltan community. 
- Demonstrated exce 9 lent communications ability with all 
of and well 
- Proven track record of ;uccessful business development 
- K:zkrated strong leadership qualities in the wide 
- Ability to be decisive and fair in extremely demanding 
- Ability to inspire and motivate staff and relevant outside 
variety of venues; 
and often time limited situations; 
3 BEDROOM duplex. Electric 
heat, F/S, W/D hookup. Quiet 
1 southside neighbourhood on 
bus route. No pets. $550 per 
month. 250-638-1691 (36~3) 
3 BEDROOM side by side du- =SYSTEMS L T D Z  plex, 3 apppliances, covered 
B I u r m m m m w  mu 
u n m i n - m  m m n  o m  II I- w m I II I
TRANSPORTA TION 
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY 
Corn pe ti tion #05 -2 7 
ABORIGINAL EDUCATION COORDINATOR 
Applications are invited for the position of Aboriginal 
Education Coordinator, located In Dease Lake, British 
Columbia. The Stikine i s  a progressive District in Northern 
British Columbia offering an excellent benefit packa e for 
allowance and travel allowance in accordance with the 
Stikine Teachers Association Collective Agreement. 
The Aboriginal Education Coordinator will be a 
member of the Senior Management Team responsible 
for Aboriginal Education plus other assigned duties 
including the following: 
the Coordinator including a moving allowance, i s 0  P ation 
8111 Blakehrrn, Terrace deck front and back, upper 
Thornhill. Available Sept. 15 
$700/month 250-635-3756 
Container 635-2728 or van service! . "-q&l I 34p3) 
The preferred candidale will have: 
0 leadership and coordination of the Aboriginal 
Education Program; 
Working closely with the Aboriginal communities 
including the implementation and monitoring 
of the Enhancement Agreement and Local Education 
Agreements; 
Curriculum development particularly in the area of 
literacy; 
* Support and supervision of staff within the Aboriginal 
Education Department 
Supervision of the District Resource Centre; 
A broad knowledge of issues and trends in Aboriginal 
Education; I 
The ability to build positive working relationships with 
First Nations groups; 
Sound personnel management ex ertise with a high 
level of integrity and a strong worR ethic; 
A commitment to the improvement of student 
achievement; and 
First Nations Ancestry. 
For further information please contact Ms. Denise Perry, 
Director of Instruction, at 250-771 - 4440. Applications 
with supporting documentation includinj references, 
roof of B.C. certification and T.Q.S. shod be submitted 
Ey September 9, 2005 until 4:OO p.m. to: 
I I MI ~cnosstownorthecountry Will assist or load for YOU P H  250-6354278 
olysfirrtui&nbox.com * 4x4 TRUCK 
I- * MEETS WCB REOUIREMENTS * EMERGENCY RESPONSE FUNS * fUUY EQUIPPED MlC UNllS 0 SATEWE b MOBllE RAM0 * OfA LEVEL 3 FIRS1 AID ATTENDANTS 0 EMERGENCY lF.ANSPORlAnON PLANS 
Dawn Monsen (250) 635-9799 
entities; and . 
- Ability to effectively recruit and manage a wide range of 
experts. 
Housing in Dease Lake and a vehicle will be provided 
Salary negotiable [please state expected salary range) 
Information packa e on the area and the company available 
Contact: Rosemary Asp, Executive Secretary 
Closing Dew September 15,2005 
Candidates must be available for an interview on September 
24th or 25th in Dease Lake 
on request from T t? DC Dr. Garry Roth, Superintendent of Schools School 
District No. 87 (Stikine) P.O. Box 190, Dease 
Lake, B.C. VOC 1 LO Phone: (250)771-4440 Fax: 
(250j77 1-444 1 Email: ecarrierQsd87.bc.ca 
Posted: August 25, 2005 
FURNACES AIR DUCTS CHIMNEYS 
SEPTICS SEWER BACKUPS ELEC. EEL. 
AND MUCH MORE... 
.. 
// 
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$80. large square alfalfa bales 
12001b $60 &$80. Small square 
barley straw bales $2.00. Me1 @ 
567-4603 or 567-4505. 
ROUND BALES. Dry hay and 
haylage for sale. Call 250-846- 
5855 (35~3) / 
HORSE &Tack auction. Sunday 
Sept. 18 11:30 a.m. 4071 Mc- 
view lots on Lake Okanagan 
in Vernon, BC. Private beach/ 
docklpathways through pre- 
served open space. Custom 
homes encouraged. Architec- 
tural guidelines. Seven years to 
build. Lots starting at $265,000. 
www.AdventweBayVernon.com 
KELOWNA VIEW lots for sale. 
Quiet cul-de-sac in Black 
Mountain. Southern exposure. 
250-765-9223 or 250-862-1 903 
1-800-504-3121. 
$125,000-$140,000. 
7,200 sq. ft. SalesMlarehouse Kenney & Pohle Ave 
2,017 sq. ft. SalesMlarehouse 5008 Pohle Ave 
998 sq. ft. Office/Sales 5008 Pohle Ave 
1,735 sq. ft. SalesNVarehouse 2905 Kenney Street 
7,450 sq. ft. Warehouse 4820 Hwy 16 West 
5,000 sq. ft. Retail Space 4818 Hwy. 16 West 
951 sq. ft. Warehouse 5002 Pohle h e  
900 sq. ft. Office Sales 4624A Greig Ave 
(Ground Level Store Front Downtown) 
(or 4 modules of 7,800 sq. ft.) 
Lean Rd, Quesnel. Please con- 
sign early. Phone BC Auctions I 2005 Polaris 
7 to 8 vears old: manv with show I 250-992-2459 (35~3) , SPORT HORSE close out sale. 700 EFI 4x4, NEW! FOR SALE BY OWNER 
green house, fruit trees an7rY7OO sq. 3 eet of outdoor deck - just to mention 
Private country acreage just minutes from downtown Terrace, BC. This 
executive unique log home is located on over 2 acres, which backs onto 
a creek. Features OF this home include: 3600 sq. h of living space, large 
country kitchen and dining area, swimming pol, hot tub, shop, security 
system, water treatment s stem, hi h efficiency gas furnace, garden, 
a fewlnterested parties only. 
Asking 3 1 9,0BQoO0 
www.minehi1l.ca , 
WHISPER RIDGE 
PHASE II NOW SELLING 
FINAL 18 HOMESITES 
AVAl LABLE 
13 Okanagan-Thompson 
CHBA Gold & Silver Awards 
for this project. Beautfully 
treed and valley views, 1-3 
acre homesites. All services un- 
derground. Paved roads. 160 
acre private park. (The 
Ranchlands) 8 miles to 
Vernon and 40 minutes to 
experknce. Winners! Starting at 
$5,000. www.trakehnerhof.ca 
250-842-5400 (34~3) 
I$10,599.00 I 
For Sale 35 Corriente Cow/Calf 
Pairs. Majority are young COWS. 
Bred for April 2006. Plus two 3 
year old bulls, easy calvers, easy 
to handle, easy, easy on fences. 
Call 567-9813 or 567-0494. 
Silver Star Mountain. 
Homesites from 
www.whisperridge.com 
$1 15,000-$160,400. 
250-545-5472, 
1-800-493-6133. 
SHEEP AND Goat auctions. ISaturday Sept. IO IWO a.m. I 18' Reinell I * *  0 0  - _ _  ~ I Merc Cruiser I I IYC UCWI ac 9 hnrlrnnm =I,., 30UBLE WIDE mobile for sale. Please consign livestock early3 Two bedrooms, setup in quiet A1be?a & buyers* phone E' 
I -  - - -  - -  rhnrnhlll ,.-,I, Cq F nnn nhn Auctlons 250-992-2459 QUeS- 
LlnL I.L..' G" L Y.a"I"UIII C U I "  I 
- - - - - . - - - 
in Boulderwood MHf? spacious 1 
kitchen, big fQnCed yard, sky- 7 I I u I I I I I I I I  Faun, 'y l y , y v v  
lights & more. Local store, bus 
route, schools and golf nearby. TRAILER FOR sale. 12x70, 
Terms available. Call Gord t0 
view. 250-61 5-3240 (tfn) room, bathroom, large kitchen, chntc nvly 9 
FOR SALE By owner. 14x70 3 living room, porcl ' 
bedroom mobile home('78 High- 
wood) with addition, 5 applianc- 
es. Very good condition. Mov- 
ing, must sell. $23,000 OB0 For 
appointment to v ' - .  --I' nrn 
ne1 (35~3) 250-635-7411 (34~3) 
2 bedroom, separate laundry English Mastiff puppies, 11 
cedar patio, new SLUVG, II IC 
washer, dryer in ey--"-"+ 
dition. #6/ :- 
F 
4 B E D R ~ M  upper duplex, 4718 Gair, 4 appllances, no 
Includes heat, stove, fridge, smoking 01 dogs, $75Ohonth 
washer/dryer. No smoklng or 250-638-8639 (35P3) ' 
parties. References ana deposit OLDER HOME on acreage in 
requlred. $800/month 250-798- Thornhill. Garden. greenhouse, 
9554 (34p3) animals welcome. Good rental 
COUNTRY LIVING 10 km west references required. $575/mo. 
Qf Terrace. 2 bdrm duplex, f/s, 1250)638-8639 (35p3) 
1 . 1  "IU, I". "I,".". -..-. - 
'I large rea 
~bcIIwIII  ,on- 
, I I  I c(uIwL trailer court. 
left. $1200 each. Quesnel(250) 
PUREBRED GOLDEN retriever 
puppies, males & females: Vet 
checked and first shots. Ready, 
''''ge* 249-0169. 
. b a s , -  
.none oa5-6926 (36~3) 
vew, call LJU- 
freshly painted, electric heat, SPACIOUS 3 bedroom upstairs 
fenced, pets allowed. $400.00 suite. Hardwood floors, Fridge/ 
per month 250-635-9266 stove, washeddryer large fenced 
127P3) yard, no pets, $700/month , ln- 
SMALL TWO BEDROOM cludes utilities and cablevsion. 
duplex,$, in Thornhill. Suitable 250-635-2556. (35P3) 
for one or two persons. F/s 
included. N/p. $375 Security 
deposit required. Call 250-635- FURNISHED BEDROOM for 
41 39(37p1) rent in a 5 bedroom house, 
THREE BEDROOM side by share rest of home. On bus 
side duplex located in Horse- rOute,$270 per month includes 
shoe area, close to schools, Utilities. Phone 250-635-31 26 
downtown and bus routes. F/s, 
w/d, n/g heat. No smoking, no 
parties, no pets, $700/month. 
Call 250-635-1971 34P3 2 BEDROOM on large lot. Avail- 
THREE BEDROOM' 1 11; bath able immediately. Fenced frorit 
top floor of house. Oak kitchen, Yard, large back Yard in Copper 
laundry, $775 includes utilities River subdivision. F/S, W/D, gar- 
or $625/ without References re- bage pickup and water includ- 
quired. 250-638-8639 (35P3) ed. $526/month 250-635-6429 
TWO - 3 bedroom apartments Or 250-696-3293 (35p3) 
close to downtown. Utilities 3 BEDROOM trailer with addi- 
included.- $850 upstairs, $750 tion, large shop, fenced Yard 
downstairs. 250-635-0554. $550. Wood/gas heat. Available 
Leave message. (34~3) Sept 1 st. 250-638-0058 (34~30 
TWO BEDROOM apt, includes FOR RENT Septa 1 Large very 
utilities, 5 appliances $650/ nice 2 bedroom mobile home in 
month. No pets, close to has- quiet park in Thornhill. New twin 
pital. Clean and quiet. Must Seal windows, insulated skirt- 
have good references. Phone ing, new flooring, updated bath- 
250-635-5380 or 250-615-8843 room, washer, dryer, dishwash- 
er included. No parties or pets. 
$475/mo Also double insulated 
3 bedroom mobile home. New 
cupboards, drywall, appliances, 
dishwasher, jacuzzi tub, w/d, 
ceramic counter tops, windows, 
doors, laminate flooring, raised 
ceiling. $525/mo Available Sept 
1st. Also one 1 bedroom $325 
available immediately. For ap- 
pointment to view call 250-635- 
0063 (34~3) 
NEW 14 X 60 Trailer home in 
Thornhill. trailer park. 2 bed- 
rooms, 1 bath, large kitchen 
and living space. 5 appliances. 
Available immediately. $550/mo 
includes pad rental. 12th month 
free. 250-639-2977 (34~3) 
WANTED RELIABLE tenant for 
very clean 2 bedroom trailer in 
Adult Park, F/S, W/D. NG heat. 
No Dets $600/mo. includina util- 
635-9609 (35p3) 
FOR SALE. Like new 3 bedroom 
I 
-. L away: 4 six week old, 2- I = 250-635-2695 (37~1) I XR100R litter trained, longhaired kittens. trailer. Fresh modern colours, new laminate flooring, peaked roof, large deck, W/D, F/S, 
space for built in dishwasher. 
large lot in quiet park in'Thorn- 
hili ~3-4- 3IIntumA 4 9 A  nnn 9 ~ n -  
EXTINGUISHER BUSINESS 
looking to sell to the right per- 
son. Training provided to fully 
equip you for servicing extin- 
guishers. Serious enquiries only. I $1,999.00 I Phone 250-849-5740 Asking $1 0,000 OB0 (35P3) tiuuu. r auuw=u. YIL-.,UVV. LVV- . . .  
635-2946 16 FT. Lund fibreglass lake boat, 
90HR trailer: runs but needs mi- 
nor work. $3,000. Call 250-615- 
24' 6863933~3) ALUMINUM riverboat 90 
-1 FOR SALE OR RENT 2 bed- 
room third floor, end unit apart- 
ment with great mountain views. 
In good condition with a brand 
new fridge. Electricity and hot 
water included at $550/month. 
Please call Tom at 250 635 9409 
or 250 703 4727.135P31 
HP, 6 cy1 inline Mercury w/jet. 
Heavy 3 duty trailer. Excellent 
hunting boat. $5,000. 250-635- 
6905 or 250-61 5-91 27 (35~3) 
.. ER Evinrude. Less than 
20 hrs from new. $800 OB0 Lvvw 111 I 
I 
3finE Yamaha I 
GORGEOUS, CUSTOM 3900 
sq.ft. 6 bedroom home, approx- 
imately 10 acres in Port Alberni, 
Vancouver Island. 32x34 shop 
plus truck/boat shed. $657,000. 
Contact Elsie (250) 720-1 797. 
www.arrowsmith1istings.com 
1,777 SQ. Ft. 3 bedroom, 2 
bath, rancher with 2 car garage, 
2 car shop and storage shed on 
0.53 acre lot. Asking $140,000 
11 YEAR old house on Bench 
250-638-1 521 (36~3) 
_ _ _  . _ _  .- 
I/ Lornpiereiy reiiovureu inside and out, with ,\ Inmn kmieLnA w i d  .. u I", V"', WYI,VV". I II".I" ,u,yr ,111  , . T , , r u ,  . . , IWU , , .  11 -L- L I I-,.., TI.-.I: 11 11 wav with coroort. 20 or 250-635-2629 
>I  Iup !I I uppel I I IUI I I I  I111  11 on Hemlock St. 11 , ...... . - . ~  ..., ~~ 11 e d  shop. Tool shed, 1 . #.,I, . I 1  . . -1 I .I1 II elc. ~ 3 ~ 0  m e r  Ave. in I nornniii Asking 11 $129,900 11 11 Heights. Quiet neighbourhood. 11 
1 .. A . r r - r r  
ASl!Ng 3 I @Y,UUU 11 11 +n &nw 635-6234 to view Must see - Call: Phone 638-6583 day 635-4709 evenings 
I" .,e.. 
in quiet cul-de-sac. 3 bedroom, 11 Attn: Landlords 
100% free rental listings 
www.renta1sbc.com 
Lazelle 2 bedroom, 2 bath, 1200 
; sq. ft., loft, patio, view, quiet, se- 
I cure, laundry facilities, asking 
$68,900 or $650/month plus 
utilities. Available immediately. 
250-635-6986 or 250-766-4484 
eveninas. (33~31 
1 WOODGREEN CONDO'S 4832 
full basement, 2 bathrooms. 
$1 85,000 250-635-91 18. Seri- 
ous enquiries only. (34~3) 
3 BEDROOM House for sale. 3 
bathrooms, 2 up/l down. Fully 
finished basement with kitchen. 
Private back yardkhed, close to 
town/hospital. 250-61 5-981 2 
3 BEDROOM, 2 full baths, 5 
appliances, front & back yard. 
3540 Cory drive. $204,900 250- 
4 BEDROOM 2 full baths, newly 
renovated home in Horseshoe. 
Extra larae fenced vard. 250- 
(34p4) 
631 -1 161 (34p3) 
FOR SALE BY OWNER HALL RENTALS. Terrace Kin Hut, Capacity 120-160, kitch- 
en and bar. Ideal for weddings, it& Skcurity deposit and ;efer- 
anniversaries, ' r?Un'iOnS. Day ences required. Available imme- 
and evening rates. 250-635- diately. 250-635-2946 (36~3) 
7777 email kinsmen@osg.net. 
Bartending Services available. 
(CTFN) 
1 BEDROOM house inThornhill. 
Close to Schools, stores, laun- 
summer 250-638-8052 (34P3) (34p3) 
3 BEDROOM Home $950/ 
month including all utilities & F/ BEDROOM F/s, Avail- s, W/D 5013 - 1 Graham."Avail- 
4631 Walsh ave. 250-615-9700 (36~3) 
house $600/m0 + !3 BE)DROOM townhouse with 
Phone 250-635-6181. Available to downtown Terrace. No Pets, 
ref. req'd. $650/month avail. Oct. 1 /05 (36~3) 
3 bedroom upper within immed. (250)631-3031 week- 
ing distance to school & down- days after 4:30 pm, anytime 
town. 4644 Wakh $750/month on weekends or (250)632-5918 
includes all utilities, w/d. Refer- p p 3  
ences required, no pets. Call af- M&RN TOWNHOUSE. ex- 
tra large bedrooms with huge ter 5 (250)638-1367 34p3 
3 BEDROOM, available imme- closets, small office computet 
diately on south side^ s7O0/ area, gourmet kitchen with lots 
month- no smokingt no Pets* of cupboards, pantry and cwn- 
stove, fridge, washer, dryer in- ter space, 2 bathrooms, 3 ap- 
Phone Dave 250-635-3276 full crawlspace storage, fenced, 
134p3) quiet tenants, very clean and 
4 BDR, 2 bath, Agar near Elk's efficient to heat. $690 250-638- 
Park, newly renovated, large 0661 (34~3  
fenced lot, w/d, new fridge, RECEIVE ~EFUND IN CASH on 
sto~'e. dkhwasher- N/S* half of your first two months rent 
$850-900* 250-635-2839 (34p3) at Terrace Manor Apartments, 3 
AVAILABLE OCT. 1 st. 4 bed- bedroom townhouses,close to 
room, 2 bath in Thornhill, $8001 downtown and schools,f/s,w/d, 
month, $400 DD. 250-635-3552 or w/d hookups and free cable 
(35p3) t.v. Rent from $495 per month. 
BEAUTIFUL EXECUTIVE style 4514 Scott he. ,  Terrace 250- 
4 bedr. with office home in rural 635-4980 (33P3) 
setting. Large deck, wood & gas 
heat. Dogs. With good ref. No 
smoking $1,000. 250-638-8639 
COZY 2 bedroom, close to hos- 
pital and schools, electric heat, 
satellite tv, N/S, N/P, ready for 
September 1st. 250-635-0052 
FEMALE roommates 
wanted* $425/month includes 
dry mat, etc. $375/mo. Econom- 
ical heat and lights. '01 in the 
laundry* By Uplands school* Call 
250-615-5452 for appointment. 
able Oct. 1/05 250-798-2217 able lst* No pets. #4- 
34p3 
damage deposit* included* full basement, Walking distance 
eluded. References required. pliances, washer dryer hookup, 
2 AN0 3 BEDROOM 
With 1 1/2 bathrooms 
135p3) 
- _ _ _  _ _ _ - -  - - - ~~~~~ 
Completely renovated 
3 bedroom home 
Hardwood throughout on just under 
2 acres backed onto park with sandy riverfront 
beach. Grab your fishing rod. 
Asking $1 2 7 , 9 Q O o O b  
638-01 3<(35p3) - 
4117 BENNER St. 2 storev 
on full basement, 3 large bed- 
rooms, 350 ft atrium, renovated 
main floor, masonry fireplace, 2 
bathrooms, carport, nicely land- 
scaped, fruit trees, 2 sheds, 1 
woodshed, garden, firepit, RV 
parkiing. 250-61 58390 (35~3) 
5 BEDROOM 3 bathrooms, bi- 
level house. 4928 Labelle Ave. 
Close to schools, large kitchen 
with oak CuDboards. includes 
h 61 5~9801 TOVIOW 4 
fridge, stove,'dishwasher. Large 
covered deck with sky lights & 
hot tub. Natural gas heatiig/pel- 
let stove, oak flooring in family 
room. sking $179,000 250-635- 
6553 (34~3) 
GAN RESORT COMMUNITY. 
Custom homes with spectacu- 
lar Lake Okanagan views now 
under construction in Vernon, 
BC. Master planned community 
featuring on-site $2.5 million Re- 
creation & Fitness Center. Close 
to all Okanagan activities. Adja- 
cent to beach park. Seasonal & 
permanent residents. Starting 
at $364,000. wwwSeasonsVer- 
non.com 1-800-916-5188. 
CHARACTER HOME with many 
upgrades, 2 bedrooms up, 2 
down in partially finished base- 
ment, hardwood floors, wood 
SEASONS IN THE OKANA- 
4 unit Townhouse 10-1 6 Little Wedeene $79,800 
4 unit Townhouse 40-46 Little Wedeene $57,100 
4 unit Townhouse 10-16 Wedeene St. $76,100 
4 unit Townhouse 30-36 Wedeene St. $67,000 
4 unit Townhouse 51-57 Wedeene St. $56,800 
4 unit Townhouse 60-66 Wedeene St. $56,900 
30 Suite Apartment 1425 Nalabila Blvd. $450,000 
Contact - lrvin Leroux - Manager (250) 279-0444 
"All Sales Subiect To Court ADDroval" 
burning fireplace, sundeck. ter- 
raced flower gardens, fruit trees, 
green house, wired storage 
shed, fenced yard, quiet dead 
end street, walking distance to 
downtown shopping. Asking 
DETACHED SHOP, large deck, 
garden shed, 5 bedroom, 2 hath- 
room house with tons of park- 
ing. Asking $159,000 250-635- 
6678 (36~3) 
LAKELSE PRIVATE 1 3/4 acre 
w/14x70 mobile home, 12x40 
addition, woodstove, satellite 
dish, 6 appliances, 24x40 ga- 
rage, woodshed, green house, 
large garden. $1 05,000. 250- 
51 19,500.250-635-6692 (34~3) 
r /  TAS Free Standing $. 
Equipment Storage 
798-2522 (34p3) 
Equestrian Centers/ 
1993 MOBILE in quiet Thorn- 
hill park. 2 br, 2 full baths, 8x1 0 
add, skylights, 5 appl. Recent 
b-room reno. Large yard - must 
see. $43,900 Call 635-0167 to 
view 22. (31 P6 
AVAILABLE E!EPT. 15 10x50 
TOWNHOUSES 
3 LEVEL WBASEMENT 
laundry hook-ups, non-reno'd 
$99/M (you do the work!) 
WHITESAIL TOWNHOUSES 
CALL LARRY 632-441 1 
- FROM $425-500/M- 
FOR RENT: 3 bedroom home 
Viaor Cavalheiro Eddie Vante Mathew Clarabut with full basement, close to 
schools, hospital, and down- 
town. Fenced vard and larae WHITESAIL I 
wired shop. Most pets welcome 
ferred. Phone 250-635-1 258 or 
GREAT FAMILY home on the 
$800 a month. References pre- 
403-638-9098 (35~33) 
Bench. Vaulted ceiling, hard- 
All uniis ore 3 levels w/bsmt. 
mobile home. New skirting, vi- 1-877-485-3500 @ &d 
email: krose@futurenet.bc.ca TUQE'mDUIT 
721 5 $5,500 OB0 (36~3) 
wnlderCPnmLld. 
Three Offices 1/2 nyl siding, metal roof, near bus 
baths. $850/mo CaII 250-638- 
wood floor, five appliances. 
8639 (36P3) 
#6 Timberland 250-635- 
www.winklercanvas.com 
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G 01 d I time f or seniors at Games e 
i By MARGARET S P E W  his opponents. 
LOCAL SENIORS hoisted He said the event was 
their medals high after an well organized and his age 
the 2005 B.C. Seniors Games Cesario Ciffolilli won 
* /  in the Cowichan Valley. bronze in the cycling hill 
Terrace athletes brought climb and road race. 
home 46 of Zdne 10’s 60 Ellie Chambers garnered 
medals, with 19 gold, 13 sil- gold for five pin bowling for 
ver and 14 bronze. high single pins over aver- 
“I think that’s very good age and bronze for A-divi- 
for our zone.” said Betty sion high single scratch. 
Nordstrom. B.C. Seniors Roy Armagost won 
outstanding perfonflance at group had the most entrants. ‘ i  
I I will be held SEMEMBER f O 
~ at the SKEENA M A L L  w 8 .  
1O:OO a.m. - 3t00 p.m. I I 
h ... ___ - ... _ _ _ _ _ _ _  .IpIEsl . 
Games Zone 10 president. bronze in the five pin bowl- 
ing high single pins over av- 
for every second person erage. 
there.” Manuel da Silva took 
gold and Douglas Mumford 
bowling team won gold. won silver for golf low net 
the team of Rene Vienneau, Joe Wideman won bronze 
Mug  Mumford, Roy Arma- in 6orseshoes for Class-C 25 
gost, Ellie Chambers, Betty per cent to 34.9 per cent. 
Nordstrom and Nora Arma- Alan McGowan scored 
’ gost. gold in horseshoes for the 
Class-E zero percent to 14.9 
per cent. 
’ one medal. Donna Graf brought 
home gold f& the 400m race 
“That’s almost a medal 
The A-division five pin 
Medals were awarded to score. 
In individual sports, sev- 
era1 athletes won more than 
Swimmer Joe Mandur 
t IU senior arnieres scorea DU meaais ar rne DL. aeiiiu 
CYLLYA UAS I LV p.ni c t  wichan valley last month. Here Several locals show Off their WII I I I I I I Y ~ .  
brought home gold in the and pentathlon, silver in the 
50m freestyle, l00m breast- I00m race, 200m race, dis- Alie Toop won silver in race, silver in the long jump throw and . . pentathlon ~ - -  and 1 
freestyle, l00m individual bronze in javelin. shot put. and shot put. 200m race, and long jump. I bI pfl, n/  #A 
t- 
stroke, l00m freestyle, 400m 
medley and one silver in 
200m freestyle swimming. 
“We had a competition,” 
he said about the strength of jump. in the lOOni race and 200m jump, 
~ U S  and hammer throw and a 
Inez Lopez won gold in 
pentathlon and silver in the,, the lOkm road walk. 
400m race, javelin and long  
the long jump and bronze in 
Vic Froese scored gold in 
Leona Smith won gold 
and broi 
U-il PH: 635-2541 F X  6 3 5 ~  
Maxine Smallwooc 
nered gold medals in discus, 
javelin, shot put and triple 
letes from Terrace, Prince 
Rupert . . I  and Kitimat took part 
AFTER 3 P.M. FRIDAY TO TUESDAY 
GOLF NINE HOLES! ENJOY DINNER! 
17 
I\ ENDOF SEASON! I/j:l, 
CLEARANCE! SELECTED ITEMS 
TWILIGHT GOLF 
nze in the pentathlon bronze in the 1 UOm race, 
d gar- Over 100 Zone 10 ath- 
silver in hammer in the Ciames. 
ALL SEASONS 
KASEY LEWIS from Nuyens, sliding, puts the ball 
’ in the net past Artistic player Shauna Pritchard. 
CONTRIBUTED PHOTO 
Nuyens I’ nets 
soccer, victory 
LOCAL, TEAMS topped the Women’s Soccer 
Association’s first annual outdoor soccer tournament 
at the Bailey Fields. 
Nuyens claimed the victory, and the $800 cash 
prize, with a 4-2 score over Bandstra, who took sec- 
ond and $400. 
Third place and $200 went to Kitwanga. 
“It went pretty well,” said organizer Kasey Lewis, 
who played for Nuyens and, along with Bandstra’s 
Leah Kumpolt was named the tournament’s MVP and 
top scorer. 
Each one scored l0‘goals during the tourney. 
Kaali Jobb of the Back Eddy team was named the 
“She’s tremendous,” Lewis said. 
Round robin play saw “Artistic Hair Studio bumped 
out of contention for top spot. 
In the semifinals, first place Back Eddy took on 
fourth spot Nuyens, who won, moving them into the 
final and closer to first place. 
Bandstra defeated Kitwanga to advance to the fi- 
nal. Kitwanga beat the Back Eddy for the third place 
honour. 
Women’s Soccer Association public relations per- 
son Nina Peden said, “The tourney was awesome. We 
had some top notch soccer going on.” 
She said next year the association will challenge 
more teams from around the area to participate. 
Next up, the women play in their second annual In- 
door Tournament in November. 
top goalie for the tourney. 
Tuesday, September 6th 
Every Square Inch Filled With Final Sell Off Goods! 
Thursday, September 8th 
10 a.m. till 10 p.m. 
WUGE TENTS ARE ERECTED ON TWE LOT! 12 WOUR FINAL SELL-OFF DAY: 
I Friday, September 9th 143 a.m. till 10 p.m. Wednesday, September 7th DARE TO DREAM DAY 9 a.m. itill 6 p.m. A Portion Of Every Sale Today Goes To Dare To Dream ... Helping Local School Bands To Do Their Travelling! They’re Running The Store All Doy! 12 WOUR FINAL SELL-OFF DAY: 
CHECK IT OUT! THE FINAL DAY - Saturday, September 10th 11 
II OARAGE SALE KICK§ OFF - 8:30 a.m. sharp! CJFW Broadcasting - On Location! 
II 3 3 HOCKEY TOURNAMENT - 
AND... Final Sell-Off Lots... on the lot, in . I “Coke & Hot Dog” Sale the store ... and the tents will be loaded! FINAL CLEARANCE TABLES EVERYWHERE!! Just $ 1 a 9 9  ! ! All proceeds to local hockey! 
TERRACE MINOR HOCKEY - 
CLOTHING 
Dance Tights 
Skating Tights 
Champion 
Women’s 
Swimsuits ................ 
Protec Jr. Snow 
Helmets, Reg. 84.99 - ~ow$42.W 
Head Matrix Jojo 
Skis, Reg. $434.99 - Now.. $268.99 
Rossignol 03/04 Sly 
Snowboard, 
Reg. 499.99 - Now ......... $ 1 49.99 
Head Kids Carv X2 
Skiboots, Reg. $124.99 -Now. $74099 
Ski-Doo Toboggans, 
Franklin Batting 
Gloves, Reg. $1 5.99 - Now ... $5.00 
BUY 1 GET 2ND 1 ....... 1 /2 PRICE 
BUY 1 GET 2ND 1 ....... 1 / a  PRICE 
Bras, Reg. 40.99 - Now ..... $20.99 
1/2 PRICE 
$39.89 Reg. $49.99 - Now ............ 
lzzo Strap Golf Bags, 
Tournament Curling Metal Hockey Goal 
With Net ......................... 
Tire Bauer dr. Gold Supreme 
Fog Zero Anti Fog 
Reg. $ 1  69.99 . Now ....... $1 29.99 Paste, Reg. $ 1  6.99 . Now . $1 0.99 
$99.99 Gloves, Reg. $19.99 . ~0~$28.99
Tubes .......................................... 50‘ Skates, Reg. $149.99- Now $79,99 
Pads, Reg. $159.99 . Now ..... $ 1 1 9.99 CAMPING - OUTDOORS Mask & Snorkel 
Fin Kits, Reg. $ 1  29.99 - Now $84.99 
Cats Meow North Face 
Sleeping Beg, 
Reg. $1 99.99 NOW $1 59.99 EXERCISE 
Olympic Weight Bench 
Soft Weight Balls 
Nike Balance Mat 
Mespa Energy 
Gel ....................................... 
Bauer Vapor Street Go 
Reebox HTKI Helmets 
Reg. $199.99- Now ..: .... $169.96 
. ....... 
Reg. $499.99 . Now ....... $349.99 
Reg. $79.99 Now $23.99 
$2.99 
Reg. $29.99 . Now ............ $22.49 
. ............ 
Sports Menu 
September 10 
your favourite activity. 
Come on out to Club Days at Skeena Mall to sign up f 
0 Sepember 10-1 1 
The Club Championships tee off at the Skeena Val11 
Golf and Country Club. Call the pro shop at-635-2542 f 
more details. 
W September 11 
Demolition Derby races at the Terrace ‘Speedway at 
FOQTWEAR 
$29.99 
Leo Jazz Shoes 
Reg. $57.99 - Now 
Reg. $31 .39 . Now ............ $22.99 
Spenco Insoles 
Dunham Wornens Slideshoe 
............ 
Reg. $99.99 . Now ............ $69.99 
p.m. Visit the club’s website at www.kermode.net/speedw 
for the rules to build your own car. For more informatic 
call Dave Reinhardt at 635-5984. 
September 14 
The Terrace Skating Club invites the public to Cor 
Skate With Us, a free skating session from 6 p.m. to 6 : d  
p.m. Registration for lessons will be available. To register’ 
phone, call Monique at 635-4374 or sign up at Club Days 
HOCKEY 
$19.99 
NFL Raidge Footballs 
. ............ 
Mesh Practice 
Jerseys . Now ...................... $9.99 Reg. $49.99 Now 
September 17 
B.C. Seniors Games Zone 10 holds its regular month 
meeting at the Happy Gang Centre at 1:30 p.m. For detai 
call Betty at 635-3352. 4555 WKEESE AVENUE 
TERRACE, B.C. V8G l P 7  September 20 and 22 Badminton practise smashes onto the court at Thornhi 
Jr. Seconday. Juniors practise from 6:30 p.m. to 8 p.r 
Adults 18-years-old and up practise from 8 p.m. to 10 p.r 
For more info call Norm Parry at 635-9422. 
I 
1 
